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+his impressive picture was taken En the 
factmy wmld durin? the hemic assault Eif a 
u.n. plaiEIEin En pEiint Charlie. +he mmphm 
had been harassin? the steel tmEipers fm 
several hEiurs, inflidin? heavy lEJsses . 

+he cavalry is usually saidtEJ arrive when it is 
ail Ever, but the fire +Eiads were there ri?ht En 
time, SCEirin? a li?hiflin? vidmy a?ainst the 
mEirphEis and savif1Cj1 dEJzens Eif steel fmEipers . 
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2~007 is the year of surprises and reve la

tions. 

Each f'..rm y Book for AT-43 is there 

to enrich your Sci-Fi 'JJOme. Mter the 

U.n./':,.., it is the +herians ' turn to ?et thei r 

reference publication. f'..nd just so the 

U.n.f'... don ' t feel left behind, Cry Havoc 

?ives you the secrets of the White Stars' 

trainin? in an article about the most presti

?ious U.n. military academy: East Line. 

f'..s the Factory world approaches f'..va , the 

fi<[htin? ?ets fierce r: Phase 2 of Operation 

Damocles has been launched! Find out in 

this issue al l the deta il of this worldwide 

campai?n for AT-43, and defeat Babel's 

traps, as the mysterious electronic con 

sciousness of Dam odes continues to rise. 

f'..arklash is also bein? blown to bits by 

the wi nds of war. +he mi litary projects of 

the empire of the Syharhalna have been 

revealed: Razheem rides ahead of the 

?reat offensive on +ir-na -Bor. Will the 

scorpion 's stin? pierce the shield of the 

LE<[is? 

Cry Havoc also offers you a brand new 

mode: AT-43 Tactics. +his ?ame 

...,.,.,.,.,.-.....--~~-l ....,_i<~i-1i"KP· rl on the rules of AT-43 but can be 

without havin? ever played the 

?a me. Yot.i and your friends , play the role of 

White Stars heroes whose un it is lost behind 

+herian lines. Beware of devilish traps of 

the ?a me leader whose only instructions are 

to putthe intruders throu?h hell! 
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The Sca1·ecrow is the most famous iester 
ofCadwallol1, a11 assassi11 worl<ingfor the 

guild of Usurers . He used to be an actor 
from Come& Garden who once crossed the 
boundaries ofmadl1ess and he is now unable 
to breah from the character he used to pi!')': 

the 1·ole of the cruel mashed uimi11al . The 
Usurers themselves fear tl1is extravagam and 
megalomaniac i11dividualwhose deathblows 

are alw!'Ys dealt with a /,iller punch li11e. 
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When most assassins specialize in 
lighting attacks, the Scarecrow takes 
pride in demonstrating genuine 
mastery of combat: INI 5 , ATT/ STR 
517, DEF/ RES 6/4 , Ambidextrous , 
Assassin and Feint for only 55 A.P.! 
His artifact , the Mask of scares , 

ma kes him Dreadful (FEAR 7) and 
forces his opponents to roll courage 
tests to manage to wound him. 
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THE HARLEQUIN 

I MINIATURE AND 5 CARDS 
FOR CONFRONTATION, 
RAG'NAROK AND CADWALLON: 
THE HARLEQUIN (REFERENCE 
CARD), THE ARCANA OF 
CADWALLON (EXPLANATORY 
CARD) , ARCANUM 1: THE 
MAGICIAN, ARCANUM VIII : 
IUSTICE, ARCANUM XVII : THE 
STAR (ARTI FACTS AND SPELLS). 

RAN K: IN IT IATE OF 
CADWALLON. 50 A.P. 

RECOMMENDED 
RETAIL PRICE: $ 10.40 I 8,00 € 

The Harlequin's name has beenwhispued 
in the shadows of Cadwallon for generations. 
For some, this maslwd cha1·acter is a 1·uthless 
outlaw, daring and dauntless . For others, he 
is the avenging hand able to strihe a'2Ywhere 

The Harlequin is a colorful and versatile 
magician! As an Init iate of Air, Water, 
Fire and Earth (POW 4), he has access 
to a large variety of elemental and 
cartomancy spells. Besides, he comes 
with Artifact / 3, Leap, Bravery and 
Fencer. The Harlequin comes with 
three prestigious arcana from the 

in the Free ci!J whe11 night comes . 

Tarot ofVanius: the Magician , lust ice 
and the Star. Each of these arcana 
represents a powerful artifact and a 
spell of cartomancy. The Harlequin 
doesn't stop at impossible' 

To secure his vicrory agai11st the Concord of the Eagle, the ne· 
cromancer ASLII'a de Sa rla th subiected swarms ofmolochs . 
A{<el'the hoJTi{ying battle, the demons f1·eed themselves fmm 
the g1·asp ofAcheron and scattered across Aarl<lash . Thg have 
now ioined the peoples of Dar/mess su iting thei1· nature best. 
The ''2Ystics of Aarlllas/1 /mow that in the blacl<e11ed heal"ls of 
the molochs slumbers a power capable o{ changi11g the face of 
the Rag'naml<. These immorrals are naturalmasten of!Jplw
nism. Tilg are onJy able to free the wlwle extent of their power 
at tl1e cost ofextremeJy pai11{ul efforts. But the more tlw-e 
are, the easier it is to summon their devasta ting powers. 

The molochs are great winged demons (Flight, MOV 15/ 15) . They 
combine excellent combat characteristics (ATT/ STR 5/ 10, FEAR 8) 
and an innate mastery of the dark lore (Initiate of Darkness/ Typho· 
nism, POW 3). Th e fo ur types of mo lochs (death bringer, famished, 
plague-stricken and warlike) are as many faces of the ultimate battle. 
Deploying the demon ic foursome allows each moloch to use his special 
capacity with more ease. The molochs also have the ability "Alliance/ 
Meanders of Darkness" allowing them to join any army of Darkness. 
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With the progress of the Lega9 of the Elders, 
the c;)nwiill a1·e able to build or repair a lot 

more constructs. Besides the other l<illing 
machines such as the quasar1 the an~ of 

La never can now dep/V' swift a11d mobile 
constructs destined to carry out lightning 

attach: the pu/sa1·. Equipped with matchless 
propulsion ~stems, this tireless warrior 

harasses the Dragons' enemies without merry. 

The a11gels are the servants oft/" 
ma~y gods of Light. Traditionally 

used as messengers, their appearance 
used to be considered as a good 

omen . However, since the Rag'narol~ 
has begun, the a11gels a1·e 110t so rare 

a~more : summoned to protect 
the pure hearted faithful and bri11g 
death i11 the 11ame of Light, they are 

a11 an~ rea& to fall upo11 Aaddash . 
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The Cynwall pulsar is a mobile and 

deadly fighter: mobile thanks to its high 

Movement (MOU 15); deadly because 

of the combination of ATT/ STR 6 / 9 , 

Charging strength / 12 and Sequence/ 1. 

It also has the ability " lm placable/ 1" 

allowing you to get the best out of it. Its 

equipment should not be disregarded: 

the Cynwall pulsar carries all the 

equipments that can be targeted by 

the spells of Cynwall magicians! 

The angels of Light are Immortals 

with Cure/ 5. But they are well 

able to fight thanks to Flight, IN I 

3, ATT/STR 3/ 5, DEF/RES 2/ 4. 

With the miracle provided, the 

faithful of the armies of Light can 

summon these precious allies! 
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As ayotll1g paladin, Danil was incarnated 
during the battle ofTei1Seth. Isolated from 

the rest of the troops of Light, he fell upon a 
gmup of clone servants, as lost and in danger 

as he was. Although th9 we~·e servants of 
Dadwess, Danil understood that Light did 

not malw these bnds ofdistinctiol1, a11d 
he escorted them bach to his e11campme11t, 

where th9 were cw·ed a11d cared fa,·. 
Whe11 Da11ilmet these clones agail1 
quite a long time had go11e iy. Th9 

made him the gift of a Scorpio11 
on1JITient, a mash th9 had modified to 

become the pa/adi11's shoulder pad. 

N EWS ULY 

Danil the Valiant is a champion paladin. 

Like all the members of his cast, Danil 

is a fearless hero who fights to see 

the triumph of Light. With righteous , 

ATT/ STR 7/ 8 and a sacred weapon, 

he has an excellent offensive potential 

and he can fight even the most horrible 

creatures without fear. Resolution / 2 

and Cure/ 4 give him the opportunity 

to adapt to any situation and t o heal 

himself in between fights. His artifacts 

are those of a paladin: thanks to 

Goodness, he heals the fighters on 

his side surrounding him. Sternness ) 
his sword gives him lmp lacable / 2 and 

-----------------1 doubles his pursuit movement distance. 

Viihhal is the chief of the t1·ibe of the 
Behemoth . This warrior ofstoJ1e, armed 
witl1 the S9the of the how/as, has made 

it though a thousand battles where his 
warriors fought the hordes of Achero11 

or tl1e regiments of the Lion . His b1·avery 
a11d his martial sl1ills are lege11dary. 

U11du his command, the tribe could well 
follow this wise and powerful warrior 

into the limbos ... and mahe it bach! 
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Vijkha l, presented with the story and the rules 

ofthe tribe ofthe Behemoth in the Cry Ha voc 
vol.2 , is now available! Discover or rediscover 

this exceptional warrior ( IN15, ATT/ STR 7/1 0, 

DEF/ RES 6/ 10 , DIS 5 , Bravery, Leadership / 10 , 

etc.) wielding the Scythe oft he howlers , 

his artifact that gives him Born killer! 
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ATTACHMENT BOX: SPETSNATZ KOMMANDOS 

REDBLOK 

ATTACHM ENT BOX: KRASNYE SOLDATY 

REDBLOK 

6 
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"Got doubts? Stick it wirhyour combat l111i{e. ~ 

If that's not enough, slwuea rod:et into it." 

-Advice given to the spets natz 
kommandos in training. 

There is nothing better than a good office r to 

change the course of battle. It's all for the best 
then : the :spetsnatz officers are some the best 

ever trained througlww rhe gala.~. An iron grip 

in a gauntlet of steel; tf1ese exceptional soldiers 

lead their men from o11e victory to the nexr.. . 

THI S BGX CG nTll.lnS: 
6 MINIATURE AND 7 REFERENCE CARDS FOR AT-+3. 

RECOMMENDED RETAI L PRI CE, S 30.00 / 30 ,00 € 
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"Jn a situation wer~ou haven't been issued orders, ~ 

find something worrh destrving and slwor." 
-Popular krasny soldat saying. 

if the has'!)' soldat is the soul of the Reuolutionary 
forces, its officers are its strength. Th£)1 lead their 

men with an iron grip. This w~ th9 obtain a 
level obedience that owes them the respect of 

all the armed forces in the universe. Tl1ryl1ave 
all followed a leadership !raining course, the 

degree of which is determined £y !heir rani~ . 

THIS BGX CG nTll.InS: 
6 MINIAT URES AND 7 REFERE NCE CARDS FO RAT--13. 

RECO MM ENDED RETAI L PRI C E, S 30.00 I 30,00 € 



UN IT BOX: KOSSAK 

REDBLOK 

UNIT BOX: DEATH DEALER TACARM S 

U.N.A. 

NEWS lULY 

Despite the fact it was first designed back in 
AT-01, this !Jpe 2 armored fighting vehicle 

still demonstrates the classic efficien9' of 
revolutionary armament d~ in, d~ out. 

No other Dmboi has ever can-ied collective values 

with such grandeur: just li/u tl1e Revolution, 
a marching Kassa/~ is unstoppable. Its armor 

is a reflection of revolutionary heart, not/ling 

can pierce it accept comradesl1ip and love for 

rl1e motherland. Those are the reasons w~ 

the Kassa/~ is the icon of the Revolution! 

TH IS BOX C ElnT.t:.ln S: 
A UNIT OF I MINIATURE, A CONTAINER 

AND 2 REFERENCE CA RDS FOR AT--13. 

RECOMM ENDED RETAIL PRICE,$ 40 .00 I 40 € 

rrHome delivery d9 and night, 24/7. You want the 

best, call LIS . S9 it lead, a':.Ywhere, a~time . " 

-Text at the back of the "ace of spades'' 
calling card of the 4th platoon, 3ru 

mechanized infantry battalion 

(death dealer TacArms). 

The death dealer TacArms are very rare machi11es, 

depl~ed fo•- precise missions and strict_!y dedicated . 
to antiperso11ne/ combat. For the enemies of the 

U.N.A., their emblem is a sign of death itself 

T HI S BEl X CElnT.t:.ln S: 
A UNIT OF 3 MINIATURES , 2 REFERENCE CARDS 

FOR AT-43 AND 3 COLLECTOR CARDS. 

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE,$ 30.00 / 30,00 € 
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LORD OF CARNAGE 

The lords of carnage are half elf warrior mages 

whose profi le was inspired by the " Revelations of 

Vile-Tis" card pack. Ambidextrous, Scouts and with 

POW 2, t hey now master Darkness and the path 

of Howls . Their special capacity, modified and 

simplified , allows them to increase the IN I, the ATT, 

t he DEF or the STR of t he devoure rs accompanying 

t hem. This min iature comes wit h two spells for t he 

path of Howls: Carnage increases t he Strength of 

the beneficia ry and Rage of t he Hyena gives extra 

combat dice to the magician . (40 A.P.) 

PHI DIAS SENESCHAL OF HOD 

(SECOND INCARNATION) 

Phid ias de Basarac, champion of the lodge of Hod, is 

back with a new sculpture and a new reference profile! 

With Ambidextrous, Master stri ke/ 4 , Righteous and 

Scourge/ Aberration prime, and more, he is part of 

t he pant heon of t he greatest champions of the game. 

Phidias comes with the Sword of the Basaracs, a 

sacred weapon t hat allows him to be played both as a 

griffin or as a Lion. ( liS A.P.) 

T HE CHIMERA 

The Chimera is the messenger of Light, an immortal who 

protects Aarldash from Darkness and encourages humani_Ey to 

better itself Allied to the Lions of Ala han since the origins of the 

l?ingdom, she has taught them the secrets of her extraordinary 

magical powers and brought out the virtue in them. 

Abilit ies: Loved by the gods. Brutish charge . War cry/ 10. Leap. 

Warrio r mage . Rallying c ry. Enormous. Spirit of Light. 

Immorta l of Li ght/ I. Virtuoso of Light/Hermet ism, c ircaeus. 

Rank: Virtuoso of the Li on . (500 A.P. ) 
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BAL-TORG THE ELDER 

(SECO ND INCARNATIO N) 

Bal-Torg has once again joined the armies of 

Tir-Na-Bor with a new sculpture and a new 

reference profile! Now an adept of Earth 

and Fire (POW 5, tellurism and druidism), 

he walks into battle carrying many potions, 

with nothing less than Artifact/4! Bal-Torg 

comes with a revised version of the Glad ius of 

alphax, as well as a new Potion of Hyffaid that 

gives Mutagenic/ -I to Tir-Na-Bor Characters. 

Finally he also comes with Secret of Bal-Torg, 

his reserved spell, that makes the effects of 

potions permanent. (52 A.P.) 

OPHI DIAN ASP 

The asps , the poisoned daggers of the 

Ophidian cause , come with Assassin, 

Consciousness, Possessed and Toxic/ 

Special. Their Toxic value corresponds 

to t he highest value found among the 

ot her Ophidian fighters of the army. 

Call upon these damned souls once the 

melee is engaged, to quickly elim inate 

the enemy's key pieces! (32 A.P.) 

MYSTIC OF T HE BEHEMOTH 

Discovered in Cry Havoc vol.2 , the mystics 

join the army of the Behemoth! Thanks to thei r 

connection with the spirit of the spirit of the 

mountain , t hey get a free extra incantation die 

each time they cast a spell. The miniature comes 

with two spells: Skin of the Behemoth , which 

increases the beneficiary's Resilience, and Heel 

of stone , which lowers the target 's Defense to 0. 

(28 A.P.) 

PREVIEW AUGUST 
KU RUIA.i, DA.iKIN EE ARCHER 

The Dai"kinee elves are certainJy not the most impressive 

fighters on the continent. However, when everthg appear, 

their enemies cannot repress a feeling of fearful respect. In 

fact very few armies can claim to have archers as deadJy 

them. Kurujai; the Dai"bnee champion archer and l~a l 

frien d of Shaenre the magician, requested from thr;young 

king of Ouithyran to be allowed to accompa!:)l the 

emerald a~ into battle. At a time when Aarldash is being 

sucl1ed into the Rag'naro/1, his feats of arms inspire all the 

Da"ikinee archers, bringing bach hope to the fairy court. 

Abi lit ies: Regeneration/ 5. Blood ' s 

brother/ Shaenre. Instinctive firing. 

Ran k: Da.,.ki nee regular champion. (45 A. P. ) 
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UNIT BOX: DRAGONOV KOMMANDOS 

RED BLOK 

ATTACHMENT BOX: DRAGONOV KOMMANDOS 

RED BLOK 

10 
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"Aim {o1· the head!" ~ 

- dragonov kommando motto. 

The dragonov kommandos are the elite of the 

Revolutionary forces of the Red Blok. They 

have no other speciality than excellence. They 

are deployed both to insp ire the troops and 

to carry out the most dangerous missions. 

THIS BBX CB nTll.lnS: 
A UNIT OF 6 M INIAT URES 

AN D 3 CARDS FOR AT .. IJ. 

RECOMMANDED RETAIL PRICL S 25.00 / 25,00 € 
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"Sarge, all we've left is r-wen!J two bullets per man!" ~ 
"TI1at's more rhan enougl1, there's 

o1'.]y a hundred of then. 
-Captain Borodine addressing the 

four surv ivo rs of his squad during 

the co unt e r offensive on Hades . 

Battles are won by the courage and skills of 

the men, as much as by the intelligence of 

their commanders. The dragonov are lethally 

skilful and their officers are lethally cunn ing. 

Born from iron and steel, these exceptiona l 

soldiers summon death in person upon the ir 

enemies, and she is one faithful ally .. 

TH IS BBX CBnTll. lnS: 
6 MINIATURES AND 7 CARDS FOR AT--13. 

RECO MMAN DED RETAIL PRICE:$ 30.00 I 30 ,00 € 
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ACC ESSORY BOX: EXPANSION SET 04 

ACCESSORIES AT-43 

The accessories from th is box will allow you to represent a battlefield and 

its strategic positions, it s covers and terrain. Ideal to stage the futuristic 

battles of AT-43 , they are perfectly suited for any science fiction game . 

THI S BOX C EinT.ll. ln S: 
I BUNKER AN D 2 HIGH WA LLS FO R AT-43. 

RECO MMAN DED RETAI L PRI CE, S 2S .OO / 2S ,OO € 

UNIT BOX: SPETSNATZ KOLOSSUS 

REDBLOK 

0::: The spetmatz lwlossus are legendary units. Each 
step tahn ~a spetsnatz lwlossus reil1{orces tl1e 

superiori!Jofthe Red Blol1's ideas. Each shot that 
does not fall a spetsnatz lwlossus wealums the 

trust of the shacl<ied masses have in the blindi11g 
grannies tltryliue in . For those who refL!Se 10 open 

their ryes, a fire storm blown !:Y the flamers will 
tal~e ca re ofpassing on the reuollltionary message. 

This Un it Box contains a unit of three spetsnatz 

kolossus, including two standard spetsnatz kolossus 

and a spetsnatz kolossus leader, each equipped with 

two flamers. One of them can be promoted sergeant. 

A spetsnat z kolossus can easily withstand machine 

gun lire and make its way through the densest 

artillery barrage. These steady giants are deployed 

as anti-personnel units. Scratching off the paint 

is the best light fire weapons can do to them. 

TH IS BOX CBnTll.lnS: 
A U NITOF 6 MINIAT U RES 

AN D 3 CARDS FOR AT-43. 

RECO MMAN DED RETAI L PRI CE, $ 30. 00 / 30,00 € 

PREVIEW AUGUST 

HERO BOX: CAPTAIN VRACHOV 

REDBLOK 

Captain Pavel Vrachov is a genu ine 
revolutionary idealist, full on convictions and 

l1umani.!:Y. Vracl10v began is career as a medic. 
He never stopped being a doctor, even when 

he became a pi/or. He would never leave a 
wounded comrade without care: he was even 
been spot1ed once climbi11g out of his Kossah 
to tend a soldier, br-eaching all military rules . 

Captain Vrachov is an officer and a hero of 

the Revolutionary forces. On foot, he can 

take the lead of a krasny soldat unit while 

serving as an extra medic. Aboard KKS, his 

personal Kossak, he benefits from the power 

of a combat strider and can still heal infantry 

fighters in contact. Destroying his strider is not 

enough: he eiects himself and his miniature 

on foot is deployed to keep on nghting! 

TH IS BOX CBnTll,lnS: 
I MINIATURE AND 2 CARDS FOR AT-43. 

RECOMMAND ED RETAIL 

PRIC E' $ 15 .00 / 15,00 € 
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CONFRONTATION: THE AGE OF THE RAG'NAROK 

Units , an activation sequence more than ever at 

the heart of the game, a more intuitive management 

of magic and faith , Incarnates worthy of the ir strate

gic value, new troops, tactics, several game modes 

for the activation sequence , exclusive scenarios ... 

While the game rules are ava ilable to download at 

www.confrontation.fr, Cry Havoc gives you the 

main principles of a game round in the new edition 

of Confrontation. 

I - +LiC+IC.LlL PH.LlSE 

During the tactical phase, the players plan their 

actions for the round that has just begun. They per

form the following actions in the order given below. 

r.r. BUILDinG +HE 
l'tC+IVlHIDn SEQUEnCE 

The activation sequence represents the order in 

which the units will be played. There are several 

methods that can be used to build it, each one cor

responding to a different difficulty level. Choose the 

one that best suits your gaming style or to set the 

level of tactical complexity you want for the game. 

r. 2.11tU+HDRI+Y +ES+ 

The players test the Authority - the new character

istic that replaces Discipline - of their commanders. 

They each roll a die and add the Authority of the ir 

commander to the outcome . Some Characters get 

an extra d ie. The player with the highest result wins 

the Authority test . 

I.3. Rl'tLLYinG 

Some units might be in rout following a fight 

aga inst frightening enemies or after a melee where 

the enemy outnumbered them. 

To rally their units, each player rolls a Courage/Fear (3) 

test for each unit he has in rout. The value used is the highest 

among the fighters of the unit. Units that succeed this test 

are no longer in rout, those that fa il this test remain in rout. 

2 - .LlC+IV .Ll+IIJTI PH.LlSE 

Upon its activation , a unit can perform one of the 

fo llowing actions: walk; walk and / or attack from 

range and / or trigger a mystic action (in any order 

chosen by the player); run; attack an engaged unit 

without movi ng any miniature; assault. It is also pos

sible to choose to do nothing, but the unit is still 

considered to have been activated. 

Once the selected action has been resolved , the first 

player hands the lead to the player to his left, who becomes 

the active player. The activation phase ends when each 

player has revealed his entire activation sequence. 

2. r. Uni+ Rl'tnGED llt++lltCK 

A unit can attack from range if at least one of its fighters has 

ranged combat characteristics and if the unit is not engaged. 

All the marksmen of the unit who have the same pro

file shoot simultaneously at the same target; marksmen 

who have different profiles shoot in different salvos. 

Each salvo is resolved using the following steps : 

1/ Choice of the target and the marksmen 

2/ Measuring the range 

3/ Ranged attack test 

4 / Strength test 

51 Removal of losses 

The player can choose in which order the salvos are 

resolved. It is possible to decide not to attack with a cer

tain type of marksman. 

2.2 . CDffiB.L't+ 

Each combat is resolved when a unit engages an enemy 

unit after its movement or when an already engaged unit 

that chooses not to move is activated. The fighters from 

both sides form a melee, inside which the active unit 

hacks its enemies to pieces in hand to hand combat. The 

latter will be able to retaliate during their next activa

tion ... if they survive. 

The melee is split into several combats. Each combat 

opposes two profiles of fighters: an attacker profile from 

the active unit and a defender profile from the enemy unit. 

The active player chooses the order in which the 

fighters of this unit resolve their combats. 

• A fighter can only fight the enemies in contact 

with his base or his miniature; 

• A fighter can be caught in several successive 

combats if he is in contact with enemies with differ· 

ent profiles. In this case, his combat dice are split 

between the various combats he takes part in. 

TACTICS 

During their training, the warriors of the Rag'narok 

are trained in deadly martial tactics. In game terms, 

tactics allow the players to make tactical choices 

that increase the possibilities open to their units. 

Each unit can use one tactic per round. 

Each combat is solved by performing the following 

steps in order: 

II Choice of weapon 

2/ Hand to hand attack test 

3/ Strength test 

4 / Removal of losses 

3 - CIJTI+RIJL PH.LlSE 

Each player determines which objectives he controls 

and draws from these the Elixir essential to his Incar

nates. He performs the following steps in order: 

II Calculation offaith points and mana points 

2 / Maintenance of effects 

3/ Collection of Elixir 

4/Time out 

The player who has won the Authority test resolves the 

control phase first. The round ends with this phase. 

Over the summer, the Studio will be uploading new 

profiles to the website for the other armies of the 

Rag'narok. The forces of the Scorpions of Syharhalna 

and the Tree Spirit will have reached your Confronta

tion : the Age of the Rag'narok tables by late luly. 

The profiles for the other armies will all be available 

online before this new edition is released . So, Confronta

tion: the Age of the Rag'narol1 will be the only game to take 

place on Aarklash for the 2008 tournament season. 

All the fighters of the Rag'narokwill then be ready for war! 
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STEEL TRBBPER 

Preparation 

The first thing to do is prepare the miniature(s) 

that you want to customize. There might be some 

mold lines that need to be scraped off here and 

there. T he painting will be damaged of course, 

but it will not have any consequences on what 

fo llows. If the purpose is a complete change of 

the miniature's color pattern it is not necessary 

to remove the paint (in fact, it would damage the 

miniature). The factory painting constitutes an 

excellent starting point that can be easily modi

fied. However, exp e rienced painters who do not 

want to use this base will need to prime the min 

iature on top of the factory painting. The two al

ternative patterns presented here are the result of 

both techniques. 

The green steel trooper has been customized di

rectly from the factory painting while the blue steel 

trooper was primed before being customized. 

The factory painting is more or less a base followed 

by a wash. So the color resulting from these two 

stages needs to be reproduced where the mold line 

was scraped off. 

A custom job consists of stressing details, cleaning any 

possible smudge and highlighting on top of the wash. It 

is then possible to repaint the weapons in NMM (Non 

Metallic Metal, a technique of giving the look of metal 

without actua lly using meta llic paints) and push the de

tails to the max (unit marking, dirt, wear, etc.). 

Class ic Steel troope r 

A mix of Steel gr9 and Kallienneyellow is applied 

to the armor plates. A touch of Accursed black is then 

added to the mix to create a wash that produces darker 

shadows. The iirst mix of Steel gr9 and Kallienneyel

low is used to high light the armor plates, to add some 

emphasis to them. 

As for the khaki un iform, a mix of Accursed blac/1 

and Kallienneyellow is used to clearly re-deiine the 

areas where the painting of the armor might have been 

smudged. It is notably the case around the feet . 

THE CHRONlCLES OF THE WORLD OF RACKHAM 

Blue Steel trooper 

The armor plates are base coated in AV'ssal blue 

and progressively lightened until the mix is pure 

Ephren blue. The uniform is painted Gr9 of darl1-

ness. A gradation is then produced to reach Ephren 

blue, and continued to reach Sharp grry. The gloves 

are stressed by add ing some Elven flesh to the iinal 

highlighting. 

Gree n Stee l trooper 

The armor plates and the uniform are done in al

most the same way. A thick wash of Chitin green is 

added on top of the factory painting. Accursed blac/1 

is left by transparency in the shadows. More Chitin 

green is app lied and graded till Mutant flesh. For the 

uniform, AV'ssal blue is added on top of the Accursed 
blac/1 in the shadows . 

Common e lements 

The skin is painted Chitin green and is fo llowed by 

a Soil of Avagddu wash. Go back over it with Tanned 

skin, a gradation is painted till Craggy sbn and then 

till PearJy flesh. 

The triple lenses are worked using Chitin green, 

and brought to reach Alchemica!_yellow. 



11 few usefu l co lors 

Eternal whi te Llccursed black 

Llbyssal blue Ephren blue 

Chitin l'reen Dirty leather 

Soil of Llval'ddu Kallienne yellow 

8 'I 8 
Elven ~esh Tanned skin 

8 .8 
Crai'I'Y skin Pearly nesh 

natural leather .6rcavia red 

Rockham red 

e 
Sharp \'ray 

8 
Gray of darkness Lllchemical yellow 

mutantnesh 

The weapons are painted in NMM. Starting with a 

black base, a gradation is then done in several steps 

to reach Gr~ of dar/mess, Sharp gr~ and fina!IJ 
Eternal white . 

The end of the weapon gets an Arcavia red and 

Racl1ham red glaze directly over the black layer. 

To fin ish t he work, touches of rust can be added 

to the armor. The magic formula for this is Natural 

leather and Merin's fire , applied in successive glazes 

in the hollow parts of the armor. This mix can also be 

used on bases , low walls and containers . 

*respect the safety inst ructions 

ldentHication 

In the dark corridors of Damocles, a U. N. officer 

needs to be able to identify the units under his com

mand. The military use markings to clearly identify 

the chain of command and the various platoons. The 

proper customization of your steel troopers will 

require these additional markings. Besides a touch 

of realism, the interest is both aesthetical and fun : 

these markings will make your miniatures stand out 

not only on the shelf but also on the gaming table . 

This operation can be done by hand or by using 

transfers. In the second case, dry transfers are pre

ferred. These can found in any military modeling 

store; the font used will then be most adequate 

(Stencil fonts are widely used by contemporary mili

tary forces). 

To apply these transfers , the letters and or the num-

bers chosen are cut o ut and carefully rubbed onto the 

WAR PAINTS 

+ERRaln 
ELEm En+S 

Low walls 

miniature using a smooth pointed object. A paint- The low walls can be worked in thousands of d if-

brush 's handle will usually do the trick. ferent ways. Starting from the original paint job, 

these terrain elements can become spectacular very 

Wear and rust can be added once the transfers have quickly. They might be damaged with various im-

been applied. The transfer can be scratched using 

the t ip of a modeling knife*, and partially covered 

with the color used on the armor or by a rusty glaze. 

Base 

Finally, the base is customized. It is first coated in 

Gr~ of dar/mess before a wash of Accursed black is 

applied. Small Natural leather and Merin 's fire (the 

magic mix) washes are left here and there as weath

e ring. Some Gr~ of dar/mess is dry brushed on , fol

lowed by Sharp gr~ highlights. Mark ings can also be 

pacts , covered in U.N. markings and / or smeared in 

traces of rust. 

To simulate impacts , small slices are made using 

a modeling knife* and holes are drilled using a hand 

drill. Scratches are then marked around these im

pacts to represent the breaks and chips due to the 

impacts. 

Bigger impacts can be made using an electric dri ll. 

Different size drill bits may used. The low wall might 

even be partially destroyed. 

added to the base to mimic the industria l environ- All that needs to be done then is to paint the areas 

ment of Dam odes. The techniques used for th is are that were customized (using Gr~ of darkness and 

the same as for the armor. then Sha rp gr~, just like the base) . A very, very light 

wash is t hen added to mark t he hollows. 
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Low walls can also be marked. For instance, some black 

and yellow safety bands can be painted to give them an in

dustrial feel. The chosen area is painted with a mix of Mer

in's fire and Gr_<ry ofdarlmess. Then a stencil is made by cut

ting parallel bands out of some removable adhesive tape. 

The stencil is applied to the zone (only once the previous 

layer of paint is completely dry) and the surface is painted 

in Accursed blacl1. 



For the nnal touch, rust and traces of run offs are 

added to the hollow parts to produce an astonish

ing effect. The technique used for this is exactly the 

same as for the steel troopers. 

Containers 

Obtaining a beautiful effect is easier on containers than 

on low walls: all they need is some weathering. However, 

this time the technique is slightly different. The surface 

and the factory painting require a special treatment. 

kitchen roll will soak up the wash in places where it 

was too dark. However, be careful not to remove too 

much of it. By using both the brush and the paper in 

turn, it is very easy to obtain the result you want. 

The container can then suffer the same treatment as 

the low walls : impacts, scratches, etc. It is also pos

sible to add chemical burns by melting the plastic. 

This can be done using a pyrographer or a blow torch 

(this operation must be done under the supervision of 

an adult) . 

Using a large paintbrush, a thick Natural leather Once the plastic has been melted, the rim of the 

and Merin's fire wash is applied on the surface. By the hole needs to be blackened. A mix of Accursed blacl< 

time the whole surface is treated it will have start- and Dir!J leather, with a possible addition of gloss var-

ed to dry already. Patting the container with some nish, will do the trick perfectly. 

WAR PAINTS 
Plastic is fantastic, and ready painted is a godsend! 

This is how easy it is to work the AT-43 range for even 

more spectacular results. 

For players in a hurry, or those who have little inter

est in painting, the factory base gives them the op

portunity to play a harmonious and "easy on the eye" 

army. Painters will appreciate the good base that will 

spare them the painstaking base coating process. 

And for those who want to change everything all to 

gether, there is nothing to stop them! 
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CliRRliCHE 
+HE BIJffiBLliYER 

lowing day, the young hero could already assemble 

and disassemble his new instrument with his eyes 

closed. He managed to learn how to cast bullets on 

his own . Soon after, he was developing his shoot

ing skills every day. These precocious skills brought 

a bit more meat to the family table and convinced 

Carrache the Bomblayer is a figurehead of the a need to know how things worked, from the printer's intruders to leave the family interests alone. 

guild of Architects and one of the best marksmen on press to the creation of the world. However, his par-

Aarklash. His reputation extends beyond the walls of 

Cadwallon, provoking the jealousy of all huntsmen 

on the continent. 

Hunter, exterminator or soldier, Carrache is known 

for being outspoken and for his misanthropy. He is a 

whimsical man, full of spite and odd habits . Under 

thi s coarse shell lies genuine intuitiveness, a sensi

tive artist dedicated to precision mechanics and 

machines of war. 

Carrache was born in 957 near Carthag Fero, in 

Akkylannie, to a family offarmers . His early life was 

shared between the required teachings at the school 

of Merin and hard work of the land . Naturally open 

and curious, the young farm boy showed great inter

est in the mysteries of his modest existence. He felt 

ents had no need for an inventor or a theologian in 

the family. They soon forced all sense of the abstract 

out of their son's mind, steering his interest towards 

what he could touch, calibrate and measure. It was 

a success. 

His discovery of chemical science, especially of 

explosives, revolutionized his early years. At the 

age of twelve he was already making his own bombs 

in secret, terrorizing his family as he blew up stumps 

and other obstacles in the village fields to make 

room for crops, just before mass. At iifteen, he 

put an early end to the career of a band of goblin 

marauders when he blasted their lair with a slightly 

over-charged homemade bomb. T he local magis

trate , content with been ridden of the nuisance so 

quickly, rewarded Carrache with a rifle. By the fol-

THE CHRONICLES OF THE WORLD OF RACKHAM 

Military service, compulsory for all Akkylannians 

(see Cry Havoc vol. 04), was Carrache 's first con

tact with society. He showed so much interest in 

firearm mechanics and the mysteries of gun powder 

that he was immediately incorporated into the fusil

iers. He instantly impressed his shooting instruc

tors and learned the trade of arms with the same 

zeal he had learned that of the land. He shared his 

secrets with his companions and ate everyday with 

the Griffin gunmen. He became his unit 's guardian 

angel on the battleiield: anyone who approached 

too closely was usually about to trigger an explosive 

trap, taking a shortcut to heaven with a huge bang. 

Carrache, who was constantly trailed by the scent 

of powder and explosions, was soon nicknamed the 

Bomb layer. 



-------------------------·----------------------------------------------------------

Fusilier Carrache did have one fault though: he 

simply could not accept that his companions did not 

share his passion for complex machinery. He was dis

ciplined several times for having modified his weapon 

without authorization. His obvious sincerity resulted 

in only light, but repeated, sanctions. This prevented 

him from progress ing up the hierarchy despite the 

esteem of his officers . 

Carrache refused to stay in the army after his man

datory serv ice . He saw military discipline as non

sense, shackles to his evolution. Besides, he did not 

get the mysteries offaith that governed all aspects of 

Griffin military life . 

Bitter and disappointed, Carrache went into isola

tion to dedicate himself to his new passion: complex 

firearms and siege weapon machinery. Far from con 

sidering them machines of death, all he saw in them 

was a testimony of human genius, a celebration of 

ingenuity and logic. 

For a short while, Carrache returned to the village 

of his ancestors . He soon real ized his place was on 

the battlefield: war was one ofthe only places where 

technology was always pushed to the edge. He was 

burning with envy to take part in this race, but he 

could not accept to be limited by military hierarchy. 

Ca rrache was Incarnated in 981, when he took the 

decision to become a mercenary. From that moment 

on, his pass ion took him on the trail of his own fate. 

11. SIJULLESS ffiERCED!1.RY 

The early times were difficult: his intransigence 

and his outspokenness certainly d id not please his 

patrons. His wo rk, although perfectly executed, 

was not always rewarded as much as he expected . In 

order to dedicate himself to his passion and manu 

facture ever more complex mechanisms, he had no 

other choice but to leave part of his moral beliefs 

behind and accept some shadier jobs. He strayed 

further from humanity and found refuge in a world 

of gears and military treatise. What was a passion 

soon became an obsession. Carrache was making 

significant breakthroughs, but he lacked a purpose 

or a cause to fight for. 

Carrache became a cynical fighter who did not 

care about murdering someone as long as it meant 

he could finance his latest invention. Gold for 

blood. With the money earned, he purchased some 

extremely rare books, which helped him manufac

ture his own tailor made arsenal. He designed and 

built his own rifle and became a reference in the field 

of mak ing explosives. The quality of his materiel seri

ously outclasses that of the Akkylannian army and 

rivals that of the Cynwall. Since he found out how 

to make his own gun powder, his favorite technique 

has been to attract his prey into a previously trapped 

area, leaving the prey set off another of his great fire

works shows. 

CARRACHE THE BOMBLAYER 
Carrache's perseverance and stubbornness were 

starting to pay off. He was invited by Barhan lords 

to hunt the ferocious beasts from their land, gener

ally wolfen . His renown preceded him in his visit to 

the Tir-Na -Bor, with whom he shared manufacturing 

secrets and established some very fruitful relations. 

The mercenary bands that once mocked his exces

sive rigor, now begged for him to join them, prom 

ising astronomical sums of gold. It was too late for 

that: Carrache, aloof from humanity he now judged 

mediocre, was riding alone. His knowledge and skills 

were all he had and he intended to get paid the right 

price for it. 

I HilVE GREilt EStEEm FHR 

CilRRilCHE. HE IS L1 tRUE 

CRilFtSmiln WHH LIKES 

il fHB WELL DHnE. HE IS 

fiUtSPfiKEn LIKE il HHnESt 

HUntER, mEtiCULfiUS ilS il 

DWilRF ilnD ilS mERCILESS 

ilS il WHLFEn. HE IS tHE HnE 

I CilLL UPHn WHEn I nEED 

il tRilCKER tfi PURGE SHmE 

PilRilSI+E FRHm mY DHmilin. 

- DuKE DEn llzHIR 

SERVInG Cl1.DWJ5...LLIJD 

Carrache's reputation eventually reached the ears of 

the masters of the guild of Architects, who recognized in 

his behavior the ideals of their own organization: auton

omy, the love of expertise and a desire to overcome 

challenges. They sent out representatives to meet him, 

a dwarven architect and chief servant ogre. Carrache, 

who was trailing a fugitive wanted by the inquisition in 

the forest of lcquor, was immediately convinced by their 

arguments and he made it to Cadwallon as soon as pos

sible. A few months later, he received his Cadwe bap

tism (see Cadwallon, Pl9ers handhooh, p. 302) making 

him a true citizen of the Free city. 

Upon joining the guild of Architects, Carrache 

finally felt at home. He sees the guild as a fellow

ship that understands and shares his methods and 

motivations. He spends most of his time in his 

workshop, in Drakaer, testing and improving proto

types of firearms and war machines sent to him by 

other Architects. 

For the time being, the Bomblayer is content with 

the gruff assassin image that follows him around. The 

Duke of Cadwallon, Den Azhir in person, sometimes 

requires his services : either to impress his guests dur

ing a hunting party or to take care of some dangerous 

intruders , ranging from fugitive war clones to infuri

ated Elementals, or even maddened devourers. 

But, as he became interested in the other trades in 

the Architect 's corporation, Carrache realized how 

much his lack of abstraction had been a handicap in 

his life since childhood. He understood that abstrac

tion was the key to progress since it allows one to 

question the laws of the present, giving birth to 

those of the future. This revelation changed his life , 

allowing him to realize his full potential: he doesn 't 

look to improve or duplicate existing mechanisms 

anymore , but rather to design new ones , in order to 

generate a new technological revolution. 

In his wildest dreams, Carrache wishes to see his 

philosophy spread out and hopes that science will 

help humanity in taming the Elements. This is the 

reason why he keeps an eye on the technological 

evolutions ofthe most advanced nations of Aarklash: 

the Griffin and the Boar, friends to the Architects , 

but it is the Dragon that interests him most. It may 

take some time, but Carrache will help the Cadwe 

understand the secrets ofCynwall technology and its 

fabulous constructs. 
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·~ . ~~ ~c;q~r~~~~ . ~h_e_ ~.o.rr:~l_a_4_e;- League: : . .. . .... . ......... . 

Origin : . f:la_t~v~. . . . . . . . . . . . . Race: : ... Hu_rr;q~ .. . .... ..... . 

Culture: : ~P.P.~r. ~i_ty. . . . . . . . . Motivation : . ... .... ...... . . 
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4 
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HEALTH POINTS 
Stunned [i 
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Serious Wound 0 0 0 
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INCapacitated il n [] 

PROTECTION 
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The Rag'narok is raging on all fronts (see Cry 
Havoc vol.l4). This issue explores one of the regions 

at war; the rest will be reviewed over the coming 

issues, each front evolving simultaneously with the 

others. Together, these articles will give the reader 

an overall vision of the whirlpool of violence drawing 

in all Aarklash. 

In the desert of the Syharhalna , from the domain 

of Dust and Tears, Razheem the Insane is abo ut to 

launch his terrible plan of conquest: the Dance of 

the Scorpion. Supported by all the commanders of 

the Syharhalna , he is looking to drive his forces far 

into the defenses of Tir-Na-Bor like a spear through 

flesh , piercing the dwarven republic to its heart, Ka

ln-Ar (see Cry Havoc vol. l3). 

Standing before him, the heroes of the Boar must 

fight without Tan-Ka·,·r as he pursues his combat deep 

inside the abyss of Mid-Nor. 

In the meantime, the lackal is mustering its forces, 

answering Shaka-Morka/s call: the Scorpion must be 

defeated! 

Light is also watching this region of Aarklash; the 

Temple of the East and the Temple of the South 

are determined to stop Razheem at all costs. In the 

mountains of the lEgis and in the canyons of Bran-6-

Kor, Commander Arkhos will fight some dire battles , 

but he will not walk away the same man. 

Will the Scorpion's sting pierce the shield of the 

lEgis? 

.LlLLI.LlnCES 

Destiny is still shaken by the defeat of the Faathi; 

and while Darkness has set in motion a plan it has 

been devising for so long, Light has organized a war 

council to set up a strategy. The power of Darkness 

has revealed the true range of its brutality. Rallying 

destiny now seems the only way to stop Razheem. 

No matter the preparation, things never go accord

ing to plan. The dance of the Scorpion is bound to 

have its sour notes and missed steps. Each Way of 

Alliance will have to deal with misfortune and the 

many surprises of war! 

THE RAG'NAROK 

+HE P.Ll+HS ElF DES+ITIY 

In the land of Dust and Tears, the Paths of Destiny 

meet no more. Directly facing the Scorpion threat, 

and convinced it has been abandoned by the fortress 

of the Faathi, the lackal thinks first about protecting 

its own land , Bran-0-Kor. After a journey to the land 

of the Long Sun (see p.25), Shaka-Morkha·i real

izes that the time has come to unite the orcs under 

the one banner, that of the Kal-Ra·,"k, the chief of 

all clans. He calls out to all the ore hordes to rally 

to lackal's lair. His message is carried by the Track

ers and their clan. Shaka-Morkha·i hopes that, once 

they are united, the orcs could outflank the Scorpion 

army to cut its retreat route. Prisoners of the lEgis, 

the clones would not last long against the Dwarves. 

The keeper of lackal's lair is not the only one work

ing for an ore victory. Avangorok is still in commu

nication with Commander Arkhos. He believes that 

an alliance with the Temple of the East would give 

the orcs a better chance of beating the Scorpion . 

His beliefs are reinforced by the fact that Arkhos 

has always been open to ore culture and has always 

listened to the magical forces of the canyons. More

over, Avangorok also knows that Arkhos' sister, Mira, 

has traveled to the land of the Long Sun. 

In the meantime, the Boar has locked itself up 

inside its fortresses . When it understood the extent 

of the threat marching out from the desert, it chose 

to organize its defense into several lines. Each for

tress will only be allowed to fall after having slain as 

many enemies as possible. As many ofthe defending 

soldiers as possible will then fall back to the next line 

of defense , reinforcing the ranks of the defenders of 

the next fortress while the invader's forces are worn 

out with each new attack. 

The Wolf has decided to do the opposite; it has 

set out to meet the enemy. Even if its territory is not 

yet under threat, it has in mind to destroy the Scor

pion: Arh-Tolth, the Syhar god, is the Craftsman, the 

hereditary enemy of the goddess Yllia. Despite any 

strategic or political considerations, the wolfen leap 

into the dance of the Scorpion, maybe too late. Syr

iak, the pack leader of the Red Oak, hopes to find 

Razheem leading his troops. He is determined to 

rip the scorpion 's head off and take it all the way to 

lnuka, in a move that will shatter Syhar morale. 

In the end, no war council was held by Destiny in 

this region. However, unofficial connections are 

being formed between these peoples. Pilzenb

hir has attempted several times to organize talks 

with the stone circles located around the dwarven 

fortresses. In order to prepare his people's offen

sive, the Watcher is establishing several contacts 

with the Boar and the lackal , with mixed success. 

Notably, he has met with the Son of Thunder, with 

whom he shares a sincere friendship. Relations 

between dwarves and orcs are a lot tenser, the orcs 

having raided many dwarven fortresses in the past. 
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Fulgur is sent out as a messenger, without much 

expectation . And yet, while the Scorpion has already 

started knock down the dwarven defenses, the 

Watcher sets up a meeting with Bal-Torg, the infor

mal emissary of the Boar, and the Son of Thunder, 

who came on his own behalf. Although no true alli

ance was forged in the end , this meeting will avoid 

getting this three people in the way of one another in 

their struggle against the Scorpion . 

+HE ffiE.LlnDERS ElF D.LlRKnESS 

During the war council of the claw of Sarlath, the 

region of the lEgis was placed under the command 

of Razheem the Insane. He has been given orders to 

lead the dance of the Scorpion with the other peo

ples of Darkness, notably the Hydra . 

The dance of the Scorpion in meant to be per

formed as follows: the troops that fought in the 

Mourners' gorge will turn around and head towards 

Ogh-Hen-Kir. A second offensive, passing through 

the island of Orinka, will attack the Temple of the 

East. This move should draw the Akkylannian troops 

away from their stronghold, making the temple an 

easy prey. A third attack will be aimed directly at the 

Temple of the South to prevent them from rescuing 

the real targets of the invasion . Once the Temple of 

the East is down and Ogk-H en-Kir taken, the Syhar

halna will end its movement by taking care of the 

Temple ofthe North with the support of the troops 

of Ache ron , arriving from Tar-Haez. The rendezvous 

will give Razheem's troops a chance to re -supply, 

and the capture of the Temple of the North will give 

them a solid base in the region: a new Syhar dominion 

thousands of kilometers away from Shamir! 

The success of this plan relies on several factors. 

Razheem has the support of many war heroes, nota

bly Thissan Ka. He is bringing with him numerous 

tarascus clones and aberration primes. With the newly 

concluded alliance between the Scorpion and the 

wa rli ke molochs, he can also count on their demonic 

help. The molochs were watching the battle of the 

Mourners' gorge and liked Razheem's "style". They 

flew to the heights of New Shamir, where they met 

with Basyleus Villa. After a night of negotiations dur

ing which the molochs were granted many conces

sions, they left for the !Egis to serve Thissan Ka and 

Razheem. 
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The authority of the latter is supposedly recog

nized by the military leaders of the other peoples of 

Darkness. The colonies of the Hydra are supposed 

to assist the Syhar offensive by harassing Kal-Nam 

and carrying out a thorough reconnaissance of the 

surroundings of Lor-An-Kor. Therefore, Razheem is 

in permanent contact with the Hydra through Aza

hir the Mad. A certain tension rises between both 

Incarnates as the months go by; Razheem has only 

scorn for the troops of the Hydra. Eventually con

tacts between them are terminated by mid 1005. 

Razheem has no idea what happened to his allies of 

the Abyss. 

The Syhar commander has to deal with even more 

problems by the end of his campaign. In 1007, his 

scouts report the presence of a Hyena force mov

ing toward the North of the lEgis. This is completely 

contradictory with what had been decided aboard 

the claw ofSarlath. Razheem is twice as angry: lirstly, 

this means that those troops will be missing out on 

the Avagddu operations; secondly, they could we ll 

be jeopardizing his carefully prepared plan. He meets 

Nehkar several times, but each encounter ends up in 

a clash. All the Insane learns from the Extatic is that 

the wolfen are moving in on his flank and that Kalyar 

is out to meet them . Razheem has to make do with 

th is unexpected help and returns to his conquest. 

+HE W.LlYS ElF UGH+ 

By the end ofl004, the Alliance of light realizes the 

seriousness of the situation in the lEgis. The dance 

of the Scorpion represents a major threat, equaled 

only by the presence of the flying fortresses above 

Avagddu. When the lirst messages come in from the 

Temple of the South , the Griffin, the Dragon and the 

Lion hold a war council. It is decided that the Lion 

will deal with the flying fortresses, that the Griffin 

will put an end to the dance of the Scorpion and that 

the Dragon will hold off the Ram, while reserving 

part of its forces in case one of the two other fronts 

was to give in. 

The Griffin is given the mighty task of countering 

the Scorpion, while containing the Hyena invasion 

and the Serpent and pirate incursions of the Fangs 

of Fire. While the empire of Akkylannie is burning, 

internal politics interfere with the strategic decisions 

of Emperor Octavius IX and his prelate to the armies, 

Cardinal Aerth . In fact, the Inquisition is taking a 

dangerous gamble: this is an opportunity to speed 

up the fall of the Temple. The aura of the Inquisi 

tion would once again shine over the crusades and all 

across Aarklash. 

The Temples of the East and the South will not 

receive any reinforcements. However the Empire will 

support the Boar, this is as much a sign of brother

hood as it is a political move. Imperial troops are 

sent out to complete the dwarven defenses while 

the Inquisition lights the disciples of the Beast. Only 

once the dance is over will the Inquisition join in. 

THE CHRONICLES OF THE WORLD OF RACKHAM 

When Cardinal Aerth is informed about the fall of 

the Temple of the East, he organizes everything to 

get Arkhos back. Unfortunately, the Inquisition gets 

in the way his plan, to further their quest for glory. 

Nevertheless , the Lodge of Hod still manages to lind 

the commander, but he refuses to return to Akkylan 

nie: over the years, he has grown fond of the Bran-

6 -Kor, and he cannot willingly leave the orcs to face 

the Scorpion alone. Besides , he has to wi n back the 

Temple ofthe East , his temple. He carries on the 

light and seeks to ally with the lackal. 

With this decision, Arkhos has the fate of Akkylan

nie in his hands, and maybe even the future of Aark

lash: if his counter-attack succeeds, the Scorpion 

will be forced to relieve the pressure at the siege of 

the temple of the South in order to reorganize. If he 

fails, Sered will stand alone against the alchemical 

legions. On its own , the Temple of the North will 

not be able to resist Darkness, and its fall will ring 

the fall of the Temple itself. Akkylannie will then be 

there for t he Inqu isition to take. 

What wou ld then be the consequences for Aarklash? 

Cardinal Aerth knows the implications. He can 

also sense that the Griffin cannot light the dance 

of the Scorpion alone. On his counsel, Emperor 

Octavius IX hires the guild of Architects to rein

force the contingents sent to rescue the Boar. The 

cardinal also makes sure the coordination with the 

dwarves is faultless . Dwarves despise approxima

tions and incompetence. Thanks to Aerth's diplo

matic skills, the troops of the Griffin and the Boar 

light in perfect harmony, as if they were part of the 

same army. In those difficult moments for the lEgis , 

the understand ing shared by the Griffin and the Boar 

is so remarkable that after the battle of Ka-ln-Ar, the 

dwarves officially joi n the Alliance of Light. 

THE ALLIANCES OF THE HYENA 

Since the battle of the flying fortresses (see Cry 
Havoc vol. l4), the Hyena has joined the Mean

dersof Darkness. The disciples of the beast are 

now -~llied to a~l-~hepeoples of the Meanders 

of Darkness, exceptforth~Eimpire of the Syhar

halna. These alli~J1cesi'replace those found in _ 

Confrontation 3 aqd ~reapplied in tournaments .. 

froJn the mo~th of july. · ~ ~ 

THE ALLIANCES OF THE BOAR 

After the dance of the Scorpion , the Boar joins 

the Ways of light. The defenders ofTir-Na-Bor 

are n9':" allied to alL the peoples of the Ways of 

Light,_ exceptf()r'"the Barbarians of Avagddu. 

These ~lliances-~ rep[,a.ce! : those found in 

Confrontation 3 and are applied in tournaments 
-_=i~ ··~ 

fr_?_-Jii the f!lonth ?f-luly. " 
.-;;it. 
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+HE Bil++LES 

I. Temple of South 
2. Temple of the East 
3. Battle ofOgh-Hen-Kir 
4. Siege of Kal-Nam 

quick return of Arkhos. The first Scorpion charges 

ended in appalling failures. Infuriated, Razheem 

led the following charge himself, accompanied by 

The Dance of the Scorpion will see many exhaust- groups of Dasyatis clones. Using the clones and their 

ing battles: the canyons and passes of the JEgis make 

the fighting complicated , and therefore deadly. The 

Boar resists fiercely, causing heavy losses to both 

sides. On the other hand , no sacrifice is too high 

for the Scorpion as long as its troops keep gaining 

ground , convinced its alchemical tanks will always be 

able to provide enough fighters for its armies. 

+HE F .LiLL OF +HE +EffiPLE 
OF+HEE.LiS+ 
(Griffin versus ScmpiEm) 

For many years , the Temple of the East watched 

the border separating the desert of the Syharhalna 

from the canyons of the Bran-0-Kor. Its commander, 

Arkhos , has established true comradeship with the 

war chiefs of the lackal, despite the Inquisition's 

disapproval. Today the Griffin fortress is standing in 

Razheem's way. 

With the help of a few ore trackers from the Sarka·;, 

Arkhos soon made it back to the Temple of the East 

after the battle of the Mourners ' gorge (see Cry 
Havoc vel. 14) . There he had time to care for the 

wounded and send scouts out to check if the Scor

pions had some nasty trick prepared. Arkhos' doubts 

were soon confirmed: countless alchemical regi

ments had landed and were marching towards the 

Temple of the East. The commander prepared his 

defenses the best he could and sent out messages to 

the ore chiefs he knew. 

Razheem launched the attack at nightfall. T he tem

plars were outnumbered, but there were still more 

than Razheem had foreseen , due to the particularly 

colossal strength , swollen by mutagenics, he even

tually managed to smash through the Akkylannian 

fortifications and the alchemica l legions poured into 

the temple. 

Arkhos and the templars fought with the energy 

of despair, but they could not stop Razheem. Both 

commanders fought each other in the ruins , sur

rounded by flames. Arkhos was almost slain. At the 

last moment, a young masked woman stepped in, 

wielding a flaming sword . After a few exchanges, 

she grabbed Arkhos and dragged him away from the 

battle. 

From the heights were they took refuge , Arkhos 

could see his temple burn down. His templars were 

by his side, as well as the thalli ens sent by the Inquisi

tion. The latter spoke with the young swordswoman 

and left with her. Arkhos did not have enough time 

to discover who she really was , but he is convinced it 

was his sister. Soon on his feet again , he was back in 

command of his troops, vanishing with them into the 

canyons. In the meantime, Razheem reorganized his 

troops, leaving a garrison at the temple and heading 

with the rest of his army towards Kal-Nam. 

+HE +EffiPLE OF +HE SOU+H 
(Griffin versus Scmpiim) 

lust like the Temple of the East , the Temple of the 

South watches the Syhar border and it is also a rear 

base from where the Griffin army tries to invade the 

land of the Scorpion. When Sered gets back after 

the battle of the Mourners' gorge, he is told about a 

large alchemical legion heading straight for him. 

THE RAG'NAROK 

The battle takes place in broad daylight and scorch

ing heat. The first charge is spearheaded by a herd of 

tarascus, ramming in the doors ofthe temple. A ter

rible battle begins, but Sered is still confident: no 

clone can resist him, and the faith of the templars, 

heightened by his feats of arms, fuels him in combat. 

Suddenly a group of female warriors appears , taking 

both the clones and the templars by surprise. Sasia 

Samaris and her crimson servants attack Sered and 

his guard. A strange duel begins between the com

mander and the magician , but Sered does not fail. 

Only after the willing sacrifice of several crimson 

furies does Samaris get a chance to run away. This 

retreat shatters the morale and breaks the momen

tum of the clones, who fall back outside of the tem

ple and settle in to besiege it. 

After the battle the Temple of the South is cut ofF 

from any support, but it stands strong, despite the 

daily assaults. In the Scorpion encampment, a rumor 

speaks of Sasia Samaris and her furies hiding among 

the troops. No Syhar complains about that . They 

are relieved by the presence of such a skilled fighter 

in their ranks. The Temple of the South is paralyzed 

and the Ivory dunes are once again a peaceful stretch 

of sand. The templars stationed there repeatedly 

attempt to break the Scorpion siege, without success. 

+HE B.Li++LE OF OGH-HETI-KIR R 
(Brrar and Griffin versus Scmpiim) 

Ogh-Hen-Kir is the best-bu ilt coastal fortress of 

Aarklash. It harbors a prosperous t rade port as well 

as an important jeweler and lithomancer community. 

Under the protection of Caradoc, the dwarven god 

of commerce, Ogh-Hen-Kir is a lot more peaceful 

than any other fortress. Or at least it was. 

One morning, a group of templars showed up at 

the city gates. Led by Severian , weary and wounded , 

they warned the dwarven city of the· coming Scorpion 

attack. The dwarves prepared for combat. Kael the 

Irascible and Brognir, who had been transferred to 

Ogh-Hen-Kir after the council of the Faathi , took 

care of preparations. Severian offers his support as 

well as the help of all the Akkylannians present in the 

city. A few days later, the clones attack. 

Thissan Ka spurs a tarascus stampede that is only 

stopped by the dwarven war machines. Unfortu

nately, this maneuver forced the dwarves to reveal 

their positions and concentrate their troops. The 

commander immediately plays his trump card: the 

molochs. Appearing from out of nowhere , the 

immortals of Darkness plunge onto the dwarven war 

machines and destroy them . 

While the molochs enjoy themselves on the battle

ments , Thissan Ka orders a new assault . This time he 

smashes through the Boar's defenses and takes the 

fighting into the city streets. The defenders of Ogh

Hen-Kir sound the retreat call . With the approval of 

the dwarves, Severian leads an offensive to get to the 

docks and boards a ship for Akkylannie. In the mean-
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while, Kael the Irascible takes the lead of a convoy to 

rally Kil-ln-Ar; as Brognir stays behind to face Thissan 

Ka. The Defender of the plains is unable to resist very 

long against the alchemical commander; the duel 

is soon over. However, Brognir's sacrifice allowed 

thousands of dwarves to be saved. Some say he isn't 

dead and that he is still leading a small guerrilla band 

in the streets of the occupied city ... 

+HE SIEGE OF KLlL-TILlffi 
(Brrar versus Hydra) 

Purposely built on a network of ley lines , Kal-Nam 

has been for a long time the lair of the alchemists 

and magicians of the Boar. It is a major obstacle in 

Razheem's way. An obstacle Yh-Sabahal of the Hydra 

must harass continuously to keep it under pressure . 

In fact , the colony of Sabahal has settled in the 

entrails of the mountain , right under the dwarven 

fortifications. 

Unfortunately, for the Scorpion commander, his 

harassment plan is launched under ill omens. Yh

Sabahal, the Winged Fury, was forced to send many 

contingents back to the Abyss of Mid-Nor to sup

port the Despot in his struggle against Tan-Ka·,·r. 

Weakened by the departure of so many warriors , the 

dominant fears his colony will not be able to sur

vive the unavoidable losses that will occur in battle 

against Kal-Nam . Therefore, he decides to begin his 

harassment campaign with a particularly violent sur

prise attack, hop ing to weaken the dwarven troops 

enough for his troops to survive long enough for 

Razheem to arrive. 

By one moonless night, the Possessed make it to 

the surface and attack the sleeping dwarven fortress. 

Furious demons are let loose from the urn-prisons 

inside which they had been kept for ages. The fol-

5. Fall of Kal-Nam 
6. Battle of Lor-An-Kor 

lowers of Mid-Nor unleash terror incarnate on the 

dwarves. Yh-Sabahal himself takes part in the fight

ing, challenging Magnus the Mystic and Synesia Cin

nabar-Heart, the champion of the fortress. Under his 

leadership the Possessed inflict terrible losses to the 

Boar and keep driving the dwarves further inside their 

own fortress. 

When , finally, Lahn 's rays hit the mountains of the 

lEgis, the reserves from the Shoals move in, rescu

ing Synesia and Magnus. Outflanked, the Possessed 

could not retreat quickly enough. Unable to make it 

back to the safety of the deep, they were massacred 

in the open by the dwarves. 

In following weeks , Yh-Sabahal leads a guerrilla 

war, hidden inside secret galleries. But the short

age of soldiers prevents him from being a real threat 

to the fortress. When Razheem finally arrives, the 

stronghold is certainly not weakened as much as he 

had expected. 

+HE FLlLL OF KLlL-TILlffi 
(Brrar versus Scrrrpirrn) 

Worn out by the endless fighting against the Hydra , 

the morale of the defenders of Kal-Nam takes a seri

ous dive when Razheem's legions gather before the 

doors of the fortress. And yet they know they have to 

hold on to this highly strategic position because of 

both Kal-Nam's location and the mystical treasures 

held inside. 

Believing the defenses of the fortress weakened, 

the Insane orders his troops to quicken the pace. 

Standing under the walls of the fortress, he patiently 

begins sapping the doors. Caught off guard by the 

unexpectedly high number of Boar troops, Razheem 

is forced to deal with some heavy losses. 
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Furious, the raging alchemical commander sets 

out to find Yh-Sabahal himself under the moun

tain. Faced with the Winged Fury, he understands 

the extent of the disaster. However, he can not 

risk taking on the champion of the Hydra. Eventu

ally he uses the network of tunnels dug out by the 

possessed to unleash great numbers of aberration 

primes inside the fortress ... along with the pos

sessed. Any sacrifice is acceptable to capture Kal

Nam and unlock the road to the eastern parts of 

the lEgis! 

While Magnus the Mystic and Synesia Cinna

bar-Heart are locked in battle with the dreadful 

constructs, Razheem returns to his troops along 

with Yh -Sabahal, wh ere they eventually manage 

to force their way past the fortress doors. Despite 

this unfortunate turn of events, the dwarves hold 

on tight. Yet Magnus understands that they are liv

ing the last moments of Kal-Nam. He organizes 

the flight of the most renowned alchemists of the 

fortress , as well as the transfer of their libraries to 

the Shoals. In order to do so, the Mystic summons 

the help of the city 's Earth Elementals and uses the 

tunnels taken from the Possessed over the previous 

weeks. While the convoy leaves the fortress, Mag

nus arranges a diversion; but he is eventually caught 

by the enemy, sharing the fate of Synesia who was 

defeated by Razheem himself. 

While waiting for the legions of Thissan Ka, 

Razheem sends the two heroes of the Boar to Dan

akil where they will be held captive. He then impris

ons all the dwarves still present in the c it y and 

fortifies his positions, creating a de facto dominion. 

Relations with Yh-Sabahal quickly turn sou r, but the 

latter has obviously some more urgent business to 

take care of. . . and departs. 

LOR-LlTI -KOR 
(Brrar versus Hydra) 

Lor-An-Kor has not been a real dwarven fortress 

for a long time: the corridors are now haunted by 

constructs spawned from the fertile imagination of 

a demented dwarf and the city is controlled by the 

Caduceus, a semi-sentient mana source. 

As for Kal-Nam, the troops of the Hydra are sent 

to prepare for the arrival of the Scorpion. Led by 

Akaranseth , they discover the madness ruling Lor-



An-Kor and the few dwarven (the koraans) and 

Akkylann ian defenders patrolling the tunne ls of 

t he aut omated fortress. Made bold by such "good 

news", Akaranseth orders a fronta l attack. 

The t roops of the Hydra swarm Lor-An-Korthrough 

the tunnels dug too deep by the automatons. They 

go past unidentified machines, but do not stop to 

examine them. T hey catch the dwarves off guard and 

sla ughter them. The koraans are swamped and lose 

contact with their leader, Kheelar. When the battle 

seems ove r for the Boar, the cit y awakens . 

Excited by the fighting, the Caduceus wakes up. 

Lor-An- Kor frees itself from its underground tunnels 

and unfolds itself like a gigantic metal sp ide r, carry

ing the hea rt ofthe fortress on its back. Fighting their 

way through both t he Possessed and the automatons 

of t he city; Kheelar, his guard and the purifiers of 

the Lodge of Hod head straight for the Caduceus , 

now t hat its location has been revealed. Inside t he 

command cent er, Khee lar studies the art ifact while 

t he purifiers o f Hod keep Akaranseth at bay. As t he 

Possessed struggle to keep the ir balance wit h t he 

swaying of t he city, Khee lar operates the cont rols of 

the Caduceus and merges with it . He loses his mind , 

massacres the Possessed and most of t he dwarves . 

Only the purifiers survive, barely making their way 

out of the city. 

Free of all intrude rs , Lor-An-Kor t he construct 

tu rns to the South . Using to the connection linking 

the Caduceus and Darkness , Khee lar can sense the 

7. jackal's den 
8. Gorge of the Shoals 

~ McwE JF DARK1';t:SS 

MOVE Of DESTJ'iY 

MovrLJCHT 

B.\ TILES 

Scorpion 's moves. He plans to ambush Razhee m in 

the gorge of the Shoa ls. The city of Lor-An-Ko r does 

not e xist anymore . All there is left of its origina l loca

tion are ruins and a few seconda ry tunnels. 

J.LlCK.LlL'S DEn 
(Tires) 

Atthe hea rt ofthe canyons of the Bran-0-Kor, t he re 

is a hidden porta l t o the land of t he Long Sun, a place 

of communion between the ea rth of t his country, t he 

orcs and lacka l himself. Kept by Shaka-Morka·,·, it is a 

secret sanctuary. Following lacka l's advice , Shaka

Morkha·i unve ils it s secret and invi tes all the ra"iks (clan 

chiefs) and theirs hordes , to gather at lackal's den 

to constitute t he great horde . All the ore war chiefs 

answer the call: Kal-Shaddar, Vorak t he Infallib le , 

Umran Kal, and many more . Once deserted , lackal's 

den welcomes hundreds and soon t housands of war

riors. This gathering is placed under the authority of 

an assembly of mystic warriors led by the Son of Thun

der. This assembly must designate t he Kal-Ra.ik after a 

series of ritua l t ria ls. 

Avangorock is part of thi s gathering. Arkhos has 

joined him in disguise. While the candidates declare 

themselves , t he Griffin commander is discovered by 

the myst ic warriors . Brought before the Son of Thun

de r, he apologizes for t he t rickery and declares his wish 

to take part in the ritual . The orcs rise against it, but 

a young woman silences t he up roar. Human, wea ring 

THE RAG'NAROK 
a mask, with hair blue as the storm. Mira drops the 

mask of Misericord and pleads her brother's case, 

leaving the latter stunned by the revelation . Since the 

youngtemplar woman has already traveled the land of 

the Long Sun, the orcs accept her plea and Arkhos is 

allowed join the trials . Anothe r candidate then makes 

himself known: Kolghor of the Behemoth cla ims to be 

an ore like any other, even though he honors another 

totem than lackal. After a lengthy debate , he is also 

accepted. 

Unaware of the rites of lackal and handicapped 

by the heat to which he is not used to, Kolghor fails 

right from the first tests. Arkhos is unable to defeat a 

force of nature such a Kal-Shaddar with his bare hands. 

Soon, Umrun Kal and Shaka-Morkhai are the only 

two orcs left to compete in the final test: breaking 

a tarascus. After one day and one night of tracking, 

Shaka-Morkhai, proudly riding the titan , is the first to 

make it back to the den to the cheers of the orcs. A 

Kal-Ra"ik is born. 

Shaka-Morkha"ithen shows great nobleness by nomi

nating all t he other participants war chiefs. He also 

recogn izes the existence of the Tree-Spirit tribe and 

the need to learn more about them. Finally, he talks 

for a whole day with Arkhos and promises to provide 

the help the Akkylannian needs to take back his tem

ple from the Scorpion! 

+HEGlJRGETIF+HESHTI.LlLS 
(Brrar versus Scmpilm) 

The gorge of the Shoals is the main communica

tion route between Kal-Nam and Ka-ln-Ar. It is home 

t o many dwarven communities t hat answer t o the 

authorit y of Kal-Nam. Since the fall of the latter, 

t he Shoals have become the operational base of the 

dwarven guerrillas. Ra zhe em still engages his troops 

inside it , pushing ba ck the dwarves further each t ime. 

Flying from one victory to the next , met by Thissan 

Ka, he is convinced of his invincibility. 

And yet one morning a landslide heralds the impos

sible: the gigantic metal sp ider that Lor-An-Kor has 

become descends from the mount ain and attacks 

the clones . Thousands of constructs creep down 

from its legs to submerge Razheem 's legions. For a 

moment, the comma nder panics. 

After the first shock, the clones reorganize . 

Razheem takes care of the largest part of the con

structs while the molochs , led by Thissan Ka , infil

t rate t he construct-city. The losses suffe red by the 

Scorpion are terrible. Eventually T hi ssan Ka causes 

so much t rou ble inside t he cit y that Lor-An-Kor calls 

back all its constructs . Razheem ta kes th is opportu

nit y to send his tarascuses on a stampede down t he 

go rges , seriously damaging the legs propping up Lor

An-Kor. The city crawls back out of the Shoals , stag

geri ng dangerously. 

After several months of campaign , t he clones have 

problems putting up with such a bitter victory. Con

fronted wit h the dwarven guerrillas , t hey are now 
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struggling to get through the Shoals. Razheem still 

refuses to turn around: Ka-ln-Ar is almost within 

reach! 

Meanwhile, Lor-An-Kor has become a city once 

again, settling North of the Shoals . While watching 

over the repairs, the Caduceus has fallen asleep. 

What will happen when it wakes up again? 

+HE B.LH+LE 
IJF +HE RIJIJF IJF +HE WIJRLD 
(Hyena versus WHlf) 

The JEgis is the highest and most ancient mountain 

range on Aarklash. The legends of the Boar and the 

Scarab tell it is home to the gods , that the heights 

are so high they pierce the heavens. It has been cen

turies since any mortal set foot there. 

The wolfen of the Red Oak led by Syriak, have trav

eled there to ambush the troops of the Scorpion 

from above. Some Da'lkinee, notably groups of zeph

yrs , have accompanied them to approach Eakhyn's 

domain. On the Roof of the world, they are met by 

the disciples of the Beast, who have come to help 

their new allies and massacre their forme r brothers. 

Arriving from Caer-Laen, guided by Kalyar, they had 

been able to evade the griffin siege to get there. 

There on the snow-capped mountain tops, forced 

~ J l•)VE OF DESTINY 
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to bow by the blizzard and under the eyes of the 

gods themselves, the Wolf and the Hyena clash. It is 

a demonstration of savagery, force and brute power 

on both sides. The wolfen and the devourers shed so 

much blood that soon the snowfields turn red. Syriak 

challenges Kalyar, the worgs clash with the tyrants 

of Vile-Tis. Stunned by such violence, the Da'lki nee 

and the half-elves step away, hypnotized by such a 

surreal and bloody spectacle. Spells and miracles are 

unleashed with great anger, the power of the mana 

mixes with the blizzard . It is as ifthe gods had joined 

the fight; as if they could be touched. 

All of a sudden, a terrible blast knocks all the 

fighters to the ground in a giant explosion of snow 

and mana. All the mortals , no matter their people, 
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understand that they are fighting to close to the 

gods. The wolfen consent that these summits we re 

never meant to be marched upon by mortals. The 

devourers realize that they cannot fight both the 

wolfen and the gods at the same time . Syriak and 

Kalyar's gaze solemnly meet; they agree on a truce 

and both armies move out, broken. 

+HE RE+URn IJF ..6.RKHIJS 
(f ackal and Griffin 
versus ScHrpiErn) 

After Razheem left, Claudia Nessalith took her 

winter quarters in the former Temple of the East. 

Seasons went by and the old fortress was turned into 

an alchemical laboratory. Reassured by the progress 

of Razheem, Lady Nessalith indulged in her pen

chants, and discipline among her troops began to 

waver. 

It all changed when the Skorize of the garrison 

reported the approach of a horde of orcs. Claudia 

mustered her troops and organized the defense of 

t he stronghold. Confident in the Akkylannian forti 

fications, she set up a defensive strategy, hoping to 

see the ore tide smash itself under the ramparts. 

However, the great ore horde carries in its bosom 

Arkhos and his templars. When Shaka-Morkhai gives 

the order to attack, he knows all about the weak

nesses of the fortifications occupied by the Scor

pion. Right from the initial charge, the clone line 

of defense is torn open and the templars bring the 

fighting straight inside their o ld garrison, discreetly 

supported by Mise ricord and the thallions who 

joined her. Alone against Shaka-Morkhai and Arkhos, 

Nessalith knows she does not stand a chance. She 

calls the retreat and leaves the Temple of the East to 

its legitimate owner. 

It is obvious, considering the direction of her flight, 

that Nessa lith is not heading back to the Syharhalna, 

but towards Kal-Nam instead. Arkhos wants to go 

after her, but he needs the orcs ' support. However, 

the latte r refuse to he lp the Boar; the dwarves were 

the first to refuse the idea of an alliance. They intend 

to protect the fortress of the Eagle now that they are 

rid of the threat looming over their land. They leave 

for lackal's lair and the land of the Long Sun. 

KA-rn-..6.R 
(BEiar and Griffin versus ScmpiHn) 

Ka-ln-Ar is the capital ofthe republic of the JEgis. 

For centuries it has been the home to the Council of 

Elders , as well as the lsgrim, the Khor headquarters . 

As the dwarven fortresses fall one after another, a 

last stand is organized in Ka-ln-Ar, notably by the sur

vivors ofOgh-Hen-Kir. Vegdrassil and Kael are there, 

but there is no sign of Tan-Kair's return from the 

Abyss Mid-Nor. Fortunately the Boar is supported by 

the Griffin, and Cardinal Aerth himself is leading the 

conscripts and fusiliers of the Empire. All are ready 



to repel the clones' assault as well as the molochs' 

airborne attacks. The time for revenge had come! 

Faced with such determination, Razheem and This

san Ka decide to throw in all their troops. They sacri

fice their last tarascuses by ordering a charge against 

the doors of Ka-ln-Ar. At the same time, they send 

the molochs to the ramparts of the fortress. The sol

diers of Light remain dispersed to avoid a repeat of 

the disaster of Ogh-Hen-Kir, and the molochs take 

the opportunity to infiltrate deep inside the fortress. 

Despite the heavy losses, the demons manage to 

open the doors of the city, offering it to Razheem. 

The latter rushes into the breech, followed first by 

aberration primes and soon after by all his legions. 

All the defensive strategies of the Boar are 

employed. Traps and ambushes eliminate many Scor

pion troops, but not enough to stop them. Razheem 

and Thissan Ka perpetrate a real massacre . How

ever, Kael and Aerth lead a heroic resistance. While 

despair and the stakes of the battle heighten the 

fighters ' determination, the cardinal discovers that 

the dwarves make it easier for him to call miracles of 

Merin. As the fighting makes its way to the council 

chamber, Tan-Ka"ir suddenly appears from the city's 

underground; leading a flamboyant counter-offen

sive. Faced with the living legend of the Boar and the 

Dean of the Griffin, Razheem and Thissan Ka are no 

match. A single look around at the Council of Elders, 

the Insane realizes that his task is already completed: 

the most leaders of the Republic are already mortally 

wounded. There is no point staying any longer. 

Razheem calls the retreat. But rather than turn 

around, he dashes westwards. He leaves behind a 

fortress torn open, a city in ruins and a republic on 

its knees. Pulling themselves from the debris, Tan

Ka·l·r and Aerth are content with what little they could 

save. Seeing Razheem head ing for Avagddu , they 

understand that the dance of the Scorpion is not 

over yet and emissaries are sent out to the Temple 

ofthe North. 

+HEL.L1.nDinG 
OF DGH-HEn -KIR 
(BEar and Griffin versus ScmpiHn) 

Since the fall of Ogh-Hen-Kir, the former dwarven 

fortress is occupied by the Scorpion. The dwarves are 

forced to live under the implacable domination of the 

clones and are put to work until they fall down dead. 

Under the command of Kheris, the garrison of Ogh

Hen-Kir intends to make a mighty Scorpion fortress of 

the old dwarven city: the port is a crucial communica

tion route since the Temple of the South has not yet 

fallen. Furthermore, it has become the operational 

base for the Scorpion fleet in the Migol Sea. 

One misty morning, several vessels of the fleet 

make it back to the port showing some serious struc

tural damage: Griffin ships full of conscripts and fusil

iers are approaching! Led by Abel the Ill-Tempered , 

the Imperial Army is there to recapture the dwarven 

coastal fortress. The boats are also carrying Sa phon 

the Purifier with his inqu isitors, Severian and the tem

plars who have been following him since the battle of 

the Mourners ' gorge , as well as a group of dwarves 

who had fled with him after the fall of the city. The 

Griffin ships are accompanied by ships hired from 

the guild of Architects. Aboard them, Carrache the 

bomblayer has been put in charge of a contingent of 

siege engineers and an impressive artillery battery. 

The Cadwe ships bombard the city all morning. 

Kheris responds by sending out the few molochs 

Thissan Ka had left him. The Griffin fusiliers do not 

give them time to get anywhere near the ships. On 

Cypher Lukhan 's advice, Kheris plays dead and orders 

his troops to wait for the landing. 

Confident, Abel the Ill-Tempered gives the order to 

land at noon. The conscripts, the inquisitors and the 

templars charge through the port devastated by the 

bombardment. In the city streets , they are ambushed 

by Kheris ' clones and Cypher Lukhan himself. Faced 

with this genetic abomination , even Severian and 

Abel are powerless. Working together, Carrache and 

Sa phon set a trap for the Kheratis champion. They 

lure him into a street stacked with gun power barrels , 

which they blow up from the rooftops. No-one ever 

found the corpse afterwards. 





Only a characte r with the ability lncantate ( Ele 

ment) can be given a familiar. This servant is gener

ally a gift made by Voyagers or sihirs to people who 

helped them. This gift can be eternal or ephemeral 

(in th is case the servant is returned to his Realm of 

origin when th e time has come). 

A magical familiar gives several advantages: 

• The character considers his Path of magic ( Ele 

ment of the familiar) to be one po int higher. This 

allows him to learn an extra spell related to Element 

of the familiar. If the latter ever d isappears, the magi

cian forgets how to cast the spell. 

• At the beginning of each oppos ition , the player 

must roll a Dominate/ STY on the familiar's subservi

ence table. He can spend gems of mana of the famil

iar's Element of origin to increase his chances, just 

li ke when casting a spell. If he wishes to, a magician 

can choose a bonus one rank below the result obta in. 

The effect obtained only applies when the fam iliar is 

within 5 squares of his owner. 

If the magician is killed, his familiar disappears at 

the same time as him , without consequence. If the 

familiar is kil led , the magician controlling him must 

sacrifice three points from the Rese rve of one or 

several of his gems. This loss is definitive. This rule 

does not apply if the familiar was sacrificed with 

t he dist inct ive feature Devotion / X. If the magic ian 

doesn 't have the mana required , he loses as many 

health points he has pe r state of hea lth , but does 

not lose any mana . 

MAGICAL BEINGS 
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ELEffiEn+llLS 

ELEmEn+liL summrrninG 

Cost: 5 gems of the Elemental's element. 

Difficulty: Free. 

Target: None. 

Range: 8 squares. 

Duration: One hour. 

Before the casting, the magician points out a zone, 

with in range of the spell. The lncantate test (Elemen

t al's Element) is then rolled. 

The final result wi ll give the Element al's basic behav

ior. A die is used to mark it. 

At the beginning of each round , behavior falls one 

ELEmEn+1lL OF L'iiR 

level . The magician can spend three points of mana of Elementals of Air embody the intangible and elusive 

the associated Element to maintain the level. When he essence of their Element. They can pass through the 

spends at least five points of mana, he can increase the thickest wall in a breath or find inside themselves the 

behavior one level. strength of the storm. Their singular nature and cus

toms make them the natural enemies of Elementals of 

ELEmEn+liLS 

Ele mentals are incarnations of Elements and Prin

ciples. This means they obey the same oppositions 

(see Pl9ers handbook pp. 257-258): when an Ele

mental inflicts a Damage roll to an Elemental of an 

opposite Element or Principle, it keeps one extra die 

(Darkness is opposed to all others) . On the other 

hand , when an Elemental inflicts a Damage roll to 

another Elemental of the same Element or Principle 

(except Darkness) , it does not benefit from the add

ing rule. 

Earth. Extraordinary battles have taken place around 

fortresses of Earth, the only strongholds the envoys of 

Air have never managed to intrude. 

Elementals of Air have two special capacities. Only 

one of them can be used per round, and its use must be 

declared when the Elemental's dice are split. 

Avatar of storms: The Elemental's MOV becomes 

0. The Elemental benefits from Target/3 until the end 

of the round. All friendly characters located at the same 

level as the Elemental benefit from Target/1 as long as 

they are within 8 squares of it. 
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NEW DISTINCTIVE 
FEATURE: TARGET/X 

There are two versions of this distinctive feature , 

one with X and one with -X. In the first case, it is 

an .advantage; in thesecond, it is a disadvantage. 

'" 
, · 1~ Tai~~~J~, ·X-~v~sthe number of compulsory 

·- 'g~rnbles<,need_ed friim the marksman targeting 
thf &ci~~?i2i;::.-., . ·• . -

:~~n''Jafget(:ili: )~~ ~i~~~ .t~~,u.mber of f ree 
.r£t·gambLe~ the rn.ar.[<s~~rec,e~ves for shooting at 

~~~;;~~::, ··~~;·,~·>.: .•.••. ;;~!!;;.:··.·:~' ·-······~·· '• .. ·~· 
:.·:: ~-}9rget(X: ~r:~:.character:;~~.tomatically dodges . 

... ;: . a'ny_ha! mlE!sS'bbject (i .e~ nbt_~ausing a O,,a.n:agE! -:, 

~; ·, ro~);;th~ov:n ~is wayby his 'co~panions. ' . . }; 

:~:, Ta'rgeti-X:The c_h~hlcte~·kutcim~tically catch~~:¢ 
_-:''"--- . ':-. --. . . -~ ' ~" ... _i- __ .. __ ' - .. -·. ,.. - . ,. ,; .. 1 ·-·- -~.,or;~ 

any harmless :o!J[ect,(i.e. not causing a Darn.age'if..f 

roll), throwp'h'l~way by his ~omp~nions. ; ;~~,:4!, 
. ' ... , .... ::-:---/;;/';--":.;_. 
-,.- :-; . ·::- I' - ... 

Yowlwind: The Elemental benefits from t he feat 

" Ethereal" (see. Secrets, volume I, p.52) until the end 

of the round. In the meantime, it cannot place any dice 

in action . 

E LEffiEn+LI.L OF FIRE 

Elementals of Fire are warlike man ifestations of 

the power of this Element. For an inhabitant of Aark

lash, they evoke a living brazier, an inferno that burns 

everything to the ground, leaving on ly t he charred 

flesh of it s prey. 

Elementals of Fire have a special capacit y that 

costs them one fact (ld6) to use: 

Flamboyant eruption: The Elemental of Fire 

performs a free shot against each character located 

within 4 squares of it. It only gets one die for each 

of these tests. The characters that are hit suffer a 

Damage roll as if they had been hit by its elemental 

projection. The Elemental loses four health points. 

It can only use th is fact once per round. 
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E LEffiEO+li.L OF Wli.+ER 

Elementals of Water embody the changing and 

unstable nature of their Element. They can ooze their 

way through the tiniest fault and roar like the most 

furious waterfalls. Combining the adaptability of 

water with the sheer power of tidal waves, they break 

upon the enemies, defending their Realm and their 

allies with whom they have magical treatise. 

Elementals of Water get "Scout" as a feat in addi

tion to the other feats indicated on their character 

sheet. They may use it when they are deployed on 

the game board or when they are summoned during 

an opposition. 

E LEffiEn+li.L OF LIGH+ 

Elementals of Light travel the infinity of Realms 

of Creation in the name of the Principle of clarity. 

Their benevolence is legendary. They bear with them 

t he force of Light and bring salvation to the darkest 

places. Their ire, on the other hand, is quite unheard 

of: very few miscreants survive to tell the tale. 

Elementals of Light are immune to all forms of fear, 

including the fear caused by the Living dead , Hyperi

ans and Beings of Darkness. 

Elementals of Light have a special capacity, the use 

of which is to be declared when the dice are split. 

Sovereign clarity: The player points out a character 

the Elemental can see. Each gem of Light this char

acter holds immediately regains a number of mana 

points equal to its rebirth. 

MAGICAL BEINGS 

ELEM ENTAL OF AIR 

Potential: 4 Characteristics : 
Dominant attitude: STYle. 
Size : Large (4) . 

• PUG 3 (FEAR 4) 
• SLE 3 

Powe r: 4 
Move me nt: 8 

U: DODD 
LW: DODD 
SW: DODD 
CW: DODD 
IN C: DODD 

Distinctive feature: -
Feat: Flight. 

• STY 5 
• O PP 3 (DEF 4) 
~ SUB4 

• DIS 3 (MAS 4) 

Natural weapo ns Par. Mod. 

Bea k 0 

Claws 0 

Weapon 

Elemental projection @ :\T "'!E-l'R H CJT .. 

S{] 1'- - ..,. ·N · w~ ~*Keep the two best dice. 

Abilities: 

· Charge/ PUG 2 
• Dodge/ OPP 3 
• Pierce/ SLE 2 
• Shoot/ SLE 2 
· Slash / PUG 2 • 

• Stunt/ STY 3 

Protection : Natural armor (2). 

Dam. Mod. Type Reach Cone. 

0 p I na 

-I s 0 na 

Pow Rat e Range 

5* 2 8/ 12/1 6 

ELEM ENTAL OF FIRE 

Potential: 4 Characte rist ics: 

Dominant attitude: PUGnacity. 
Size: Large (4) . 

• PUG 5 (FEAR 6) 
• SLE4 

Powe r: 4 
Move me nt: 6 

U: DODD 
LW: DODD 
SW: DODD 
CW: DODD 
INC: DODD 

Distinctive feature : -
Feat: War fury. 

• STY3 
• OPP 3 (D EF 4) 
• SUB 3 
• DIS 3 (MAS 4) 

Natural weapons Par. Mod . 

Claws of steel 0 

Weapo n 

Elemental projection 

*Keep the two best dtce. 

Abilit ie s: 

• Charge/ PU G 2 
• Force/ PUG 2 
• Intimidate/ PUG 2 

• Parry/STY 3 
• Shoot/ SLE 2 
• Slash/ PUG 3 

Protection: Natural armor (3). 

Dam. Mod. Type Reach Cone. 

+3 s 0 na 

Pow Rate Range 

6* 2 4/ 8/ 12 

ELEM ENTAL OF WATER 

Potential: 4 Characte ri stics: 
Dominant attitude: SUBt lety. 
Size: Large (4) . 

• PUG 3 (FEAR 4) 
• SLE 4 

Powe r: 4 
Move ment: 6 

U: DODD 
LW: DODD 
SW: DODD 
CW: DODD 
IN C: DODD 

Distinctive feature : -
Feat: Concentration / 2. 

• STY3 
• OPP 3 (DEF 4) 
• SUB 5 
• DIS 3 (MAS 4) 

Natural weapons Par. Mod. 

Coral nodule 0 

Weapon 

Elemental projection 

Abilities: 
• Bash/ PUG 2 
• Charge/ PUG 2 
• Disarm/ SUB 2 
• Dodge/ OPP 3 
• Shoot/ SLE 2 

• Slither/ SLE 4 

Protection: Natural armor (2). 

Dam. Mod. Type Reach Cone. 

+ I B I na 

Pow Rate Ra nge 

5* 2 4/ 8/ 12 
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E LEmmH.L oF D t..RKmss 

Of all Elemental manifestations, those of Darkness 

are the most destructive and fright ening. They appear 

when corruption, entropy and chaos take shape on 

Aarklash. 

Elementa ls of Darkness are immune to all forms of 

Fear, apart from fear generated by Hyperians. 

Elementals of Darkness have two special capaci

ties: 

Superior e leme ntal projection: When it uses its 

Elemental projection , an Elemental of Darkness can 

choose to resolve an area of effect artillery shot. In 

this case , it does not get to use the adding rule on the 

Shoot/STY test. 

Embrace of the vo id: This special capacity costs 

one fact (ld6). When an Elemental uses it, all the 

characters whom the Elemental is in contact with suf

fer a POW 2 Damage roll. This capacity has no effect 

on Elemental beings, the Immortals of Darkness, 

Hyperians and characters with the distinctive features 

"Stable", "Spirit of Darkness " or " Immunity/ Dark

ness ". 

E LEffiEn+t..L OF E t..R+H 

Elementals of Earth are warlike manifestations of 

the power of this Element. For inhabitants of Aark

lash they evoke solidity, they are the crevice that 

opens under the enemy's foot , the rock that smashes 

the arrogant. 

Elementals of Earth have a special capacity. To use 

it , an Elemental must call it when the dice are split. 

Strength of the Earth: An Elemental of Earth can 

only use this capacit y when it is in contact with no 

enemy at all. It cannot make any move during this 

round and its miniature is considered an indestruc

t ible , unalterable and unyielding obstacle. 

At the beginn ing of the following round , it comes 

back to life. All its Wounds are then healed, all t he 

game effects it was subjected to are dispelled and, 

until the end of the round , it benefits from +ld6 to 

Dam. Mod for all its attacks , + ld6 to its PRO and 

gets the feat " Regeneration/2 ". An Elemental can 

only use this capacity once per opposition. 

THE CH RON ICLES O F TH E WORLD OF RACKHAM 

ELEMENTAL OF LIGHT 
' 

Potential: 4 Characteristics: Abilities: 

Dominant attitude: • PUG 3 (FEAR4) • Bash/ PUG 2 

DIScipline. • SLE 3 • Dodge/ OPP 3 

Size: Large (4). ·STY 4 • Look out/ DIS 2 

Power: 4 • OPP 3 (D EF 4) • Shoot/SLE 2 

Movement: 6 •SU B3 • Stunt/STY 4 

• DIS 5 (MAS 6) 

1: DODD Protection: Natural armor (3). 

LW: DODD 
SW: DODD 
CW: DODD 
INC: DODD Natural weapons Par. Mod Dam. Mod Type Reach Cone. 

Distinctive feature:- Fists 0 -2 c 0 na 

Feat: Flight. 
Weapon Pow Rate Range 

·;{@W~N • Elemental projection 5* 2 6/ 10/ 14 

' *Keep the two best dice. 

~ 

- ELEMENTAL OF DARKNESS 
. 

Potential: 4 Characteristics: - Abilities: 

Dominant attitude: • PUG 4 (FEAR 5) • Bash/ PUG 2 

OPPortunism. • SLE 3 • Dodge/ OPP 2 

Size: Large (4). • STY3 • Force/PUG 2 

Power: 4 • OPP 5 (DEF 6) • Intimidate/PUG 3 

Movement: 6 •SUB3 • Pierce/ SLE 3 

• DIS 3 (MAS 4) • Shoot/ SLE 2 

I: DODD 
LW: DODD Protection: Natural armor (3). 

SW: DODD 
CW: DODD Natural weapons Par. Mod Dam. Mod Type · Reach Cone. 

INC: DODD Horns 0 0 p 0 na 

Distinctive feature: - Fists 0 -2 c 0 na 

Feat: Dreadful. 
Weapon Pow Rate Range 

;{@t\W-Ali&N· Elemental projection 7* 2 6/ 12/ 16 

*Keep the two best dice. 

~ ~-

ELEMENTAL OF EARTH 

Potential: 4 C haracteristics: Abilities: 

Dominant attitude: SLEight. • PUG 3 (FEAR 4) • Bash/ PUG 2 

Size: Large (4) . • SLE 5 • Endure/ PUG 3 

Power: 4 • STY3 • Force/PUG 2 

Movement:4 • OPP 3 (D EF 4) • Intimidate/PUG 3 

•SUB3 • Shoot/SLE 2 . 
1: DODD • DIS 4 (MAS 5) 

LW: DODD ' Protection: Natural armor (7). 

SW: DODD 
CW: DODD 
INC: DODD 

Distinctive feature:-
Natural weapons Par. Mod Dam. Mod Type Reach Cone. 

Feat: Hard Boiled. Fists 0 -2 c 0 na 

Weapon Pow Rate Range 

t@WAli&N • Elemental projection 5* 2 4/ 6/ 8 

. *Keep the two best dice. 
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+HE CH.L1ITI ElF 
SCEIURGES 

In Caer Maed, in the Black Woods , in Mount 

Silence ... A complex, and some would say decadent, 

civilization has developed , almost unseen. Outside 

the Drune themselves , no other people on Aarklash 

can cla im t o understand t he functioning and the 

nature of this society built in Darkness, from Dark

ness and by Darkness. 

The way of life and the ph ilosophy of the Seers of 

everyday life of the scourges. Behind these char

acters lies another, deeper, layer of Darkness, sur

roundingthe council of the wyrd lords: seven scourge 

chiefs , the great priest of the necropolis , as well as 

a ninth character known as the mysterious Dead Eye . 

This council decides the future of the Drune clan. 

For those who have the heart, it is possible to go 

even deeper into the darkness, _beyond the council. 

Some look to the deepest parts of the Black woods 

where the reclusive ninth wyrd lord lives, feared by 

all Seers. Even then, who knows what darkness lies 

still beyond him? 

For those who cannot see in the dark, such a way of 

life has to be a fai lure. The Seers of Caer Maed are 

condemned to extinction sooner or later: each year, 

the Drune are fewer and they become more isolated. 

Their development failed to resolve t wo opposing 

problems : t he Seers of Caer Maed are hard pressed 

by an imperious necessity, survival, while they pur

sue an inaccessible and suicidal goal, the end of the 

gods . 

They need to survive in spite of the almost univer

sal opposition of all the peoples of the Aarklash. 

The harshness of survival and their absolute refusal 

of having anything to do with the gods have led the 

Drune t o bu ild a society as complex as it is inhumane. 

A society built on a succession of choices that could 

only lead them to darkness. A society that will take 

them so far from the human condition that they will 

be lost to the gods. Female condition is the most 

blatant example, although all Seers of Caer Maed 

are subjected to similar choices . 

Caer Maed put forward t he darkest aspects of the The Drune deeply despise all less enlightened 

human soul; furthering aspirations that reach beyond nations that enslave their women , condemning them 

simplistic concepts such as good and evil. Drune are to an same fate: daughter, wife , mother. Drune 

an incarnat ion of Darkness it self. They have explored women are free. They usually choose to remain in the 

its meanders and discovered its essence. depths of Drun Aeryfh and dedicate their life to pro-

The organ ization of Drune society is soaked in 

Darkness. They are led by t he wyrds who rule the 

creation. Some may choose to become lanyfhs and 

serve as scouts , on the first line of defense of Drun 

Aeryfh . A minority fina lly become warriors by joining 

TH E CHRO NI CLE S OF THE WORLD O F RACKHAM 

the karnaghs or by joining a war staff for instance. 

These warriors are few in number, since women are 

a precious resource as mothers of the future Drune. 

Alt hough the choice is theirs, t he wyrds make sure 

it is a difficult choice: women's education is not 

stressed on combat. No matter the choice these 

women make, like all other Drune they will never 

know gentleness or pity. The mothers wi ll carry chi ld 

after child unti l they die. The lanyfhs will be left to 

die in the woods; their only hope of survival being to 

eat and kill like wild animals. The warrior women are 

destined to die in battle and they will be sacrificed 

whenever strategic imperat ives make it necessary. 

The inaccessible ob jective of the Drune, bringing 

about t he end of the gods , has deeply influenced 

the way they think and live. To escape the manipula· 

tions of the deceit ful gods, t he Drune have chosen 

to see t hemselves as the blind gears working for t hei r 

society. Their society itself does not recogn ize them 

as individuals , only functions serving a greater social 

organization. Even in death, t hey still try to keep away 

from divine grasp by mummify ing their deceased and 

locking their sou ls inside the decaying body. 

And t o the insa ne who sti ll wo rship the gods, the 

Drune reserve their treatment of choice. Having 

made pain the vector of the message of the Drune 

rebellion , they practice many sophist icated to r· 

t ures. The pain of the believers is meant to reach t o 

the gods. The body and soul of the victims are then 

thrown to the appetite of t he Seers of Caer Maed, 

who believe t hey steal t hei r enemy's stre ngth , t hus 

robb ing the gods of it! 

WHAT THE BLIND 
KNOW OF THE SEERS 

The Drune clan was born from a political and 

mythical quarrel: the only king they recognize is 

Cernunnos, the Horned king, who disappeared 

during ~he Kelt age of. myths. The king chose 

to goir]tO exile following the deception of a 

jealous god, butthe: Seers ofCaer Maed know 

he witr?'et_ur~one day.:. Theyar;waiting for him, 

contrary to othe_ri<,elts :"'ho ,.,have recognized 

otheJ0-lieg~s,'!nci g·;ok,€;,;' d~ facto_, .th~!_t.?~th of 

allegi~nc~f .·. - . ;:· ,o',~-!?. '"":.~:> . 
Yet this wqs .not tlie only·re~so[i tliat:.lea the 

• Drunein:tiig£rm~nentexi~ : s6~n aft~rth~yhad 
_Jiftthe tribes oftheplai~s their encam"pinent 

_;, -;.;;:;.;.:- - _- . -·' - ~--:..- ,->/' ·:-·.:-:·: . .'-~··' 
W<l$ attacked; th'eir -Wc?r'nen andr~ children 

:;;e;e !lj~ssacred by ser{,ants of the g"od~~ This 

.. definidly~ carvEOd the hate for the gods ,into 

. the he,artrof the Drune. Today, thei~ q.uest~f 
destr~ction is supported bx_the formors and the 

Shadowy-one, the evil e~tlty that gave birth to 

the monstrousformors. 



ScouRGE: 

THE SHADOWY- ONE 

Emblem: A horned skull . 

Main hero: The Shadowy-one . 

Territory: Drun Aeryfh. 

Wyrd: Karaenlon, the Bastard of Agoth. 

Favorite allies: None. 

In the end, only the strongest and the purest among 

the dark ones shall survive. Humans are irresistibly 

tempted by the adoration of the divine . Humanity 

asp ires to cowardice and sloth, man is ready to aban

don its free will and return to the slavery of the gods. 

Formors are strong and pure. T hey do not know the 

temptations of worshipingthe gods since they do not 

owe them their existence . All formors know who is at 

the origin of their race: first comes the Horned king 

and the Shadowy-one, then comes Agoth, the ir son . 

T he Shadowy-one is in fact a God. Yet after having 

cla imed the contrary for so long, the formors have 

ended up believing their own lies and in their sup

posed spiritual superiority over humanity ... 

Karaenlon, who rules the scourge, has solidly dem

onstrated the validity of these theories and he is 

trying to export them to other scou rges. Among his 

own he has the support of all, including humans. All 

admit the necessity for humans to submit to formors. 

Humans cannot be saved from divine oppression by 

their own merit. They need the wise d irections of 

formor masters. Only the latter are worthy of lead

ing the war against the gods, man is iust a hopeless 

creature! The scourge of the Shadowy-one has not 

yet determined if humanity should be destroyed as 

soon as Drune victory is achieved, or if it is possible 

to spare some of them. This question is the obiect of 

another stormy debate . 

Karaenlon, the bastard of Agoth, is the wyrd of 

the scourge. He and his many descendants are called 

the "black tyrants" after their appetite for domina

tion. Karaenlon is not driven by ambition though. He 

re iects the sheer idea of indiv idualism. He is simply 

the best suited to lead the scourge of the Shadowy

one. His perfectly rational organization of the clan 

and his sharp mind have always helped him obtain 

results no human could contradict: aren't the for

mars of his scourge the strongest and most devout 

to the Shadowy-one:> 

THE DRUNE SCOURGES 

ScouRGE: GwYRD AN CAERN 

Emblem: Skin from a flayed face. 

Main he ro: Na'goth . 

Territory: Mount Gwyrd -An -Caern. 

Wyrd: Naghtha the Ghost . 

Favorite allie s: Limbos of Acheron, disciples of 

the Beast. 

The ghastly mountain of Gwyrd-An-Caern is in 

fact the Drune necropolis. This is the reason why 

the scourge counts more dead than living members 

in its ranks. The scourge of Gwyrd-An-Caern consti 

tutes the final rampart standing between the Drune 

and the worst fate possible for them: the scourge of 

Gwyrd-An-Caern is the keeper of the remains of the 

dead warriors and wyrds of old. The scourge's task is 

to keep them out of the gods' reach. The deceased's 

soul should never, ever, feed the cannibal divinities 

revered by less enlightened peoples! Their philo

sophical extremism on this particular point is the 

reason why their initial alliance with the Abyss of 

Mid-Nor was broken. T he Seers of Gwyrd-An-Caern 

consider them impure since they are possessed by a 

being willing to become a god. 

T he many tunnels running through Gwyrd -An 

Caern are where the wraiths are left to rest. Wraiths 

are embalmed corpses of warriors whose souls are 

prevented from leaving the world of mortals, so 

the gods cannot feed on them. Such a goal implies 

complex mummifying rituals, including not only the 

preparation of the body, but also ceremonies during 

which horrendous cannibal feasts are organized. The 

souls, trapped in the mummified corpses, still ani

mate the deceased. 

In Gwyrd-An-Caern, the dead never rest in peace. 

They simply wait for their time. 

This is also the second mission of the scourge: 

Gwyrd-An -Caern is in charge of the Drune army of 

the dead, the dead must be kept on the war path. 

Now that the time for the Rag'narok has come, the 

dead must answer the battle call and participate in 

the victory of the Seers of Caer Maed over divine 

oppression. Unfortunately, there are not enough 

living Drune to take care of the many corpses that 

are slowly decaying. Only the strongest wraiths, like 

Ardokath the Watchful, are still able to talk . They 

lead the hordes into battle, acting as intermediaries 

between the living and the mummified ancestors. 

Naghtha the Ghost is not only a wyrd but also a 

wraith. Time has no power over Naghtha the Ghost, 

who lost all traces of sanity long ago, along with 

most of his body. He now rules, almost disincar

nated , over the scourge of Gwyrd-An-Caern. Stories 

have been told in whispers that he had many Drune of 

the scourge mummified alive, long before their time 

had come. One thing is sure though, pointing out the 

wraiths from the ordinary warriors is sometimes dif

ficult in this scourge! 
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ScouRGE: THE RED scouRGE 

Emblem: A red wolf with stag antlers. 

Main hero: Cernunnos. 

Territory: Dun Scaith. 

Wyrd: Kerdach, the Death-bringer. 

Favorite allies: Limbos of Acheron, disciple of the 

Beast. 

The Red scourge is the yo ungest and most active. 

This scourge is the spearhead in the invasion of the 

plains of Avagddu, progressing further each day into 

Kelt territory. Kerdach's army kills without discrimina

tion all those who stand in its way and enslaves the 

soon about to become one ... The raids kept intensi

fying until I 002, when a band, bolder than the oth

ers, managed to assassinate the king of Dun Scaith 

and open the city gates from the inside. Their victory 

federated the scattered bands of warriors into a real 

army, marking the launch of the current Drune offen

sive . The Red scourge was born from this great feat. 

Their tradition of extreme boldness led them to a new 

conviction they wish to add to the Gnosis: impossible 

does not exist. Anything is possible for someone who 

hates the gods strongly enough! 

rest. The gruesome trophies worn by the warriors Kerdach, the Death-bearer, was the chief of the 

and their hideous tribal scars only add to the aura of horde that massacred the defenders of Dun Scaith. 

darkness surrounding them. However, their glory and 

reputation is the result of their bold feats of arms. 

Their life and raids only have meaning because of 

the exp loits there are able to pull off. As they come 

knocking at the doors of the kingdom of Alahan, they 

are preparing a breakthrough that will leave a lasting 

mark in the history of the Rag'narok. 

The emblem of the Red scourge was once shown 

on the standard ofTyramon, a powerful former chief 

who fell under the blows of the Sessair champion 

Baal the Conquerer during the battle of Dun Scaith. 

Over the following years, hordes of young warriors 

spontaneously gathered around Drun Aerfh to raid 

This Karnagh and former free leaguer traveled the 

world before joining his kinsmen for the Rag'narok. 

His knowledge of military techniques had great impact 

on his many victories. The younger Drune warriors see 

him as a role model, a merciless warrior, who sows 

fear in the hearts of his foes before murdering them. 

The skil ls and popularity of Kerdach quickly made him 

the youngest wyrd ever. 

The Death-bringer is hiding two character traits, 

obtained in Cadwallon, that certainly mean he would be 

disgraced if they were revealed: ambition and individu

alism. The Gnosis, the legend of Cernunnos, destroy

ing the gods ... He does not care for all that. He kills for 

the city. They were not yet a scourge, but they were pleasure and sells most of his slaves to his allies. 

THE CHRONICLES OF THE WORLD OF RACKHAM 

SCOURGE: THE HORNED EVIL 

Emblem: A horse skull. 

Main hero: Cernunnos. 

Territory: The plain of Avagddu . 

Wyrd: Dwarthach, the Lord ofthe hunt. 

Favorite allies: The Limbos of Acheron, the Pos

sessed ofthe Abyss, the disciples ofthe Beast. 

Not all the Drune live in Drun Aeryfh, the Invis

ible city. Some of them, braver or bolder than the 

others, have been pursuing the quest of the Horned 

king for centuries after the division that shook Kelt 

civilization. Perpetual rovers of hostile territories, 

the warriors of the Horned evil are less corrupted by 

Darkness than their brothers. They are the ones per

petuating the legacy of Cernunnos , the one and only 

king of the Kelts. They believe they are the legiti

mate masters of the Kelt nation, descending, if not 

by blood, by spirit from the Horned king. However, 

their rule knows no kindness, no love. The tribes of 

the plain having abandoned their former allegiance, 

now they must be forced to pay tribute and reject 

their cowardly submission to the gods. 

The princes of Kel have created a nomadic scourge, 

whose main function is to remind the world that Cer

nunnos has only left and that he will be back. The 

nomadic warlords known as Raiders carry back to 

Drun Aerfh the fruit of their plunders, providing the 

Invisible city with what cannot be found in the Black 

woods: refined metals, cereal, salt, fish, cattle ... 

Striking here and there, the riders of the Horned evil 

always escape reprisals : on horseback they have no 

equal. Many Kelt tribes have bitterly regretted oaths 

of revenge taken in haste: while their warriors chased 

the shadow of the princes of Kel, the scourge was 

annihilating their defenseless encampments. 

Dwarthach, the Lord of the hunt, is the wyrd of 

the Horned evil. It is claimed that his lineage goes 

back to Cernunnos himself. This proud rider is only 

tolerated by other wyrds for his devotion to the quest 

of the Horned king ... And because he has always been 

able to find the resources necessary for the survival 

of the Invisible city whenever it was needed. Besides, 

his hate of the gods has been expressed many times 

against the wretched Sessair who have tried to 

oppose him. Of all Drune scourges, it is the Horned 

evil that has the greatest torture artists. 



ScouRGE: MouNT SILENCE 

Embleme: Emblem: A sewed mouth. 

Main hero: Cernunnos. 

Territory: Drun Aeryfh. 

Wyrd : Rugreth, The Ogre of the Black Woods. 

Favorite allies: No ally would follow them down 

the path of pain. 

Some scourges are entirely dedicated to one 

aspect of the Gnosis. Mount Silence chose to study 

what made humanity such easy prey for the gods. 

After centuries of introspection, the scourge leaders 

have determined where the weakness lies: men suf

fer and try to escape the suffering, of both mind and 

body, by adoring superior entities. Having reached 

this answer, the scourge of Mount Silence has set 

out to eradicate this weakness. The members of the 

scourge willingly inflict themselves with horrifying 

amounts of pain and make it their duty to bear it in 

utmost silence. 

The scourge owes its name to the creed it invented 

to endure the pain: "The pain is buried under the 

mountain of my silence". Having mastered suffering, 

the members of Mount Si lence study its nature in 

order to transcend it. Pain then becomes mere infor

mation, to which no submission is due. 

This philosophy has convinced many Drune, includ

ing members of other scourges. It largely explains the 

scars and other self inflicted mutilations the Seers of 

Caer Maed show. Contrary to what the other peo

ples of Aarklash believe, this enterprise reveals pro

found philosophical thinking, and not some primitive 

barbarian state. 

Rugreth, the Ogre of the Black Woods, is the 

wyrd of this scourge. A simple persecutor at iirst, 

then champion persecutor, he developed astonish

ing resilience to pain. This resilience relies on a deep 

faith in the Gnos is, served by a sharp mind .. . And the 

bodies of countless enemies, whose flesh the Ogre 

feeds on with delight. Besides, Rugreth has demon

strated reflection skills that few wyrds can equal. He 

even developed for the members of his scourge a 

secret move that exploits the enemy's pain to deny 

him the initiative in combat. A technique so bril

liantly complex that even the best blade masters of 

Akkylanny could not deny its genius. 

THE DRUNE SCOURGES 
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SCOURGE: THE WITCHES 

Emblem: An effigy roughly shaped like a woman, 

made of bones and pine needles 

Main hero: None. 

Territory: The Black Woods. 

Wyrd: Sheenagh the Demented. 

Favorite allies: Limbos of Acheron, Possessed of 

the Abyss, disciples of the Beast. 

This scourge is composed of the women who 

refused to obey the law of the clan. They preferred 

to go into exile rather than be treated like breeding 

stock. Pragmatic as always, the Drune let them go: 

the Black Woods are a trial more terrible than any

thing else they could have put these rebels through 

to test their valor and determination . Gathered in 

tight knit coteries, these women have studied the 

foliage of the Black Woods and have quickly become 

the predatory eyes following the imprudent intruder. 

The coteries eventually organized themselves around 

the oldest witch of the Black Woods: Sheenagh the 

Demented , and so the scourge of the Witches was 

born. 

Survival does not give the scourge much time to 

develop anything else but the hunting skills and 

endurance of its members. 

These concealment and toxicology experts have 

become the first line of defense of Drun Aeryfh, as 

they watch the border of the woods. 

The peoples outside the Black Woods, who only 

know of Seers of Caer Maed through the raiders of 

the Horned evil and the Witches, have summarized 

this civilization into its two most notable exceptions . 

This helped the Witches build their reputation: often 

believed to be supernatural beings, half-woman, half

beasts, the furies of the scourge are objects of fear. 

Sessair mothers traditionally threaten to summon the 

Witches to quieten their boisterous children. 

Sheenagh, the De me nted, the wyrd of the scourge, 

makes good use of her reputation. Her venerable age 

and apparent madness helped her impose her pres

ence on the other wyrds. She also made the Witches 

a precious resource the Seers of Caer Maed have 

learned to use. After many years of isolation, Sheen

agh the Demented and her followers have finally 

been accepted by the Drune warlords. Despite their 

ostracism, they can now take part in the clan's military 

actions. However, their wild and unpredictable nature 

is sometimes a source of conflict. Like their wyrd, the 

Witches have understood that savagery is a source of 

strength they have to keep feeding from if they want 

to survive. 
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ScouRGE: THE RAG'NAROK 

Emble m: A black disk. 

Main hero: None. 

Te rrito ry: Drun Aeryfh. 

Wyrd : Ghenyfhar, the Bloody hand. 

Favo rite allies: Only the disciples of the Beast can 

understand them . 

The scourge of the Rag'narok is the most impenetra

ble for those who are not born in Drune culture. The 

members of this scourge are believers, assiduous fol

lowers of the Gnosis, capable of channeling their hate 

of the gods and draw from it their monstrous strength. 

The training of these strange beings consists first of 

philosophical debate to discuss the nature of the gods 

and to determine what can be done to refuse them 

the slightest hold on mortal souls. They then undergo 

physical training to feed their art of combat with these 

complex theories. When the members of the scourge 

take part in battle, they take their inextinguishable 

hate to levels of passion otherwise inaccessible to 

mortals. The only equivalent known on Aarklash of 

such philosophical and spiritual fulfillment is the Noe

sis. When in the presence of servants of the gods, war

riors of the scourge of the Rag'narok have been seen 

tearing through plate armor with thei r ba re hands and 

beheading enemies with bone clubs! 

In the scourge, the only hierarchy known is that of 

hatred. It is measu red ve ry simply: the more an ind i

vidual hates the gods, the more feats he can accom

plish . The greatest masters of the Gnosis of the 

Rag'narok are almost insensitive to any supernatural 

manifestation and can concentrate their hatred of 

the gods in order to reach a state of warlike trance 

that combine unmatched physical power and speed . 

The most powerfu l of t hese masters is also the wyrd of 

the scourge: Ghenyfhar, the Bloody hand. So old he 

only survives by the strength of his will, he is said to be 

more than two centuries old. The legend claims that he 

has already died, but has not taken notice of it and that 

he keeps on leading his scourge since Death itself was 

unable to put out the flame of his hate for the Gods. 

The Bloody hand is used to summary executions: the 

slightest waver sensed in one of his disciples' faith, and 

he plunges his crooked fingers and sharp nails into the 

suspects ribcage, ripping out his heart and liver. "Hatred 

is the strongest power in the universe" then declares the 

hoary o ld man, as he devours his macabre trophies. 



THE GUILD OF THIEVES 



+REIEIP REVIEW 

• The muggers ( IS A.P.), whose reference card is 

offered with this volume of Cry Havoc, constitute, 

along with the bandits , the main body of troops of 

the guild of Thieves. Muggers are excellent assault 

ces, such as the arcanic thieves, and should be used 

to deal a first immediate blow to the opponent. 

Equipped with a light weapon and a pistol (AIM 3, 

Pistol/STR 6, range 10-15-20), they get as close as 

possible to the enemy to shoot them at point blank 

range. Instinctive firing allows them to 

shoot with a steady hand into a fray before 

engagiQg in hand to hand combat (IN I 2, 

ATT/ STR 3/ S, DEF/ RES 2/ S). Muggers 

are not really made of courageous stuff 

(COU 3) and they clearly lack any kind of 

discipline (DIS 1). Alone they will not last 

long against a real professional army; but 

when gathered around a leader, they form 

a real band of fighters. 

You will find muggers around the cor

ner of every street: recruit them and send 

them out to fight. If they fall, many others 

will be ready to replace them the next day. 

If they make it back .. . they might find a 

place in the band. 

Muggers can be presented by purifiers 

of the temple (GREL 08),~ reapers o~ 
Alahan (LISP OS) or falconers of Alahan 
(LISP 03) . - ~,.. " ' 

~ ]'( 

• Cadwe band its ( IS A.P.) are equ ipped for hand to hand combat as well as ranged co~
bat (AIM 3, Bow/STR 3, range 20-40-60). They are experts in neither ofthe two domains; 

it is t heir ve rsatility that is usefu l. The strategist 's skill will be to get the best out of their 

potentia l at any moment in the game. In the first round, they usually support the assault 

fro!!l the front line by riddling the enemy wit h arrows. Once combat is engaged and shooting 

opport unities have become scarce or hazardous, the bandits will choose to join in the crucial 

melees and / or to eliminate isolated enemies. Using some smart follow up moves, they ca~' 
also make it through melees lines in order to target enemy marksmen and mystics. 

Bandits make up the bulk of your army. The trick is to have them shoot in turn as they ~ 

move on the battlefield, when they advance on the enemy or when they change shooting 
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THE GUILD OF THIEVES 
• The guild of Thieves has its own particular assassins! The arcanic thieves 

(35 A.P.) show some real autonomy that justiiies their reputation as quick merci

less killers. With Target/ +1, they easily dodge enemy iire and get the maximum 

out of being behind cover; Bravery (COU 6) allows them to approach the most 

frightening of enemies without the support of a leader. 

The arcanic thieves are the main strike force in the guild of Thieves. Assassin 

(IN I 4, ATT/STR 5/7) and Toxic/2, combined with assault iiring (AIM 3, Cross

bow/STR 5, range 15 -30-45), will allow them to remove any opponent in a single 

round, except for cases of extrer.ne Resilience (10 or higher). Once an arcanic 

thief has eliminated her target, she moves back to cover and prepares her next 

deadly charge. 

such as Characters or mystics. They have two very useful powers against magi

cians. Mana killer inflicts -3 to the mana recovery roll of any magician wounded 

by an arcanic thief and Disturbance wave inflicts a -I penalty on the Power tests of 

all enemy magicians located within 15 em. An arcanic thief will engage its victim 

at the time of the main assault, thus preventing it from supporting its troops. One 

arcanic thief will allow the whole army to escape the curses of the most powerful 

magicians, like Sophet Drahas for instance, the traditional enemy of the guild. 

And even if the target is protected by some close bodyguards, a Toxic/2 cross

bow shot should take the edge off their enthusiasm. 

Even with Target/+ I, they remain vulnerable to enemy iire, particularly artillery 

iire. It is therefore pointless to send them out on the front line: these exceptional 

assassins are more useful when sent out to pick on im portant and isolated targetsJ 

• Fast (MOV 12.5, INI 4), skilled (ATT/ 

STR 4/3, DEF/RES 4/3) and discreet 

(Sci:out), the Cadwe ferrets (20 A.P.) are 

talented thieves or lieutenants the band 

leader can send out on crucial missions. 

Although fragileJ the ferrets know how 

to iight and can put up a good iight when 

they go for a balanced attack and defense 

strategy. They are meant to be placed 

either on the second line or behind enemy 

lines. In both cases, Scout is their best 

asset: they can move without the enemy 

knowing it, avoiding his ranged attacks , 

and strike when the time is right. 

From the second line, ferrets can use 

their good IN I, ATT and DEF values to 

surprise the opponent by challenging his 

main pieces to a duel or by iinishing off the 

pieces the opponent keeps away from the 

iight. Of course, the opponent is not a 

dunce: he can see the miniatures repre

senting the ferrets and knows the threat 

they represent. It will be up to you to 

make the most out of the chaos generated 

to get your important pieces into place 

and play one (or two, or three ... ) move(s) 

ahead of your opponent. 

The danger represented by the Cadwe 

ferrets is tripled with the use of their spe

cial capacity: each of these lighters can 

help iniiltrate up to three Cadwe bandits 

by giving them Scout(+ 3 A.P.), they then 

truly make the most of the advantages and 

tactics mentioned above ·as they strike 

the rear of the enemy forces in lethal 

ambushes. Two ferrets will give you the 

opportunity to hide up to six bandits, 

• Bebind enemy lines, the ferrets will be a making most of your Confrontation army 

threat to the rear guard: the artillery and invisible! 

its servants, the mystics and those fragile 



benefits from the same special capacities (Mana killer, Disturbance wave) in • 

addition to some improved abilities: Assassin , Bravery, Target/+3, Toxic/5. 

Sienna uses more or less the same combat strategies as 

the arcanic thieves (see besides), of which she is the most 

famous representative. Her "Luck" ability, a personal 

privilege which earned her the nickname the "Devil's 

daughter", makes her extremely reliable in critical situations 

giving her a free re-roll on one of her tests. That's the 

end ofthe dreaded "I" on Initiative or Attack tests 

that sometimes sabotage an Assassin's assault. 

Sienna is a lone fighter. She i? not much of an army 

leader (DIS 4) but she shows faultless courage when 

faced with frightening creatures (COU 8, Bravery) . 

Although fragile (RES 6), like any other arcanic thief, 

she has a few tricks up her sleeve that fuake it difficult to 

hit her (DEF 8, Target/+3) . Her blows are quick, precise 

and lethal (INI7; ATI/STR 7/8, Assassin, Toxic/5-), 

Her throwing daggers/STR 3, range 10 15 20, should 

only be used for Assault~fire; any otner use would 

be a waste of this great assassin' s potential. 

Without her Character capacities, Sienna would 

only be an enhanced arcanic thief. But with them, 

her weaknesses are compensated for and the 

damage she can cause is consiaerably increasei:l. 

With Sequence/2, she can obtain extra dice while 

maintaining a relatively high Defense (DEF 6 ~ 7) 

to perform Counter attacks. As long as she keeps 

dice to defend herself, she can sow death in any 

melee or avoid getting hurt. With Master strike/ 0, ·

she deals ATI /STR 7/15 blows that can possibly 

eliminate even the proudest champions. If Assassin 

has not yet rid her of her victim, Toxic/5 will inflict 

an extra Wound roll, ignoring any kind of Resilience, 

that will drag the wretched soul to a better world. 

Sienna is a fantastic killer that should be used 

with cool and accuracy: the enemy will have great 

difficulties hitting her but the slightest Wound roll 

will render her immediately useless. It is better 

to avoid sending her into worthless combats; 

where a lucky enemy might get past her 

defenses: her phenomenal power makes he"" 

a killer of champions, creatures or mystics. 
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THE GUILD OF THIEVES 

PLAYING THE GUILD OF THIEVES 

AS AN ARMY: THE 
GUILD OF THIEVES 

Thieves are resourceful. Alas, no matter how skilled 

they are, they are in danger in a drawn out battle. If 

things go sour, they gather all the thugs, assassins 

and rogues from the lower city. When the guild of 

Thieves is under attack, it's the whole of the lower 

city that strikes back! 

Sienna, arca nic thief -115 

• Maior amulet of protection ' -10 

I Cadwe undertakers - 18 

• Mortuary veil- 0 (for Confrontation 3.5) 

I Cadwe ferret - 20 

3 Cadwe bandits (Scouts)- 54 

3 Muggers- 45 

3 Cadwe militiamen - 39 

2 Militia crossbowmen- 34 

I Khaurik's trigger - 62 

Total: 397 A.P. for 8 cards , 15 miniatures. 

This is a good army for learning the basic mecha

nisms of Confrontation. 

The army of the guild of Thieves possesses many 

lighters. This army will allow a few strategic mis

takes. However, it doesn 't have any proper leadersh ip 

and will have some difficulties against disciplined or 

frightening armies. The counterpart is that it offers 

great diversity in game-play as it includes good hand 

to hand lighters and many marksmen , as well as light

ers with complementary specia l capacities. Make 

sure to use the undertaker's Mortuary veil to block 

the line of sight of enemy marksmen and mystics! 

Variant: The Khaurik's trigger can be replaced by 

a lirebrand ogre (90 A.P.) if you remove the Cad we 

undertaker and the Maior amulet of protection. You 

will then be trading your magic arsena l for a cannon! 

I: see Confrontation 3 p. 150 

GUILD OF THIEVES AND 
THE ARMY OF CADWALLON 

The Thieves ' slyness combines admirably 

with the ruthlessness of the militia of Cadwallon. 

The Thieves never hesitate to call the militia guards 

and ogres when they need to lill their battle lines . 

The forces of the Duke know they can count on the 

Th ieves to deceive the enemy and stab him 

back. 

Capta in Kelian Durak - 66 

• The Stunner-14 

3 Cad we militiamen- 39 

3 Militia cross bowmen- 51 

2 Khaurik's gua rd - 120 

2 Muggers - 30 

2 Arcan ic thieves- 70 

Total: 390 A.P. for 6 cards , 13 miniatures. 

This army holds some nice surprises for your oppo

nent. It is built around a strong main body, which 

includes a commander, and offers a sufficient num 

ber of troops. Still it lacks protection against enemy 

lire and mystics. Making the most out of the terrain 

to protect your most fragile pieces is therefore cru

cial. 

The strength of this army relies on the alliance of 

the beauties and the beasts, meaning the arcanic 

thieves and Khaurik's guards . Quite a liery duet! 
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OVE::RSE::E::R 
A TIS-ASTARTE:: 

((The thrill of close quarter combat is worth 
the risk of losing one's bo~9"' 
Atis is not a typical Therian. She enjoys the 

thrill ofthe fight and lives her passion so intensely it some

times makes her own kind uneasy. She has no intention at 

all of fighting at a distance, even with the most efficient 

weaPcons in the Therian arsenal, oh no ... It would not give 

her the thrill she is looking for; the only thing she lives for. 

She likes to be close to the enemy, to witness the moment 

when the life leaves hfs body. And it does not matter if the 

eiiemy is natural and alive or artificial and mechanical. 

Atis-Astarte wants t~e feeling of power. Atis-Astarte sees 

• h~:~elf as a god~e~s borne by the winds of destruction, 

' spreading death. across the universe! 

Atis: this is my body! 

As soon as she was released from the conception 

tank, when she was still assimilating the fundamen

tal scientific data required for her education, Atis 

showed an unusual interest in her physical body. She 

was known only as Atis then, but t he exceptional 

potential that would allow her to become Atis

Astarte was already there ... 

This simple frame, identical to any other, was the 

standard model provided to Therians until their edu

cation is complete. Its limited functions do not allow 

it to perform any extravagant physical feats, or any 
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overseer routines. It didn't take much time before 

A tis tried to customize it; modifying it and training it 

to achieve all manner of exploits. This odd behavior 

was noticed and almost had her filed as abnormal, 

which could have endangered her ve ry existence. 

However, Atis was aware that she could not disre 

gard her virtual education if she was to become a true 

overseer. She made sure she assimilated the knowl

edge as quickly as possible, managing hertimeto train 

her body. Though her results were not outstanding, 

she quickly managed to qualify for the alpha exami

nation, the first rank for a new overseer. To become a 

fully fledged overseer all she lacked was experience. 

It would not take long for her to gain it. 

In the meantime, she kept trying to push her body 

to its limits. To he r great disappointment, she soon 

reached them. However, it was not in A tis' character 

to abandon a fight. The few Therians that encoun

tered this issue were generally guided towards more 

intellectual activities to channel their excess of phys

ical energy. In the end they would all fi nd somewhere 

on the virtual infinity of the EMI grid to let out their 

frustration. 

However, A tis decided to take action. She chose to 

alter her body to suit he r wishes. Soon her obsession 

for physical feats intrigued the The ri ans with whom 

she was in virtual contact. Some were repulsed by 

this odd behavior, others became closer. It was time 

for A tis' true training to begin ... 

Atis-Warrior: we win or we die! 

Scanning the unfathomable archives of the EM I 

grid , Atis discovered that she was not the only one 

with an interest in the limitations of the body. She 

unearthed many testimonies of other Therians who 

had engineered various systems in order to become 

faster, stronger, deadlier .. . They all sought to cre

ate the ultimate body, free from the physiological 

limits imposed by Therian biological atavism. Atis 

understood fo r the first time how much her kin were 

enslaved by their obsolete natural frames ... The fact 

that they believed they had abandoned biology thou 

sands of years ago made her revelation even more 

ironic. 

A tis began to work on combining the most daring 

and innovative concepts she could retrieve from the 

EMI grid. She concentrated on those that had imme

diately been made secret because they shocked 

Therian biological prejudices, because they were 

too revolutionary. 

Despite not being a very talented research scien

tist, A tis achieved some amazing results out of sheer 

obsession. She weaved a network of contacts who 

shared her fascination. She soon took leadership of 

the group thanks to a rare quality : she was willing to 

try anything. Whenever her friends reported some 

interesting finding, Atis would test the discovery at 

once, without fear of the consequences. 



To put her enhancements to the test, A tis took part 

in many gladiatorial fights and private wars. It was 

there she came to contact the Warriors: the Therians 

who are only content in the midst of explosions and 

agony. 

Surrounded by her new friends, A tis learnt both the 

art of war and the manipulation of nanoresources. 

Her obsession for close combat seduced her new 

companions, who made her an overseer. But her 

disdain for social relationships did not allow her to 

advance past the rank of alpha. 

Urged on by an unquenchable thirst for sensations, 

Atis specialized more and more in furious hand to 

hand combat techn iques and browsed the most dan 

gerous forms of martial arts. Tactics and the manipu

lation of nanoresources soon became mere means of 

approaching the enemy to get within reaper blades' 

reach. 

The assistance of the Warriors combined with her 

stubbornness had rendered Atis' body ever closer At the peak of her glory, Atis had reached an 

to perfection . At this point she believed she had unprecedented leve l of popularity. Countless fol-

reached the end of her quest: the time had come lowers adored her. They honored her by choosing for 

to adopt her final body. She managed have a .troops her the name of Atis-Astarte. 

combat system frame assigned to her. And yet, hav- A tis ' quest for perfection had not yet been achieved; 

ing barely taken the first step out of her lethal chrysa- in the pursuit of her goal she needed the help of 

lis , Atis-Warrior was already looking to the future. the Warriors once more. T he latter promised their 

ass istance in exchange for a favor. The factory world 

intended to take the new doom machines to Ava had 

Atis-Astarte: freedom in death just been completed and the Warriors had embarked 

in great numbers. Atis was to accompany them and 

She kept improving her battle body aga in and lead the troops into combat. Delighted by the pros-

again , discovering and developing the precepts that pect of both a fruitful and entertaining experience, 

led to the creation of the grim golems. A t is achieved A t is accepted immediately. 

some amazing results in the arena; scores never seen 

before. A wave of admiration swept across the com- Aboard the factory world , she doubled her efforts , 

bat enthusiast community. motivated by the prospect of fighting against anot her 

ATIS-ASTARTE 

lifeform. With this end in mind , she developed a 

unique invention that was to bring her many admirers 

and even more enemies. As she continued research

ing the field of tactical close combat and the needs 

generated by such an exhilarating science, she made 

a revolutiona ry breakthrough : combat teleporta

tion. Using an ultra-high-tech matter and energy 

converter, Atis created a routine that allowed her 

to move instantly through space! Even bette r, it was 

scarcely any harder for her to move her entire unit 

than it was to move herself. 

The design and testing of these inventions kept A tis 

so busy that she did not see time fly. The EM I grid 

eventually informed her of the app roaching Avan 

spaceships. The conflict was about to begin. While 

most Therians showed no interest in the arrival of the 

Avans , Atis grew restless. The imminent confronta

tion was going to be A t is' re-birth ; war was about to 

reveal her full glory. The creatures that are burrow

ing into the depths of the factory world haven 't quite 

seen the end of it yet ... 
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"United, trained, ready for anything" After such immediate success, East Line adopted So when the Damocles report was finally issued, 

a strict admissions policy and education program to the superintendent of East Line decided that th is 

East Line is the most prestigious U.N. military 

academy. Located on Ava along an old fortification 

line , White Stars officers are trained there to lead of 

all types of units. By accepting only the most prom

ising students, the academy can be proud of having 

trained some of the most famous heroes in U. N. his

tory. Its training program is the best in the galaxy and 

its teachers are all accomplished veterans. Once a 

White Stars officer has graduated from East Line, he 

is ready to fight on any battlefront! 

guarantee its reputation for excellence. East Line 

would tolerate neither slackers, nor failure. The 

administration board chose to recruit only the best 

teachers and to accept only the most promising can

didates. 

Besides the fact that such a policy guaranteed 

excellent results in its graduate officers , it made 

them and the East Line teachers into a de facto mili

tary elite. The impressive think-tank formed the lec

ture theatres of East Line played a maior role in the 

creation of the White Stars and in the establishment 

A century of traditions of the doctrine of this armed force. 

The milita ry academy of East Line was fo unded in Despite crushing victories on the battlefield, the 

BT-85 , when some ill-managed colonial skirmishes U.N. forces of the ti me revea led itself to be abso-

tarnished the reputation of the armed forces of Ava. lutely unable to counter the emergence of the Red 

Ever since , East Line has been at the leading edge Blok. The victories, added to the excellent reputa-

of A van military doctrine and has been training the tion of the academy, demonstrated that the debacle 

U.N. elite. was not in fact military but political by nature. Sol

The history of East Line 

When East Line was founded it received an almost 

unlimited budget and had the support of the Mili 

tary-Industrial Complex ofthe time. The settlement 

of ·new colonies was a maior issue for the govern

ment and it was out of question to allow a handful 

of settlers or some.~ rimitive lifeform upset this plan. 

The results matched the ambitions , and the first 

graduates from East Line soon took command of the 

C(l l?nization wars~io the following years. 

diers could not fight because the U.N. government 

kept wasting time making a decision. East Line then 

became the vanguard of military honor standing in 

the face political trickery and incompetence. 

However, the backlash came not long after. The 

arrival of the morphos and thei r victo ries over the 

White Stars was a serious challenge to East Line 

teachings. Although the morphos were finally driven 

back into space, no one forgot about those officers 

who fell to pieces after the encounter with a hos

tile galactic civilization. Like the rest of the U. N .A., 

East Line was traumatized by the Therians. 
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was the opportunity to restore the shine to the acad

emy's crest. He worked his contacts at CentCom to 

have many alumni of East Line selected for Opera

t ion Damocles. The time for revenge had come! 



The heroes of East Line 

As the East Li ne instructors like to remind their 

students: "The history we teach was written by men 

we trained." Many U.N . historical or contemporary 

figures were in fact trained at East Line: 

• Sergeant Davis, whose death during the Ant

arctica campaign moved his compatriots. The young 

man found the courage, thanks to his East Line train 

ing, to sacrifice himself in the final hours the last 

battle of the campaign, saving many of his men and 

contributing to the A van victory. 

• Captain Newton, now a pilot in Operation 

Damocles, was also trained at East Li ne. Besides her 

leadership skills, she acquired some serious scien

tific and technical training that were indispensable 

in becoming a test pilot. 

• Gene ral Mac Bright, Commander in Ch ief of 

Operation Damocles, is one of the oldest alumni 

of East Li ne still in active duty. Decorated several 

times, lauded by both CentCom and his men, the 

old general likes to joke about the fact that he was 

the worst student in his year! 

• Space Marshal Sanchez, White Stars chief of 

staff, also graduated from East Line. Good grades 

and the admiration of her professors were not all 

she got from the academy; Sanchez was also able to 

weave a useful network of relations for herself while 

EAST LINE 

she was there . She now thanks East Line by regularly This list of illustrious alumni would not be com-

organizing lectures for the cadets . plete without its most famous former student: 

General Archer, now known as President Archer. 

Before accessing the highest function in U.N . gov

ernment, the president led an exemplary CentCom 

career. She freely admits that her ability to lead the 

U.N.A. is largely the result of the teachings of East 

Line, as is her stubbornness that was sometimes 

frowned on by her teachers. 
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Guided tour 

East Line owes its name to the old fortification 

line along which the academy was built. Several 

kilometers long, this line has not seen any fighting 

in centuries but it remains a monument of Avan mili

tary history. It is still visited today, to approach the 

future elite of the U.N.A. as well as commemorate 

the feats of arms that took place there. Yet for the 

cadets the fortifications are often synonymous with 

bad memories: "Lines" are the standard punish

ment for disobedient students. It consists in running 

lengths on the old wall. 

Public insta llations 

A certain number of buildings and zones are acces

sible on guided tours or under escort. The visitor's 

center and the museum are the main attractions on 

these visits. The first gives a reproduction of the 

cadets' daily life while the second retraces the heroic 

and sometimes tragic history of the academy. 

Many war memorials and several statues of the 

most prestigious alumni can be found throughout 

the various parks open to the public. The most vis

ited park is undeniably the Davis Hall park. The hall 

was built to honor the sacrifice the young sergeant 

made and to remind everyone of the lessons learned 

from the setbacks of the Antarctica campaign. The 

cemetery can only be visited by the families of the 

deceased. Those former students killed in action are 

buried here. 

Finally, the line is the last vestige standing of the 

old fortifications. Resembling the low walls built by 

the White Stars on Damocles, it constantly reminds 

the cadets that war is an ancient and sacred art . 

Administrative and technical 
buildings 

East Line is home to three thousand students and 

a few thousand teachers and technicians, in addition 

to the various administrative personnel. Everyone in 

the academy takes their meals in the grand mess, in 

a perfect (and noisy) illustration of the academy's 

motto of unity. However, o nly the cadets sleep in 

the dorms . The academy personnel live in bunga

lows built on the prairies rolling along the line. 

The heart of the academy consists of three build

ings, standing in a U-shape around a large park. 

The Old Fort is the academy's nerve center: the 

offices , the archives, the administration board and 

the superintendent's office are located in this build

ing. The library welcomes the cadets in between 

lectures. It keeps a large collection of military and 

historical works, as well as a solid scientific depart

ment. Opposite the library, on the other side of the 

park, the Star building is whe re you will find the the

atres and lecture rooms of East Line. 

Located slightly off campus, the hangars and gen 

eral store provide cadets with the materiel needed 

for their training. This is where they will be given 

their uniforms and their gear. Combat striders and 

artillery pieces are also housed in this building along 

with the armory. 

The grounds 

Located away from the academy buildings, the 

grounds are where the cadets train in conditions as 

close as possible to reality. 

• Terrain 101 is the first test for new cadets. Nota

ble for its assault course, these training grounds are 

where cadets spend their first weeks. 
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• The Strider grounds are a large concrete area that 

resembles a skate park, but this is where the young 

strider pilots take their first steps. 

• ShootCity is a life -size copy of a colonial town . 

There, in the narrow streets and deserted buildings, 

cadets are trained in the difficult art of close quar

ter combat. This is where cadets wishing to join the 

shock troopers spend most oftheir time. 

• Red Field is a large open area with only a few 

standing ruins . Ideal for large scale strider combat, 

but it is also a great artillery range. Red Day takes 

place here (see below). 

• Green Field is meant to be an exact replica of the 

environment of Damocles. It was designed from the 

observations made of the factory world. Although 

Green Field saved many lives, it is obviously far 

removed from reality. However, it is still used for 

Green Day (see below). 
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EAST LINE 
joint operations. The year is punctuated by Red Day the cap. If the cadets' reaction is too slow, they are 

Training programs after six months and ends with Green Day. immediately gi ven a dozen lines. 

Leadership training begins at the same time as the 

East Line's tra ining programs are the result of a rest of the training but continues after cadets have Aftertheirfirst Green Day, cadets are steered towards 

whole century of traditions and some late additions completed their basic training. These training ses- a specific army corps. Units are then disbanded and 

following the Trauma. They are meant to further sions are meant to teach cadets how to give orders, reconstituted, and cap training continues. 

leadership skill, butalsoto help develop support and but also how to receive them and take relevant 

advisory abilities. East Line was often reproached 

for producing headstrong, if not rebellious, officers , 

unable to follow CentCom orders . Yet no one ever 

doubted their ability to deal with any situation. 

This reputation is due both to the admission policy 

and the programs themselves. Only civilians with a 

higher education degree, high level athletes or mili

tary personnel with a spotless file are allowed to join 

East Line. Not even all steel troopers applicants are 

allowed to join! 

Getting an East Line degree takes three years, no 

matter which army corps the cadet wishes to join. 

The degree includes the bas ic military tra ining of the 

appropriate corps , as well as an education required 

to achieve officer status. Cadets do not even have 

enough time to feel bored I 

Military train ing 

decisions. Moreover, this training fo rges team spirit 

between White Stars officers , creating a brother

hood of arms . Cadets are often surprised when they 

begin this module with a "stretcher run" . The unit 

has to carry a comrade (not the same one though) 

over several kilometers. It is followed by a "beam 

run" were the whole unit has to carry a beam or a 

fallen tree over ten more kilometers. Cadets are 

then instructed about military procedures , discipline 

and protocol. They also go through the famous "cap 

training" . Each week, the instructor in charge of the 

unit appoints a new leader. The leader has to wear 

his cap all day long. He is in charge of the unit and 

is considered responsible for any breach of disci 

pline . Some instructors takes it one step further: at 

anytime, during any exercise, they may shout " Drop 

the cap!". The leader must drop it immediately and 

his closest comrade has to grab it right away. The 

same goes for when the cadet hurts himself of fal ls 

The military training program is at the heart of the in training, his closest comrade must then snatch 

teachings of East Line. It might be the academy's 

pride , but it is also the young cadets ' nightmare. 

The program is split into two sections, divided again 

into courses: common physical and leadersh ip train 

ing combined with specialization classes. This sec

ond set of classes may be the infantry course, the 

armored fighting vehicle course or the aerospace 

course. 

Common training takes up the first year of an East 

Line degree. Its physical preparation course allows 

a cadet to acquire the basic White Stars training. 

Upon his arrival at East Line, a cadet joins a bar

rack-room, which corresponds to his unit. He will 

spend the whole first year with this unit . The cadet 

will learn to use the standard weapons of the White 

Stars arsena l: the laser rifle, the assault rifle , the 

combat knife and grenades. He also goes through 

some demanding physical training, des igned to for

tify him physically and mentally. Notably, the cadet 

is confronted with East Line ' s assault course (see 

insert). A cadet must be in top shape and be able 

to execute 50 push-ups in a minute, 50 sit-ups in a 

minut e , 10 pull-ups , run 2 000 m then swim 500 m 

in 12 minutes . All cadets are also put through East 

Li ne ' s centrifuge , since all Whites Stars are bound to 

travel aboard a spaceship at some point. In standard 

training cadets are exposed to accelerations from 2 

to 10 g. These classes are often a bad experience 

for the cadets who had already imagined themselves 

covered in decorations. However, they are required 

to guarantee the efficiency of the White Stars during 

I. At first , the " infantry" training course is most ly 

a revision of basic training. The future soldier and 

battlesuit units are taught to operate all special 

weapons and become experts at handling standard 

weapons. Surpassing their physica l limits , they 

learn commando tactics. Finally, they go through 

an indispensable technica l training concerning t he 

operational maintenance of their technologica l 

equ ipment . 

2. The "armored fighting vehicle" training course 

is one of the toughest courses of East Line. While 

being kept in shape , t he cadets learn to pilot a series 

of war mach ines derived from alien technology: 

combat striders. The course includes battlefield 

piloting, armament systems training, communica 

tion management lessons , and so on . The "happy" 

fe w that made it this far are rewarded wit h the pres

tige associated with being a pilot. 
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3. The "aerospace" course is the most demand

ing course at East Line. As the instructors of this 

course like to say: "No need for punishment aboard 

a ship. Space itself will take care of the sentence if 

you ever make a mistake." The cadets on this course 

are subjected to extreme physical training in order 

to deal with the hardship of space travel. They also 

receive the most advanced technological lectures 

in the universe . Afte r havi ng thoroughly tested their 

training on computer simulations , they go on to 

reproduce the same exercises aboard stratospheric 

aircrafts that perform dozens of parabolic flights. 

No matter which course they fo llow, all cadets 

are brought back together during academic instruc

tion and , of course, during the annual Red Day and 

Green Day. 

Academic instruction 

In addition to the technical instruction given dur

ing military training, East Line provid es its cadets 

tory world design; the Wh ite Stars must light in an 

environment they thoroughly understand, using the 

technologies of today and tomorrow. 

Finally, the ethical part is often cons idered as the 

most important by East Line alumni . They know that 

in the heart of battle, it is impossible to keep light

ing without a cause or ethics. East Line makes sure 

that all cadets follow a strict code of honor. This 

way, even in the toughest lights, they rema in human 

enough to look each other in the face and stay lucid. 

Academy instructors and former students are invited 

to lecture the you ng cadets and to commu nicate 

their attachment to U.N. values. 

Grand maneuvers 

Even if U.N. technology can generate convinc

ing simulations, East Line could not willingly send 

into combat office rs who have no experience of live 

combat what so ever. The academy organizes large

scale operations to test the cadets, giving them a 

chance to put into practice what they have learned 

with academic instruction, which includes univer- in class. 

sity, scientilic and ethical education. 

CentCom understood long ago that the best offi- Continuous assessment 
cers are those with an education. East Line prides 

itself in giving its cadets a solid general, historical 

and literary education. Th is is meant to be the foun

dation upon wh ich the officer's critical and autono

mous mind must be built to allow him to think even 

in the heat of action . Moreove r, good knowledge 

of the battles of the past is always useful to gener

als to triumph in the campaigns of the future . East 

Line cadets go over the Anta rctica campaign several 

times to teach them how to light the morphos . 

The scientilic curriculum on the other hand is 

meant to prepare the White Stars for the ultra

advanced technological aspect of the war ahead of 

them: shortwave radio, energy weapons , combat 

striders , space travel, enemy alien biology, fac-

Any instructor may organize lield exercises when

ever he wishes to, as long as it is based on the 

cadet' s milita ry training. He then takes his units 

out on orienteering races , week-long expeditions 

or puts them to the test in simulated combat situ

ations. East Line is surrounded by large forests an.d 

desert areas, ideal for such exercises . The few locals 

living near the academy are used to seeing units 

crossing the road in commando formation ! 

Finally, each unit must spend a certain number of 

hours in the different boot camps of the academy: 

ShootCity, Red Field and Green Field. Cadets light 

using training weapons . These high-tech toys emit 

inoffensive beams that are picked up by sensors on 
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the target's armor. When a lighter is "tagged " in this 

way, he is declared "Killed in Action" and withdrawn 

from the exercise. 

The most belligerent instructors do not hesitate 

to organize live-a mmo training. The risk involved 

clearly increases the pressure on the cadets . The 

instructors believe this can only be helpful. Unfo r

tunately, the risks are real and, every year, East Li ne 

is forced to report several accidents . 

Red Day and Green Day 

Twice a year, all the cadets of East Line from all 

years and classes take part in special maneuvers 

together. Red Day, wh ich simulates the battles 

between the U.N.A. and the Red Blok, takes 

place in mid-winter. In summer, Green Day gives 

the cadets the opportunity to train in lighting the 

morphos. Each time, the three thousand East Line 

cadets stand ready for action, lighting for the honor 

ofthe unit! 

The lirst year cadets play the role of regular 

troops. Those of the "infantry" course are regular or 

elite units depending on merit and the requirements 

of the exercise. The armored lighting vehicle pilots 

take their war machines to the battlelield; whi le the 

aerospace cadets are in charge of orbital artillery 

us ing battleship simulators. 

On Red Day, half of the cadets play the role of 

U.N. troops, while the other half takes on the role 

of Red Blok soldiers. The "red" cadets are given 

materiel taken from collectivist troops or replicas 

provided by the M. lnd . Contrary to what one could 

th ink , being on the red side is in no way a punish

ment but rathe r a mark of excellence: it takes a bril

liant pilot to ride an unknown Red Blok or prototype 

M.lnd strider! 



Red Day takes place on the Red field, the huge Ceremony of the Stars 
field or ruins of East Line. For thirty-six hours, the 

cadet infantry and armored fighting vehicle units 

battle in a conventional conflict situation . This 

operation integrates air-to-ground support: radio 

announcements tell the cadets which sectors are 

under bombardment, wh ich units have lost radio 

contact, and so on . Instructors are deployed on the 

field to make sure instructions are respected by the 

cadets. 

Green Day runs a lot less smoothly than Red Day, 

and is, in a certain way, a lot more disturbing. The 

cadets who play the "green" guys have to wear spe

cial uniforms with full helmets meant to reproduce 

the appearance of a morphos. They manipulate 

copies of Therian weapons based on the M.lnd's 

retro -engineering work. These weapons are highly 

unreliable, and the green suits make the people 

who wear them uneasy both physically and psycho

logically. The same goes for the combat striders, 

monstrously modified ve rsions of the White Stars 

standard frames . All of this gives Green Day an eerie 

feel exacerbated by the industrial wasteland scenery 

of the Green Field. Sleeping is impossible because 

of the random broadcast of wh ite noise to simulate 

Therian sonic bombardments. The twenty-four hours 

that this exercise lasts seem endless to the cadets. 

These two grand maneuvers are indispensable to 

guarantee the quality of training. Unfortunately, it 

comes with a cost: each year, cadets die in shooting 

or strider accidents . Others are wounded beyond 

hope. However, those who survive are ready for 

combat. 

On the day following Green Day all the cadets are 

gathered together again, but for a more ioyful occa

sion: the graduation ceremony. This ceremony takes 

place at nightfall, under the stars, in the park at the 

center of the East Line campus. The whole school 

is present. 

The cadets who made it through the whole three 

years are all seated on the stand, in full dress uni

form. When their name is called, they walk up to the 

superintendent of East Line who hands them their 

degree in person. 

Once all the graduates have been called, the 

superintendent makes a speech about what hap

pened over the year and comments on the results 

of the graduating year. He ends his speech with his 

congratulations and all the cadets toss their cap into 

the air, hoping that, iust like their hats, they will be 

able to leave for the stars but make it back home 

to Ava. 

EAST LINE 
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Death dealer TacArms are generally deployed for 

blitz missions, meant to shatter enemy infantry lines. 

These units are so efficient they usually wipe out all 

the soldiers in their sight . Even battlesuits are not 

safe against the outrageous rate lire of a death dealer 

TacArm un it. Yet this improved efficiency comes 

with a cost: death dealer TacArms are useless against 

armored lighting vehicles. 

These TacArms' ~)ffensive power and effectiveness 

against infantry are so amazing that these TacArms will 

become the enei-ny~s absolute priority. So they better 

k~ep behind cove; or ~use their movement to stay out 

of the reach ofenemy lire. 

[OMPOSITION OF A UNIT 

Type: 3. 

Numbers: 3. 

Standard equipment: Volcano MG x 2 

and gyroscopes. 

Optional equipment: Pointeur laser. 

Special weapons: None. 

Specialist s: None. 

Officer: Rank I. 

EQUIPMENT 

Gyroscopes: These mechanisms give the TacArms 

the "Stability" ability. The lighter is not grounded 

when he is caught in the area of effect of an indirect 

lire weapon. 

Laser targeter: This targeting system gives the 

" Designator" ability to the TacArms. During his acti

vation , a lighter can tag an enemy unit he can see. 

Until the end of the round, indirect lire weapons and 

locked shot weapons do not need a line of sight to 

target the tagged unit. 
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COST OF A UNIT 

"Death deale r" TacArms 

Equipment 

OFFICERS 

Sergeant (Sgt .): +15 A.P. 

SUMMARY TABLE 

Standard number 

of fighters 

Characteri stics 

BUILDING 
A DEATH DEALER COMPANY 

Death dealer companies are assembled whenever 

they are needed . There is no permanent company 

of this kind, even though certain military formation s 

have the habit of summoning them very regularly, 

assigning their TacArm pi lots to specific training. 

DEATH DEALERS 
AMONG THE WHITE STARS 

Companies registered as "death dealers" are lim

ited to one-off missions, mainly law enforcement 

operations. The mere presence of a un it of death 

dealer TacArms is usually enough the calm down 

even the most agitated protesters. The most ardent 

proponent of these units is Syndicate , which widely 

uses the aura of the ace of spades to sow fear in its 

enemy's heart. In fact, Syndicate is in charge of deal

ing with rioters and crowd movements and since the 

White Stars doctrine recommends using minimum 

fire power for maximum efficiency aimi ng to cause 

minimum damage, which is close to useless in such 

situations, The death dealer companies have become 

Syndicate number one solution. 

The M.lnd doesn't object to deploying these units 

either. Very pragmatic, the M.lnd uses only the most 

appropriate tool when they have a task to accom

plish, and , they have to admit, the death dealer 

TacArms are remarkably effective specialists. 

THE DEATH DEALER TACARMS 
Only CentCom refuses to recognize their utili ty. "DEATH DEALER" 

Some people claim that general staff disregards PLATOON PATTERN 
them out of pure vexation: CentCom never got to 

give its clearance when the first units were created. 

Officially, CentCom responds that it cannot sup

port t he actions of an officer found guilty of defying 

orders. 

Consequently, a tolerated platoon pattern was cre

ated. It is the only pattern allowed to deploy death 

dealer TacArms. Since even CentCom needs them 

sometimes .. . 

The player can choose any platoon pattern to 

constitute his company, but he can only use one at 

a time . T his platoon pattern is the only one allowed 

for a U.N. company including death dealer TacArms. 

It has no advantage and no disadvantage. Any other 

use of death dealer TacArms would be considered an 

act of mutiny and punished in consequence. 

• Unit of death dealer TacArms 

• Unit of soldiers<* I **) 
• Unit of soldiers<* I **) 
• Unit of striders <**) 

• Unit of striders <**) 

! :Priori!)' slot. It must alw9s he picked first . 
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Until the end of t he year, you will be able to take 

part in the development of the AT-43 universe as you 

iight in the name of one of the armies of the galaxy. 

After Operation Damocles the universe will never be 

the same : it is up to you to decide the outcome of 

the battle! 

Th is campaign usesAT-43: The Rulehoo/1, theAr~ 
Books and Cry Havoc vol. 14. The campaign has been 

divided into four phases, a preliminary phase and a 

phase for each level of the factory world. 

However, you can also take part in Operation 

Damocles by playing any mission published in AT-43: 

The Rulehoo/1. These secondary missions will have a 

lesser influence on the outcome _though. 

If you want to immerse yourself further in the uni

verse of AT-43®, you can choose to play in Story 

mode. This mode stages the battle as if you we re 

there, thanks to some narrative advice and optional 

rules. 

Each time you play with your friends, at your club or 

Each of these phases is described in a different . in your local store, either one of the missions of the 

issue of Cry Havoc. So every couple of months you operation or any other mission using the rules of this 

will discover new priority missions, new special rules operation, yo u will be able to report your results to 

and new equipment speciiic to the campaign. As the www.at-43 .com. 

lighting gets closer and closer to the heart of Damo-

cles and the Therian habitat, the battles will become During the whole duration of the operation yo u wi ll 

more and more violent. Of course, we are also keep- have to play the same army, but you will be able to 

ing a few surprises up our sleeve: in war, no plan ever change the composition of your company. You are 

really comes together! allowed to play as many games as you want and the 

Each phase is composed offour priority missions, same mission as many times as you wish. 

covering the development of the operation and the 

changing conditions c;n Damocles. Now it's all down to yo u! 
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OPERATION DAMOCLES: PHASE 2 

Damocles 
laid waste bLJ warl 

BABEL 

At the heart of the forums of Damocles, Babel has 

awakened (see Cry Havoc vol. l4): a force , a con

science capable of taking control of the machines 

of the factory world, despite all the efforts made by 

the overseers. Some Therians have been found in 

a vegetative state, their minds formatted and their 

memory back-up files deleted. Even their precious 

immortality, which project Hyperlife (see Ar~ 

Book: Therians) intends to prolong eternally, cannot 

protect them from such a grim threat. War is about 

to spread to the EM I grid itself. 

In the meantime, out in the real world, Therian 

defenses have given way in several places and the 

Avan invaders have penetrated to the second level. 

The Therians have tried to make this area an invin

cible rampart by reconfiguring the corridors; closing 

accesses and setting up ambushes wherever pos

sible. Once again Babel has upset their plans : she 

has taken control oflarge portions of Damocles and 

transformed them into dead zones, unresponsive to 

Therian instructions. 

The White Stars and the Red Blok have begun their therefore need to conquer these zones to re-boot 

descent by blasting accesses with the help of their the local networks. 

field engineers and antitank weapons . The armored 

fighting vehicles have forced their way through, 

closely followed by swarms of infantry units, as soon 

as the Therian defense began to give in. For several 

days the invaders believed that the factory world's 

defenses had been defeated and that victory was at 

hand. However, no plan ever really comes together 

and reality put a brutal end to their illusions as the 

Therians finally reorganized ... 

THE DEAD ZONES OF DAMOCLES 

Large zones have fallen under the control of Babel. 

To both the Therians and the Avans, these areas are 

"dead". Machines do not always work, strange phe

nomena occur and deadly traps will finish off the 

careless explorer. 

Since Avans and Therians fight as equals there, 

these zones are the objectives of some violent bat

tles. The Avans need them to establish bridgeheads 

out of reach ofTherian counter-offensives. The The-

Any strategy at this level is based a single major 

objective: the nodes. These connection hubs grant 

priority access to the local network, allowing physi

cal control of the zone. Whoever controls the nodes 

can impose their will on Babel to a certain degree. 

There is an additional and hidden issue that could 

change the fate of the war: whoever controls the 

dead zones ofDamocles might be able to understand 

what is happening on Dam odes and close a deal with 

this entity, whose potential seems unlimited . Once 

again, the nodes are crucial objectives since they can 

be used to communicate with Babel. 

However, this is not an easy task to undertake. 

Taking war into the chaos of the dead zones reveals 

several difficulties. First of all, movement in these 

areas is pretty hazardous. Doors remain closed with

out the intervention of an overseer or a mechanic. 

Even then, it is not always easy to use these doors , 

since the openings keep moving around, appearing 

and disappearing without any obvious reason. Some

times they even open onto blank walls ... No matter 

rians want to regain control oftheir facto ry world and what the A vans keep saying, the organization and the 



mutations of Dam odes used to follow a certain form 

of logic. With the reign of Babel, this logic has disap-

THE RED BLOK NEW PLATOON PATTERNS 

peared and has been replaced by chaos, madness and Among the actors of the conflict, the Red Blok is The battles taking place on the surface are over, 

death. Yet these phenomena, though disturbing, are the one that has had the least interaction with the almost. Each side has redefined its strategy and rear-

not that dangerous compared to the others. others. It has only one objective: the destruction of ranged its companies, creating new platoon patterns 

Babel is still testing her abilities and exploring her 

limits. She has not quite understood what physical 

reality is. After all, she is only a virtual and disincar

nated consciousness, born from the EMI grid. No 

wonder she has problems grasping the concept of a 

physical "body". 

As she attempts to understand the world, Babel 

generates swarms of nanomachines that take the 

form of strange black monoliths that the Therians 

and Avans have called "nanoperturbations", since 

they do not know what it is. Woe to him who steps too 

close! To satisfy her curiosity, Babel has ordered her 

infinitesimal servants to "deconstruct" anything that 

comes within their reach . These nanoperturbations 

hover around at random and their sole purpose is to 

help Babel understand what a "body" is and how it 

is assembled. When one ofthese monoliths touches 

an obstacle, billions of nanomachines shoot out and 

reduce it to its simplest components. So nanopertur

bations will eat away low walls, soldiers and armored 

fighting vehicles without discrimination, and then 

send the data collected to their mistress. The Theri

ans sometimes manage to divert these data transmis

sions and reconstitute the destroyed systems . But for 

the Avans, of course, nothing can be done ... 

BABEL AND FRIENDS? 

Two actors of the war wish to establish contact with 

Babel and negotiate an alliance with her. Among the 

Therians, the appearance of this digital consciousness 

has delighted the Web Striders. The latter have tried sev

eral times to communicate with the prodigious entity to 

study its nature and its motivations. Everything they have 

tried so fa r has had no effect. Babel is still too young to 

understand the questions asked by the Web Striders, 

who are convinced they are dealing with an omniscient, 

almost divine being. 

The Therians are not the only ones interested by 

Babel. The U.N .A., and more specifically the M.lnd, 

are paying close attention to the phenomena that seem 

to keep thwarting the Therians' plan. In contrast to 

the latter, stuck in their millennia old understanding of 

technology, the M.lnd has excluded no hypothesis and 

has a fresh approach of the issue. U.N. scientists have 

begun to make out the existence of an alien motivation 

behind these disturbances and they hope to establish a 

dialogue, hoping to collect some precious information. 

Forthe M.lnd, victory against the Therians is nota prior

ity objective. Above anything else, the M.lnd hopes to 

get hold of any scientific data available that will allow it 

to master Therian nanotechnology. 

Dam odes. better suited to the coming guerrilla phase. 

With this in mind, the Revolutionary forces do not 

intend to accept an alliance with anyone. In their eyes, 

the U.N.A. are not any better than the Therians: both 

wish to preserve Damocles for their own use. The 

revolutionary objectives are the exact opposite. Th is 

means any form of negotiation is impossible and all 

that counts is strength of arms. In the chaos of Dame

des, this strategy, as simple as it may look, seems to 

be paying off. 

PHA SE 2: IN TH E MEC HANI CAL 
MA ZE 

Control oflevel-1 will give the winner direct access 

to the two adjacent levels: first the surface (level 0), 

from where the Therians could control the invasion 

of their world, but also to the Therian habitation 

quarters (level-2), whose loss would be a fatal blow 

to the Therians ... This level hides a lot of technologi

cal resources that interest everyone! 

The following rules apply only to Phase 2 of Opera

tion Damocles. 
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NEW RULES 

Three cards representing a door, a nanoperturbation 

and a node are included in this issue. 

Doors 

The Therians themselves do not need doors. They 

simply need to deconstruct a wall section to travel 

freely inside their installations . Nevertheless, they 

OPERATION DAMOCLES: PHASE 2 

late. When the Avans invade these sectors the over

seers lock these doors to slow down the enemy. 

As long as it is closed, a door cannot be crossed and 

it blocks lines of sight. 

A door can be opened and closed by a mechanic 

who uses his "Repa ir" ability or by an overseer who 

uses an open/close routine (I LP). In both cases, the 

fighter must be in contact with the door. 

A door can also be destroyed: 

• Protection 6 : 12 

• Structure points: I 

Nanoperturbations 

Since the rise of Babel, clouds of nanomachines 

have been emerging throughout Damocles, devour

ing anythingthat comes within reach. These swarm

ing black monoliths have become the nightmare of 

A van troops, but also ofTherian troops. It is impos

sible to pass through a nanoperturbation, which 

also blocks lines of sight. At the beginning of the 

game its card is placed as indicated on the map. 

At the end of each control phase the nanopertur-

they are eliminated. When terrain is touched but 

not destroyed, the card is then placed as close as 

possible to the obstacle. If the nanoperturbation 

needs to be repositioned it may not cover further 

fighters The nanoperturbation ignores cover and 

moves through walls. 

If the node is activated (any player controlling a 

node may decide to activate it or deactivate it at 

any time), Therian fighters eliminated by a nanop

erturbation are placed on the node. If there isn't 

enough room on the node card, the fighters that 

do not fit inside the card are eliminated, lost in the 

back log. Depending on the mission, the owner 

might be allowed to bring the fighters placed on 

the card back into the game . 

Therian Nodes 

The EM I grid is a large network spread across the 

universe. Although the Therians live a virtual and 

dematerialized life it is still requires physical exis

tence. The surface of Damocles is riddled with 

hyperlink antennas (see Cry Havoc vol. 14), the 

entrails ofthe factory world shelter the nodes. These 

extremely complex machines link the various infor

mation networks running all over Damocles. They 

bation is moved . The youngest player places the also connect these networks to hyperlink antennas, 

template above it. He rolls one die to find out the in order to keep Damocles in contact with the rest of 

direction in which the nanoperturbation moves. He 

then rolls two dice and adds them: the result is how 

far in em (10 em maximum) the nanoperturbation 

moves. 

Therian civilization. Finally, they also channel trans

missions and regulate them over large portions of the 

factory world . 

The most important nodes constitute primary and 

Once this movement completed, the fighters secondary obiectives. There effects are detailed in 

and any terrain elements with Structure points that the mission briefings . 

physically touch the card suffer one impact each 

(Penetration/Damage). The fighters that survive 

still need to plan sectors where their machines, are moved out of the way. If this is not possible 
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PrioritL.J mission 
Lost! 

I 

Not so long ago, level -1 of Damocles was hell to the 

Avans. Yet since the rise of Babel, the Therians are 

now confronted with the same hazards. Level -1 is a 

po_lymorphic la!?Jrinth, whose corridors and rooms 

are constan& being rearranged . Everyone gets the 

same treatment here. Units get lost, isolated soldiers 

vanish, leaving on_ly the echo of their shrieks of ter

ror ... 

There are ma~ stories about entire companies that 

got lost in these underground corridors, wandering 

for hours, or d9's even. Battles have even been inter

rupted !?J the sudden appearance of a wall between 

the sides. The opposite is also true: when two lost 

companies bump into each other, the fighting gener

aUY is as dead_ly as the meeting was unexpected! 

Violence spares no one. Violent battles have broken 

out even among the same ar'!9', : tired and distressed 

!ry this unstable environment, companies have started 

shooting at each other before th9 realised th9 were in 

fact allies. Some high ranking officers also take advan

tage of the chaos of Damocles to take care their most 

troublesome rivals ... 

·Forces ava ilable 

Both players have the same number of A.P. to build 

a company. Both companies are attackers. 

No armored iighfing vehicle can be left in rein

forcement. 

Tactical positions 

See the map. 

Primary objectives 

• Evacuating a unit: 5 VP 

Secondary objectives 

• Capturing a nanogenerator: 50 RP 

• Controlling a nanogenerator: 100 RP 

• Capturing a container: 100 RP 

• Controlling a container: ISO RP 

Objectives located in the playe r's deployment zone 

do not earn him any RP. 

Special rules 

Evacuating a unit: A unit is evacuated when its 

leader steps off the battleiield , through one of the 

exits indicated on the map. 

Nanotechno logica l chaos: At the end of each 

round , after moving the nanoperturbation, one 

of the two players moves a terrain element, as 

done at the beginning of the game (see Cry Havoc 

vol. 14 p 65). The players take turns, starting with 

the oldest player. 

Access hatch: Reinforcements access the battle

iield through the hatches indicated on the map. 

These are specia-L access zones: the distance trav~ 

eled is measured from any point of the hatch . 
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This mission uses all the special rules for Opera

tion Damocles detailed in the "N ew rules" sections 

of the campaign rules (Cry Havocvol.l4) and Phase 2 

(this issue of Cry Havoc). 

Cease nre 

The mission ends once one of t he companies has 

no more units to evacuate . 

The player who has earned the most VP wins. If 

both players have the same number of VP the game 

is a tie. 

A player cannot score more than 20 VP during this 

mission . If a player resigns, his opponent automati

cally wins the maximum number of po ints. 
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missio 2 Prioritt.J 
F-orbidden download 

Level -1 of Damocles contains the Therian data 

bases. The Therians have stored in them records 

of entire cultures that disappeared long ago. These 

databases are full of precious technological and mili

tary information. Thry are sought~ both the invad

ers and the Therians, who need them since thry been 

cut off from the consensus. Information is power! 

Databases are large installations whose walls are 

lined with nanochip cabinets. The entire complex is 

built around a gigantic memory bloc/1, a true altar 

devoted to lmowledge. Those who manage to con 

nect to this memory block can download the entire 

content of a database. An absoluteJy priceless trea

sure! 

Commanders of a same arn:ry have been witnessed 

fighting to gain control of such information. Who 

ever recovers the scientific treasure these databases 

represent is assured an unequalled level of prestige 

and extraordinary rewards. More than enough to 

send even the most reasonable commander's head 

spinning! 

Tactical position 

See the map. 

Primary objectives 

• Controlling the memory block: 5 VP 

Secondary objectives 

• Capturing a nanogenerator: 50 RP * 
• Controlling a nanogenerator: 100 RP 

• Capturing a container: 100 RP * 
• Controlling a container: 150 RP 

* Attacl1er onJy 

Specia l rules 

Node: This is a secondary connection hub, dedi 

cated to the data base. The player who controls it 

can interact with it. 

Forces available If one of the players controls an active node, he 

can bring back into the game the fighters placed on 

Both players have the same number of A.P. the card. The player constitutes a unit for each type 

to build a company. One company will be the 

defender, this company will hold the memory 

block at the beginning of the mission. Th e other 

company is the attacker; it must gain control of 

it. 

of fighter, including as many special weapons avail

able as possible as long as unit composition rules are 

respected . These units are integrated to the activa

tion sequence of the player who originally owned 

them at the beginning of the following round , like 

reserve units. 

Moreover, if the player has an overseer in contact 

with a node, the player can spend I LP to choose the 

direction ofthe nanoperturbation's next move. 

If a U.N. or Red Blok player controls the node, he 

can choose to deactivate it. All the miniatures placed 

on the card are removed from the game and the card 

is flipped over. 

Moreover, when a player controls a node and has 

a fighter with the "Repair" ability in contact with it, 

he can decide the direction of the nanoperturbation's 

next move. 

This mission uses all the special rules for Operation 

Dam odes detailed in the "New rules" sections of the 

campaign rules (Cry Havoc vol.l4) and Phase 2 (this 

issue of Cry Havoc) . 

Cessez-le-feu 
The game ends when one of the players reaches 20 

VP. If neither of the two players can win any more VP, 

victory goes to the player who accumulated the most. 

A player cannot score more than 20 VP forth is mis

sion. If a player resigns, his opponent automatically 

wins the maximum number of points. 
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Prioritw mission 
Laboratorw ~I 

Plundering as much Therian technology as possible 

is one of the U.N.A.'s main objectives on Damocles. All 

three armies are loclwd in an arms race; none of them 

wants to lose ground to the two others. The Therians 

tahe part in it to dig out forgotten designs and proto

ypes fi-om their armament laboratories. Even the Red 

Blok cannot complete.Jy overlool~ the possibilities offered 

I:J Therian technology! 

These laboratories have nothing in common with 

the ti':!)l Avan installations. Even though thg include 

small worhshops for Therians looking for some calm, 

thg also include gigantic hangars and titanic test fields. 

Overseers stack their inventions in these laboratories, 

as a child would l1eep his old t9)1S in a chest ... 

A':!JI of these Therian protoypes could further the 

science of another civilization for decades. This means 

commanders are on the loo/1 out. Thg are rea& to 

claim these treasures in the name of their arl":!)) or for 

their own personal glory. Terrible combats breal1 out in 

these sanctuaries of science and knowledge ... 

Forces available 

Both players have the same number of A.P. to build a 

company. Both companies are attackers. 

Tactical position 

·See the map. 

Primary objectives 

• Searching a cont~iner: See Special rules . 

Secondary objectives 

See Special rules. 

Special rules 

The containers of laboratory 51 contain prototypes, 

information and blueprints precious to any army. They 

are both primary and secondary objectives. Their con

tent is determined randomly when they are searched. 

A unit can open a container controlled by his company 

using the rules from theAT-43:The Rulebook, p. 97. 

A unit can enter an open container controlled by its 

company and search it. The player then rolls one die 

and reads the fo llowing table to determine the con

tent. A container can only be searched once per game : 

after that, it is empty. 

Radioactive materiel! The fighters in contact 

with the containe r suffer an impact (Penet ration/ 

Damage 9 : 3 +/1) ; 

Armory! The unit's fighters get grenades or nanos

torms (depending of the army), for free; 

Technical patterns! Congratulations, high com

mand grants you 200 RP; 

Space coordinates! Congratulations; high com

mand grants you 400 RP; 

Technological prototype! You have obtained cru

cial scientific information. You have earned 2 VP; 

Alien artifact! You have found an object from an 

unknown civilization. You have earned 5VP; 

This mission uses all the special rules for Operation 

Dam odes detailed in the "New rules" sections of the 

campaign rules (Cry Havoc vol.l4) and phase 2 (this 

issue of Cry Havoc). 
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Cease nre 

This mission ends when all the containers have been 

opened (they don't have to be searched!). The player 

with the most VP then wins the game. If both players 

have the same number ofVP, the player controllingthe 

most containers wins . If both players control the same 

number of containers, the game goes on until one of 

the players takes the advantage. 

If one of the two players cannot win any more VP, 

victory immediately goes to his opponent. 

A player cannot score more than 20 VP for this mis

sion. If a player resigns, his opponent automatically 

wins the maximum number of points. 
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OPERATION DAMOCLES: PHASE 2 

PrioritLJ mission Ll 
Access authorized! 

AlthoLLgh the EMI grid is an information and man

agement space, it still needs the sLLpport of a p!rysical 

network: the nodes. Most of these connection hubs, 

foLLnd all over Damocles, have on}y minor strategic 

interest. Yet some of these hLLhs are used to channel 

the Therians' virtual exchanges over sectors as wide as 

continents. In order to control, repair or destr~ these 

nodes, the armies depl~ed on Damocles are rea:!J to 

make a~ ldnd of sacrifice! 

Before the rise of Babel, these nodes were hid

den in impregnable hunl<ers defended ~ swarms of 

nanomachines. However, since chaos has fallen Ltpon 

Damocles, the nanoperturhations have inexplicah}y 

rearranged the environment surrounding the main 

nodes. The latter now stand in the middle of wide 

open spaces, with on}y a few emp!J containers and 

some walls scattered around in some incomprehen

sible pattern. 

These nodes are at the heart of the battles oflevel-1. 

Their importance is such that it is difficLLlt to deter

mine what shoLLld he done with them: repair them 

and bring hacl< peace on Damocles, althoLLgh it might 

serve Babel's propagation? Destr~ them and para

}yze the Therians, even though it could cause irrevers

ible chaos on the factory world? Get hold of them and 

tinker with these Therian machines? No one has been 

able to tal<e a decision, and rna~ heated debates are 

often solved at gun point, even between commanders 

of the same an:ry! 

Forces available 

Both players have the same number of A. P. to build 

a company. Both companies are attackers. 

Tactical position 

At the beginning of the game, the youngest player 

rolls a die. The nanoperturbation is placed according 

to the result. ( , ., : Blue zone. 

Red zone). 

Primary objectives 

• Controlling the node: 5 VP 

Secondary objectives 

• Capturing a nanogenerator: 50 RP 

• Controlling a nanogenerator: 100 RP 
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Special rules 

Nanotechnologica l c haos: At the 

round, after moving the nanoperturbation, one of 

the two players moves a terrain element as done at 

the beginning of the game (see Cry Havoc vol. 14 p. 

65). The players take turns, starting with the oldest 

player. 

Besides forth is mission, the "Terrain" rule (see Cry 
Havoc vol. 14, p. 65) can affect any terrain element 

no matter the markings and symbols it bears. How

ever, the node cannot be affected. 

Finally, "Reconiiguration" routines do not work in 

this mission. 

The node is both a primary and a secondary objec

tive. Controlling it allows a player to decide in which 

direction both the terrain element subjected to the 

technological chaos rule and the nanoperturba

tion are moved. In both cases the distance is always 

determined randomly. In addition, the node offers 

the same functionality as during mission 2 of this 

phase. 

This mission uses all the special rules for Opera

tion Damocles detailed in the "N ew rules" sections 

of the campaign rules (Cry Havoc vol.l4) and Phase 

2 (this issue of Cry Havoc). 

·Cease nre 

The game ends when one of the players reaches 

20 VP. If neither of the two players can win any 

more VP, victo ry goes to the player who accumu

lated the most . 

A player cannot score more than 20 VP for this 

mission. If a player resigns, his opponent automati

cally wins the maximum number of points. 

THE CHRONJCLES OF THE WORLD OF RACKHAM 
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Operation Damocles is about to turn the fate 

of the galary around. Most of the fighting 

involves legions of soldiers, brigades of mechanical 

servants and thousands of giant robots. However, 

there are also battles fought I:Y onJy a handful of men 

lost in the technological hell of the Therian lai:Yrinth. 

If AT-43 is the stage for epic battles for the control 

of the gala ry, AT-43 Tactics illustrates the destil2Y of 

these anol2Ymous soldiers that fight for survival every 

d!:Y! 

AT-43 Tactics is pl!:}'ed with the miniatures from the 

AT-43 range. 

AT-43 Tactics is tactical game in the universe of 

AT-43 played by four to seven players. 

PLAYER CHARACTERS 

Each member of the Shooting Stars has a special

ity and his own character sheet. At the beginning of 

the game each player, except the G L, chooses the 

character he controls. One of them must choose to 

be the lieutenant, another will be the mechanic and 

a third one will be the medic. Players should make 

copies ofthe following pages and cut out their char

acter sheet. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

The characters' characteristics are as follows: 

Designation: The character's role in the unit. Each 

player can add the name and/or the nickname of their 

character. 

Movement ~:The base value used to calculate 

One of the players is the game leader (GL). lmpar- the distance in em the character can cover when he 

tial, the GL is the only one to already know the 

details of the scenario and the surprises awaiting the 

players. He plays all the enemies (the NPCs: non

player characters). He is also in charge of the proper 

unfolding of the game and is the arbitrator if there is 

any problem. 

The other players each play a player character (PC), 

a member of the "Shooting Stars" unit. Throughout 

the missions, the players cooperate to reach their 

objectives and survive some thrilling adventures . In 

between missions, thanks to the experience gained, 

they improve their PC to achieve the final victory. 

THE CHARACTERS 

The characters of AT-43 Tactics are defined by 

characteristics noted on their character sheet. They 

can improve from one game to the next with experi

ence. In addition, the characters controlled by the 

GL obey special rules. 

moves. 

Morale ~ :The character's willpower and cool. 

Protection f:J' : The protection offered by the 

character's combat gear. 

Combat~: The character 's ability to defend 

himself in close combat. 

Endurance 0 0 0 0 : The character's physical 

and psychological reserves. 

In contrast to other characteristics, the Endurance 

value is not fixed. It is a pool of points that changes 

during the game: 

• A character loses one Endurance point for each 

Damage points he receives; 

• The player can also spend one of his character's 

Endurance points tore-roll a test. 

A character can regain Endurance points, but can

not have more than the number indicated on his 

sheet. At the beginning of the first mission each 

Shooting Star has six Endurance points. 

When a character has no more Endurance points 

left he falls to the ground (the miniature is laid 

down). He has lost the will to fight or is too wounded 

to carry on. 
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A grounded character cannot perform any actions 

and all his tests are automatic failures. He can only 

regain Endurance points when the medic uses his 

"CPR" ability or when a medpack is used on the 

character. In both cases he regains one Endu rance 

point, his miniature is put back up on its feet and the 

character can start playing normally again. 

ABILITIES 

In addition to his characteristics each character 

has one or more abilities. These are described on 

the character's sheet. Using an ability counts as an 

action, except when it affects another action , such 

as shooting for instance. In this case its use is simul

taneous with the action it affects. 

EQU IPMENT 

No soldier wou ld head into battle without his gear. 

Each Shooting Star has his own equipment. 

Equipment is split into two categories: standard 

equipment and optional equipment. 

Standard equipment is specific to each character. 

It requires special training to be used and cannot be 

handed to another character. 

Optional equipment is collected as the missions 

go. It allows the character who carries it or uses it 

to benefit from specific game effects. A character 

cannot carry more than two items of optional equip

ment. 

For the cost of an action, it is possible to hand an 

item of optional equipment to another character 

that is in contact. 
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Standard equipment EXPERIENCE THE G~s CHARACTERS 

These are the weapons indicated on the character It is possible to play each mission of AT-43 Tactics The GL controls all the NPCs, meaning all the char-

sheets. They have their own characteristics: independently from each other. However, it is even acters the Shooting Stars will fight or encounter in the 

Accuracy @ : The weapon's accuracy; this also 

takes into account the shooter's skill; 

Rate of attack/Re -roll G : Number of dice 

rolled for each attack or shot/Number oftimes the 

player can re-roll all failed attack or shot dice; 

Area of effect @ : Radius in em of the blast 

caused by the weapon. All the fighters within this 

distance of the target suffer an impact. 

Weapons with an Area of effect are "indi rect fire 

weapons". They ignore cover. If the shooting test is 

missed , the ammo explodes away from the target 

and causes no damage. 

Penetration/Damage g, : The weapon's ability 

to pierce the target's protection/Number of Dam

age points infl icted for each success on the damage 

test. 

Ammo 0 0 0 0 0: Each weapon has a limited 

amount of ammo. Each shot uses as much ammo 

as the number of dice rolled (re -rolled dice do not 

count). When all the boxes are ticked the character 

cannot use this weapon until he finds more ammo. 

Optional equipment 

Here is the materie l the Shooting Stars may find in 

the course of their missions: 

Ammo crate : The player can uses this 

equipment to reload all the ammo boxes 

of one weapon. 

Triple Len se he lmet: As long as the 

character wears this equipment, all his 

weapons gain +I in Accuracy @. 
Smoke grenades : As long as he carries 

this equipment, the character can throw 

a smoke grenade instead of a normal gre-

nade. The blast creates a smoke cloud, 

rep resented by any AT-43 card. Until the end of the 

round, all shots going through this cloud allow the ir 

target a cover roll. Using a smoke grenade costs one 

grenade ammo. 

Medpack: The player can use this 

equipment to restore one Endurance 

point to his character or to an ally in con

tact. 

VH F Radio: As long as a character car

ries this equipment, the Lieutenant gets +I 

LP at the beginning of each round. 

Each of these items, apart for the triple lense hel

met, is represented by a token. The helmet is rep

resented by the alternative heads included in the 

miniatures boxes. 

more fun to play them in order and keep track of each course of their mission . 

character's development. 

At the end of each mission , the players note the 

Endurance points, ammo and equipment their charac

ter has left. The character begins the next mission with 

these same amounts. However, the PCs can exchange 

optional equipment in between missions. 

At the end of each successful mission , grounded 

characters automatically recover one Endurance point . 

The others are rewarded for having fought so fiercely : 

the player chooses a bonus from the following list and 

writes it down on his character sheet. Bonuses fol

lowed by an asterisk(*) can be chosen again later: 

Lethal weapon*: The Re-roll 9 value of the char

acter's melee weapons is increased one point. 

Tough guy: Each game effect that restores Endur

ance points gives back twice the number to t he char

acter. 

Demolition man*: Once per round , when he 

resolves a shot, the character may have an extra re-roll 

on the damage test without having to spend any Endur

ance points. 

Disciplined: The character gives an extra I LP to the 

Lieutenant during the tactical phase (as long as he can 

see him). 

Hard boi led*: The character can re-ro lleach Morale 

test once, without spending any Endurance points. 

Heavy carrier*: The character can carry one addi 

tional item of optional equipment. 

Eagle eye*: TheRe-roll 9 value of the character's 

ranged weapons is increased one point. 

Rapid reloading: Using an Ammo crate does not 

cost an action. 

Dasher: The character can shoot or fight immedi

ately after of before performing a rush move. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Some NPCs have Endurance points like the Shoot

ing Stars and use the same rules as them. 

The NPCs that do not have any Endurance are elimi

nated when they suffer one Damage point. They do 

not have a character sheet, but their characteristics 

are indicated on t he cards included in the miniatures 

boxes. All Therian weapons hold 10 ammo. They are 

immediate ly reloaded when t he characte r is in contact 

with a nanogenerator; this costs one action. 

Some NPCs have Structu re points, like terrain 

elements. Each part of an armored fighting vehicle 

(frame , propulsion and wea pons) has a certain num

ber of Structure points (identified by white boxes on 

the card 's illustration) . A part is destroyed when all its 

Struct ure points fall to 0. 

UNITS 

Some NPCs are part of units. Each unit includes a 

Leader. The leader has the same characteristics as the 

other members of his unit, but his miniature is differ

ent . He will be the reference point for all distance 

measurements. When a unit's leader is eliminated, the 

closest standard cha racter who is part of the same unit 

becomes the leader. His miniature is replaced by the 

leader's. 

A unit must respect its cohesion at all times: 

• All the members a unit must be within 10 em of the 

leader; 

• Each member of the unit must be within 2.5 em of 

another member of the unit . 

Important: Shooting Stars unit members are not 

required to respect unit cohesion. 

A un it is considered behind cover if at least half of its 

members are either behind cover or totally hidden . 

When t he un it is behind cover, all of its members get 

cover tests. 

When a unit performs an action, all its members 

resolve it at the same time. The GL rolls as many dice as 

there are characters multiplied by the Attack rate 9 
of the weapon or the number of impacts . If an indirect 

fire weapon is shot, the Area of effect@ is multiplied 

by the number of successful shots t hat the unit ro lled. 

All the unit's members move at the same speed as 

the slowest amongst them. 
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EssENTIAL RULES 

MEASURING DISTANCES 

Distances have a determining role. lust like when 

playing AT-43, an action must be declared before 

measuring any distances. 

Distances are measured in em or in range bands. 

Range is used for distances when shooting. Range is 

measured in blocks of 10 em: 0 to 10 em is range 0, 

10 to 20 em is range I, and so on. 

All distances are measured with a tape measure , 

from the edge of an element to the edge of another. 

It may be the base of a miniature or the edge of a ter

rain element. In the case of a unit made up of several 

miniatures , measurements are taken from the edge 

ofthe unit leader's base. 

BEING IN CONTACT 

Two characters , or a character and a terrain ele

ment , are in contact when there is less than 2 .5 em 

between the edges of their bases. 

WHO CAN SEE WHOM? 

Characters can see in all directions. However, an 

obstacle can prevent one character from seeing 

another. Lines of sight then need to be checked: 

if there is a line of sight, the characters see each 

other. 

When 2D terrain is used , the characters can see 

each other if an imaginary line can be drawn from the 

edge of the character's base and the base of the ele

ment targeted without crossing any obstacle . When 

3D terrain is used, the player should bend down to 

adopt the point of view of miniature representing 

the character to determ ine if he can see the target 

or not. 

How THE GAME ROUND GO ES 

An A T-43 Tact ics mission is played over several 

rounds. Each round is divided into phases. The GL 

makes sure all the phases have been played and that 

each player was able to make his character act! 

TACTICAL PHASE 

It is during the' taC:tical phase that the game round 

is ·organized and whether the PCs or the GL go iirst 

is determined . 

.,;-

Rules 

• First, the GLand the player playing the Lieuten

ant calculate their Leadership points ( LP) pool for 

the round. 

For the GL, this pool is that of the Therian com

mander indicated in the description of the mission. 

For the lieutenant, it is equal to his LP score (5) 

added to the number of Shooting Stars he can see. 

• Then the GLand the player playing the Lieuten

ant both secretly wager a number of LP (0 to 6). It is 

impossible to wager more LP than you have. 

• Both reveal how much they wagered and roll 

an Authority test. Both roll a die; the score of the 

die is added to the Authority and the number of LP 

wagered (These LP are removed from th e pool). 

The one who gets the highest total chooses who 

will be the iirst active player of the activation phase. 

In case of a tie, the Lieutenant wins the initiative. 

If the Lieutenant is grounded, the result of his 

Authority test is always equal to 0. 

ACTIVATION PHASE 

The active player (the one whose turn it is) acti

vates one of the characters or units under his control. 

Activating a lone character is free. Activating a unit 

costs I LP. 

The active player resolves the actions of the acti

vated character or unit. Each character or unit can 

only be activated once per round . 

During his activation, a character can: 

• Either perform a combat move ( Q em) and 

one action ; 

• Or perform a rush move ( ~ + 6 em). 

Important: A character in contact with an oppo

nent at the beginning of his activation can onJy per

form a combat move and can onJy move half of his 

Movement Q. 
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A character can move in any direction and is free 

to change direction whenever he wants to during his 

movement. He must go around obstacles and can 

pass between two obstacles if his base can. Enemy 

characters are considered obstacles. Characters on 

the same side are ignored. 

Moving around obstacles is easy: the player lets the 

tape measure run around the obstacle when he mea

sures his character's movement. 

During a combat movement it is also possible to 

climb on top of a terrain element or clamber over 

it. In this case, the character moves only half of his 

Movement ~-
If the terra in element is taller than him , he e nds his 

movement on top of it. Otherwise, he jumps over it 

and continues his movement. 

A character can perform one of the following 

actions either before or after a combat move: 

• H and over equ ipment: The character gives one 

of his items of optional equipment to a visible ally 

who is in contact and who can carry it; 



• Open/Close: The character open or close a vis

ible door or container in contact. It is possible to 

enter an open container; 

• Pick up an item: The character picks up a piece 

of equipment. Th is action is only possible if he is 

inside the container containing the object; 

• Equip: The character swaps the weapon his has 

in hand; 

• Fight: The character attacks a visible enemy in 

contact with a melee weapon; 

• Shoot: The character indicates a ta rget and 

shoots at it with one of his ranged weapons; 

• Use an abi lity: The character uses one of his 

abil ities. If this ab ility is associated with a ranged 

weapon, the character shoots at the same time; 

• Use an item of equipment: The character uses 

an item of optional equipment and solves its effect. 

The equipment is then discarded . 

Once the character has iinished acting his activa 

tion ends and another player becomes active: 

• If it is a PC who has just played, the GL becomes 

the active player; 

• If it is the GL who has just played, another player 

becomes the active player. It is the Lieutenant who 

chooses whose turn it is from among the characters 

who have not yet acti vated in this round. 

CO NTROL PHASE 

This phase allows the players to evaluate the situa 

tion. The GL checks if the objectives have been ful

iilled by the PC or if an event speciiic to the mission 

occurs (re inforcements for instance). 

A new round then begins. 

AT-43 TACTICS 

Universa l table of resolution 

Action value , difficulties and numbe r of dice 

Test 

Shooting the te rrain 

Nanogenerator 

*Equivalent of the PCs' Endurance points. 

** When a container is destrV'ed, the materiel it contains is lost and all the characters inside suffer one 

Damage point. 
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Mission 
During Operation Damocles, a brave unit of steel 

troopers has been showing its valor in particulaljy 

bold commando actions:you are the Shooting Stars . 

You never run aw~. Sacrifice does not scare you 

asyou venture far behind ene~ lines, deep inside 

Damocles. Each timeyour courage andyour training 

has allowec!Jou to make it bac/1 in one piece. 

Except for this time. 

One nanostorm too ma~ andyou are grounded . 

The storm go/ems are 011 top ofyou . Overwhelmed, 

you rea!!J thini':.Your tim e has come ... 

You are wrong:you wake up in a cold, dark cell . 

Your courage wavers, but of!!y for a second. You real

ize that the morphos have made one ma;or mistal1e: 

thg have leftyouyour combat knives! 

SITUATION REPORT 

This mission ta kes place in an installation at Level 

0 of Damocles. The Shooting Stars are unwilli ngly 

captured by the Web Striders who are carrying out 

experiments on human behavior. 

This installation shelters laboratories and hangers 

under the control of this fact ion. 

The gameboard used for this mission represents 

only part ofthis complex, a prison under the surveil

lance of storm golems. The exit indicated seems 

to lead outside, while the other exits lead into the 

depths of Damocles. 

DEPLOYMENT 

At the beginning of the game, the GM deploys the 

storm golems as shown on the map. He splits the fol

lowing tokens inside the containers, without letting 

the other players know what they are: 

• Ammo crates x 3; 

• Medpack x 3. 

The Shooting Stars are deployed in their cell, 

wherever they want. T hey all have their combat knife 

in hand . 

I : Prison break 

OBJECTIVES 

The Shooting Stars must break out! 

To complete this mission, t hey must: 

• Get out of their cell; 

• Equip; 

• All make it to the evacuation zone shown on the 

map. 

PNJ 

For this mission the GL has six storm golems, 

including one with a sonic gun. Each one of them is 

an independent NPC. Their commander (not repre

sent ed) controls t he m remotely; he has the follow

ing characteristics: Authority 0 2, LP & 2). 

THE CHRONICLES OF THE WORLD OF RACKHAM 



At the begin ning of the scenario all the T herians 

remain sti ll, except for t hose whose pat ro l ro und 

is shown on the map: the latter perform a combat 

move each round, moving from one position to the 

next . 

If the alarm is given, the G L freely controls all the 

storm golems from the beginni ng of the next round. 

The storm golems must eliminate the fugitives at 

all cost! 

In addition, the G L ca n then call in rei nforcemen t s 

by spending LP: 

• I storm golem with nanoblaster and reaper blades : 

I LP; 

• I storm golem with sonic gun: 2 LP. 

These re inforcements enter the game atthe begin

ning of the following round through any entrance. 

T he GL can bring in as many storm golems as his 

LP pool allows him to. However, the total number of 

storm golems on the game board cannot exceed the 

number of PCs . 

IN STR UCT IONS 

At the beginning of the mission, the Shooting Stars 

don 't have any standard or optional equ ipment, 

except their combat kn ife . 

As they break out, the PCs will explore this sector 

of the complex. Some terrain elements have special 

funct ions. The G L must reveal them to t he players 

once their characters can see t hem. 

Ce ll door: If the mechanic is in contact with the 

doo r, he can use his "I ntrus ion" ability to open it . 

The difficulty of this action is 8, since the mechanic 

only has his combat knife to open it. If the test suc

ceeds, the door can be opened at the cost of an 

action that any PC can accomplish. 

Conta iners : A character inside a container can per

form the pick up an item action . Inside the contain

ers of this mission, he can choose to pick up the first 

weapon of his standard eq uipment, with 10 ammo, 

ra t he r t han one of t he items represented by a token . 

Using an ammo crate allows him to pick up his grenades. 

Nanope rturbati o n: The "Nanoperturbation" 

card rep resents a wall of nanomachines. For the time 

being, the Shooting Stars have no way to find out 

what is on the othe r side ... 
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While they explore this sector, the PCs have to be 

careful not to trigger the alarm. The GL informs them 

at the beginning of this mission about this constraint 

and the following triggering conditions (the GL 

checks these conditions during the control phase) 

• A ranged weapon is used; 

• A Therian can see a Shooting Star and the latter is 

not behind cover; 

• A Shooting Star has performed a rush move less 

than 10 em away from a Therian ; 

• A T herian can see an open container door. 

If any one ofthese conditions is fulfilled, the alarm 

is triggered. 

If the Shooting Stars destroy any terrain elements, 

the GL must write down which ones for mission 3. 
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Mission 2: 

The morphos ony our heelsJOU malv:your wy as fast 

as possible through the corridors of the Therian complex. 

Fina!lYJOU are alone. The corridors allloo/1 the same, but 

the mechanic scrutinizes the area and spots some impor

tant nanotechnological activi!J. It has got to be a node. 

Ifyo u can hack into it,you could learn more about the 

complex and find how to get out! 

S ITUAT ION REPORT 

This mission takes place close to the prison, in a 

sector dedicated to the Web Striders' experiments. 

There is a node, meant to facilitate Therian research. 

Th e me chanic has picked up its location . 

DEPLO YM ENT 

At the beginning of the game, the GM deploys the 

storm golems as shown on the map. He splits the follow

ing tokens inside the containers, without letting the other 

players know what they are: 

• Ammo crate x 3 

• Triple lense helmets x 2 

• Smoke grenades x 2 

• Medpack x 3 

·• VHF rad io x 2 

The Shooti ng Stars are not deployed. They will enter 

t he game through the indtcated access, dunng thetr first 

activation. 

J he Shooting St ars, must gather information con

cerning the Therian complex. 

Hubbub 

To complete this mission they must: 

• Reach the node ; 

• Connect to it; 

• Discover information #6. 

NPCs 

Forth is mission the GL has six storm golems, includ

ing one armed with a sonic gun . Each one of them 

constitutes an independent character. The com

mander (not represented) controls them remotely; 

he has the following characteristics : 

• Authority 0: 2, LP ~: 2. 

During this miss ion , the GL freely controls the 

"Pherians. He must try to prevent the Shooting Stars 

from reaching the node. 

The GL can call in reinforcement by spending LP: 

• I storm golem with nanoblaster and reaper blades: 

0 .5 PC; 

• I storm golem with sonic gun: I PC. 

These reinforcements enter the game at the begin

ning of the following round in contact with any 

nanogenerator. If all the nanogenerators have been 

destroyed , they enter through any entrance, but the 

cost of each golem is doubled. 

The GL can bring in as many storm golems as his 

LP pool allows him to . The total number of storm 

golems present on the game board at the same time 

cannot exceed the number of PCs. 
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IN STRUCTION S 
Some terrain elements have special functions. The 

GL must reveal them to the players once t heir char

acters can see them. 

The door: It has Protection (1 12 and I Structure 

point . The mechanic can open with a successful dif

ficulty 3. The Therians in contact can open it if the 

GL spends I LP. 

The node: The mechanic can connect to it with a 

successful difficulty 8 intrusion test. His player then 

rolls a die and the GL read the information corre

spondingto the result: 

//Subjects Humans captured as planned// 

for further instructions/ I 

I / Research routine detected/ / Isolation of the 

activated/ I 

//Company .UNA annihilated//M ate riel 

/Waiting for further instructions/ I 

//ALERT!//ALERT! // Subjects Humans have 

out//Calling all units : seek and destroy/ I 
//Alpha Tandahar in approach//Reconfigura

the complex to suit incoming golgoth / I 

//Subject TH-01 still in confinement//Error// 

directive 01001 cancelled/ / confinement compromised/ I 

As long as he remains in contact with the node, the 

mechan ic stays connected. At the cost of an action , he 

can roll t he die to obtain more information. If the result 

of the die indicates information already obtai ned , t he 

G L reads down the list to the next item of information 

until a new item of information is discovered. 

If the mechanic accesses information #6, the lights 

of the sector go out and the mission ends ... on a suc

cess! 
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Mission =3: Close 
encounters of the third kind 

The lights come bach on in the Therian complex. 

And with them, hope. Before disconnecting from the 

hub, the mechanic has downloaded subiect TH-01's 

file . Apparen0', it appears to be a Therian dissident, 

confined not far from your old cell. Convinced that 

the ene~ ofy our ene~ can becomey our friend , 

y ou turn around and head bach to the prison. But this 

timeyou've got guns .. . 

S ITUAT ION REPORT 

Th is mission takes place in the same sector where 

the Shooting Stars were held captive (mission I). The 

intrusion into the node has deactivated the nanop

erturbation and TH-OI 's cell is now accessible. This 

Therian is an overseer omicron called Kasyth. He is 

opposed to overseer alpha Tandahar's project and 

to any experimentation on humans . He believes that 

the virtual consciousness sought by the Web Striders 

cannot be conceived from an animal consciousness, 

but should emerge from the EM\ grid, the Therian 

network. 

inside the containers, without letting the other play

ers know what they are: 

• Ammo crate x I 

• Triple lense helmet x I 

• Smoke grenades x I 

• Medpack xI 

• VHF radio xI 

The Shooting Stars are not deployed. They will 

enter the game through the indicated access during 

their first activation. 

OBJECTIVES 

The Shooting Stars must establish contact with TH-

01, omicron Kasyth. 

To complete t his mission the Shooting Stars must: 

• Reach Kasyth's cell; 

• Negotiate a truce with Kasyth; 

• Eliminate all enemy storm golems. 

NPC 

By the time the Shooting Stars arrive, a unit of nine During this mission, the GL manages two groups of 

storm golems, including three with sonic guns , has NPCs with opposing objectives: 

been sent to neutralize Kasyth. 

DEPLOYMENT 

At the beginning of the game the GL deploys 

Kasyth and his two bodyguards. The storm golem 

unit is not deployed. It will enter th e game during its 

first activation. The GL splits the following tokens 

• Omicron Kasyth and his two bodyguards 

(Authority 3 'S 3, LP ~ 4) just hold their position. 

The two bodyguards are storm golems with flamers. 

Kasyth uses his EM I grid access to analyze the situ

ation ; 

• Storm golem unit(Authority ~ 2, LP "'3) 

is composed of nine storm golems, including three 

sonic guns. Each round the unit advances towards 

Kasyth , eliminating any resistance. Once it sees the 

omicron it tries to eliminate him. If it manages to 

eliminate him the mission is a failure. 

These two groups take part in the Authority test. 

If one of them wins it, it plays first . The PCs then play 

second , unless the Lieutenant prefers to go th ird. 

IN STRUCTIONS 

The PCs must not eliminate Kasyth. 

They are supposed negotiate with him. 

Unfortunately, at the beginning ofthe mission, the 

omicron considers them as a threat. 

However, the Shooting Stars can convince him 

of their good intentions: if the Lieutenant can see 

Kasyth , he can roll a test with his own Authority 

against a difficulty of3 . 

If this test is a success, the omicron agrees to a 

truce. 

But still, he will only collaborate with the Shoot

ing Stars once all the enemy storm golems are elimi

nated. 



Mission Ll: 
When qolqoths attack! 

While leadingyou to the exit, the omicron Ka~th 

explains w!ry you have been captured: some Web 

Striders are trying to simulate human behavior with 

their machines. He is opposed to this since he believes 

that onJy the EMI grid is a worthwhile model. 

Just as he comes to this conclusionJ'ou step into the 

open, into the middle of the Web Striders' complex. 

Suddenjy Ka~th is sent flying bacl<wards. He got 

pierced !ry a high caliber nanomunition! Your worst 

nightmare has come true : from across the concrete 

expanse, a Wraith golgoth comes darting straight at 

y ou! 

Without a Fire Toad,you are doomed. FortunateJy, 

the Lieutenant spots a hangar on the other side of 

the complex. Ifyou manage to get a across the open 

expanseJ'ou'll be safe! 

S ITUAT ION REPORT 

This mission takes place on a huge stretch of con

crete, which is meant to let Therian armored fighting 

vehicles get from one building to the next. On the 

other side , there is a hangar, the only shelter in sight. 

The Wraith golgoth is no other than the alpha Tanda

har, the PCs' true jai ler and the leader of the project 

taking place in the complex. 

DEPLOYM ENT 

At the beginning of the game, the G L deploys the 

,alpha Tandahar's Wraith golgoth as indicated on the 

map. He splits the following tokens inside the con-

tainers, without letting the other players know what 

they are: 

• Ammo crate xI 

• Medpack xI 

The Shooting Stars are not deployed. They will 

enter the game through the indicated access during 

their first activation. 

OBJECT IV ES 

The Shooting Stars must get across the sector! 

To complete this mission, at least one Shooting 

Star must reach the evacuation zone indicated on the 

map. 
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NPC 

For this mission, the GL has only the Wra ith golgoth 

piloted by the alpha Tandahar to manage. The latter 

has the fo llowing characteristics: Authority \3) 2, 

LP~2. 
The omicron Kasyth is not necessarily dead. If 

another player has joined the group, he can play 

Kasyth. The overseer's biomechanical nature has 

allowed him to survive the fire ofthe medium nucleus 

cannon. However, he has only one Endurance point 

left . The medic cannot heal him. His LP are not 

added to the Lieutenant 's, but Kasyth can use them 

for his own needs or to generate re-rolls. 



IN STRU CT IONS 

The alpha Tandahar is aboard Wraith golgoth . When 

it performs a rush move, it can move over Movement 

~ plus 10 em. It ignores characters on his side, but 

the latter must go around it when they move. 

When his ·wraith go lgoth suffers damage, 

impact needs to be located with a die roll: 

• 1-2: Propuls ion; 

• 3-5 : Frame; 

• 6 : A weapon (chosen by the shooting player) . 

• T he indicated part loses a number of Structure 

points equal to the damage value Q ofthe weapon 

used. T he G L ticks the nu mber of boxes in the cor

responding part of the Wraith golgoth. If a location 

loses it last Structure point, the following effect is 

applied: 

• Pro pulsio n: The Wraith golgoth cannot move 

anymore; from now on, any damage inflicted to the 

propulsion will be transferred to t he frame; 

• Frame: The Wraith golgoth explodes; 

• A weapo n: This weapon cannot shoot anymore; 

once both weapons are destroyed, any damage 

inflicted to a weapon will be transferred to the frame. 

The Shooting Stars have a lot to worry about with 

the Wraith golgoth. This huge combat strider is so 

terrifying that each PC must perform a Morale test 

(difficulty 8) in the following conditions : 

• At the beginning of his activation, if he is within 

sight of the golgoth. If the test is failed, he must 

begin his activation with a movement to get out of 

sight from the golgoth. 

• During his activation, if he wishes to finish his move

ment within sight ofthe golgoth. If the test fails , he must 

finish his movement out of sight from the golgoth. 

The two nanogenerators are powerful Therian 

mechanisms. During the control phase, if an over

seer (Tandahar or Kasyth) is within 10 em of a nano

generator, he can spend I LP: 

• Either to generate two storm golems that will 

o bey him; 

• Or to regain one Endurance point or one Struc

ture point. 

If the Shooting Stars destroy terrain elements the 

G L must write down which ones for miss ion 6 . 
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Mission ~= 
Lrab '-:JOUr weapons Avansl 

PantingJOU close the hangar doors behinc!Jou. This 

l9er of steel should slow the golgoth down . You then 

realize wher9ou have set foot . It is a building as huge 

as the oneyou were held captive in. You can alrea:!J 

hear them approaching your positions. Thry are 

watchingyou, preparing their attacL. You spot some 

U.N. marl1ed containers, stored there !?J the Theri

ans. With a little luc/1 thry will contain wha!_you need 

to get rid of the golgoth. You have got to b!9' enough 

time to grab everythingyou need! 

S IT UAT ION REPORT 

This mission takes place in a hangar close to the 

sector patrolled by alpha Tandahar. T he U.N. con

tainers are stored there . The arrival of the Shooting 

Stars has disturbed its inhabitants, who are sending 

storm golems to eliminate them. 

If the omicron Kasyth was accompanyingthe Shoot

ing Stars in the previous mission, he stays with them 

for this mission. He benefits from the same experi

ence rules as the other PCs. 

DEPLOYME NT 

The GL does not deploy the Therians, who will 

enter the game·th1,ugh one of the accesses indi

cated during their first activation. 

He splits the following tokens inside the contain-

• ers, without lettingt~e other players know what they 

are : 

r 

• Ammo crate x I 

• Triple lense helmet x 2 

• Smoke grenades x I 

• Medpack xI 

• VHF radio xI 

The Shooting Stars are dep loyed wherever they 

want in the zone indicated on the map. 
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OBJECT IV ES 

The Shooting Stars need weapons! 

To complete this mission, the Shooting Stars must: 

• Find three TacArms; 

• Re-activate them; 

·Jump in them. 

The Therians then retreat faced with the firepower of 

the TacArms. 



NPC 

During this mission the GL manages two storm 

golem units . Each one is composed of four storm 

golems including one sonic gun. A commander 

(not represented) controls these units remotely; he 

has the following characteristics: Authority \!) 2, 

LP~2 . 

The storm golems are programmed to neutralize 

the threat presented by the Shooting Stars. 

When a unit is eliminated a new identical one 

comes in through one of the accesses indicated on 

the map. 

If there are more storm golems than PCs within 10 

em of a nanogenerator then the Therians control it. 

They then obtain reinforcements: during the control 

phase, a storm golem joins the unit controlling the 

nanogenerator. This storm golem can have a flamer 

or a sonic gun if the unit joined does not already have 

any special weapon bearers. 

IN STR UCTION S 

Each container holds, in addition to the materiel 

indicated on the map, an empty and de-activated 

TacArm (short for tact ical armor unit, the U.N. 

battlesuit). Before being able to use it, each TacArm 

needs to be re -activated by the mechanic at the cost 

of one action. A Shooting Star beginning his activa

tion inside a container can jump into a reactivated 

TacArm, as long has he does not do anything else 

during this round . His miniature is then replaced by 

that of a steel TacArm, or the token found in these 

pages is left next to his miniature . 

A PC in a TacArm has Protection 6 9, but he 

cannot use any weapon and cannot light in close 

combat. However, the mechanic can use an action 

to mount the gunman's laser gun onto the latter's 

TacArm , who can then use it. 

Each TacArm is equipped with a laser targeter. 
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Mission 0: 
Toe to toe with the qolqoth! 

The storm go lems' assault is over. Faced with the 

power ofyour TacArms, th9 have fled. However, the 

hardest part is still to come. You open the doors of the 

hangar and scrutinize the huge concrete stretch that 

shows the scars of the previous battle against Tanda

har. The overseer has detectedyou:you can hear the 

threatening racl<et of its legs on the concrete. This time 

you win oryou die! 

S IT UAT ION REPORT 

This mission takes place in the sector where the 

Shooting Stars have fought the alpha Tandahar two 

missions earlier. The overseer is waiting for you, 

blocking the only way out of the complex. While the 

PC where putting on their TacArms, Tandahar has 

called for reinforcements , which arrive at the same 

time as the PCs: a unit of storm golems. 

lfthe omicron Kasyth was accompanyingthe Shoot

ing Stars in the previous mission, he stays with them 

for this mission. He benents from the same experi 

ence rules as the other PCs. 

DEPLOYM ENT 

At the beginning of the game, the G L deploys the 

alpha Tandahar as indicated on the map. The storm 

goler:n unit is n~t d'eployed; it will enter the game 

thro ugh one of the accesses indicated, during its nrst 

activation. The G L splits the fo llowing tokens inside 

.the. containers, with_out letting the other players 

know what they are: 

• Ammo crates x I 

• Triple tense helmet x I 

• Smoke grenades x I 

• Medpack xI 

• VHF radio xI 

The Shooting Stars are not deployed . They will 

enter the game through the indicated access, during 

their nrst activation . 
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OBJECT IVES 

The Shooting Stars must destroy Tandahar! 

To complete th is miss ion, the Shooting Stars "sim

ply" need to eliminate the alpha Tandahar's Wra ith 

golgoth. Once this is done, they will be able to leave 

the Web Strider complex and get back to General 

MacBright's HQ! 



NPC 

During this mission, the GL controls the alpha 

Tandahar and a unit of nine storm golems, including 

three sonic guns . Tandahar is the commander. He 

has the following characteristics : Authority 0 2, 

LP~2. 
Tandahar will stop at nothing to eliminated the 

PCs. This is a combat to the death! 

IN STRU CT ION S 

This mission uses the same rules as mission 4 con

cerning the golgoth, morale tests and the nanogen 

erators. The PCs wearing TacArms do not need to 

roll Morale tests . 

The TacArms are still equipped with laser targeters. 

When a PC in a TacArm is wounded by the medium 

nucleus cannon, he loses only one Endurance point. 

However, his TacArm does not work anymore and he 

is immobilized. On his next activation he can get out 

of the TacArm at the cost of an action. If he is hit 

once more by the medium nucleus cannon before 

being able to get out, he loses all his Endurance 

points. A PC may remain in a TacArm as long as he 

manages to roll a successful Morale test (d ifficulty 

8) . However, he cannot do anyth ing. A mechanic can 

use his "Repair" ab ili ty to fix the TacArm. If the PCs 

manage to defeat alpha Tandahar, the G L reads the 

following text: 

The Wraith go/goth explodes in a gigantic fireball. 

Debris flies through the air, wedging itself i11 the walls 

a11d the containers. Far behind the smol1ing wrec/1, 

you can malw out an opening in the wall surround

ing the complex. The exit, at last! The whole unit runs 

towards freedom. BLtt suddenJy, the door turns into a 

wall! Dozens of storm golems appear from the under

ground ducts, obviousJy determined to mal1eyou p~ 

fo'Your boldness. You were so close .. . 

Your radio cracldes. The voice ofColoJ1el Star/1 rings 

inyour ears: 

"Get to the wall! Come on, faster!" 

You fee/lifted !ry this new hope. Levelingyour weap

onSJOU run to meet the dozens ofmorphos surround

ingyou. The air bumingyour lung~ou keep running. 

You fire off the last ofyour ammo. The door ,-emains 

desperateJy closed .. . 

A bright beam of light tears through the s!:J and hits 

the wall, blowing it open upon impact. You clos~our 
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ryes, blinded !ry the fire of the UNSS Battle axe. When 

you open them again, the morphos are bu2JI shooting 

the incoming White Stars space shuttles. On the other 

side of the door,you can see steel troopers breahing 

through. Digging intoyou last reserveSJOU start run

ning again. You stagger past the limits of the complex 

and collapse amongyou brothers in arms. Beforeyou 

blac/1 out,you hear Colonel Starl1's voice one last 

time: 

"Welcome home, b~s." 
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